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Abstract

Active shell-like structures with a large deformation potential may be used to

generate an interaction between the structure and its environment. Among the

electroactive polymers (EAPs), soft dielectric EAPs in particular are promis-

ing for driving so-called shell-like actuators due to their huge active strain

potential and intrinsic compliance.

This thesis explores the potential of soft dielectric EAPs for the design of

shell-like actuators with the ability of performing complex out-of-plane dis-

placements.

Initially, diverse concepts for the design of active shell structures driven by a

soft dielectric EAPs are presented. Preliminary experiments were conducted

for selected approaches in order to basically quantify their active deformation

potential. These experiments showed that the so-called agonist-antagonist

configuration, where DE films pre-strain each other via a jointed support struc-

ture, perform well.

The design of this agonist-antagonist segment was optimized based on a hyper-

elastic model for the dielectric film to achieve maximum free deflections and

blocking forces under activation. The modeling predictions were then verified

experimentally for different setups of the DE actuators.

Based on these results, a shell-like actuator composed of seven interlinked

agonist-antagonist segments was implemented.

A computer controlled supply system with only one amplifier was established

for the individual supply of the agonist-antagonist segments with high DC

voltages.

During the experimental characterization, the shell-like actuator displayed free

angles of deflection exceeding 90 degrees in both directions. Under phase-

shifted sinusoidal activation of the segments, the actuator showed a propaga-

tion of transversal waves along its principal axis, which resembled the swim-

ming motion of a fish.





Zusammenfassung

Schalenförmige, aktive Strukturen könnten dazu genutzt werden, eine Interak-

tion zwischen der Struktur und ihrer Umgebung zu erzeugen. Unter den elek-

troaktiven Polymeren sind insbesondere die dielektrischen Elastomere (DE)

dank ihrem grossen Verformungspotential und ihrer intrinsischen Nachgiebig-

keit vielversprechend für sogenannte Schalenaktoren.

In dieser Doktorarbeit wurde das Potential von dielektrischen Elastomeren für

deren Anwendung als Schalenaktoren erforscht, welche komplexe Verformun-

gen aus der Ebene heraus erreichen können.

Einleitend werden diverse Konzepte für das Design von aktiven Schalenstruk-

turen basierend auf den dielektrischen Elastomeren präsentiert. Anhand von

Vorversuchen wurde das aktive Verformungspotential von ausgesuchten An-

sätzen quantifiziert. Diese Experimente zeigten, dass insbesondere die soge-

nannte Agonist-Antagonist Konfiguration, bei der sich die DE-Folien über eine

gelenkige Supportstruktur gegenseitig vordehnen, gute Leistung aufweist.

Das Design dieses Agonist-Antagonist Segments wurde basierend auf einem

viskoelastischen Modell für die dielektrische Folie dahingehend optimiert, dass

maximale Auslenkungen und Blockierungskrfte unter Aktivierung erreicht wer-

den. Die Vorhersagen der Modellierung wurde experimentell für unterschied-

liche Einstellungen der DE-Aktoren verifiziert.

Unter Berücksichtigung dieser Resultate wurde ein Schalenaktor implemen-

tiert, welcher aus sieben miteinander verbundenen Agonist-Antagonist Seg-

menten bestand.

Für die individuelle Versorgung der Agonist-Antagonist Segmente mit hohen

Gleichspannungen wurde ein computergestütztes Versorgungssystem aufge-

baut, welches nur einen Hochspannungsverstärker benötigte.

Während der experimentellen Charakterisierung erreichte der Schalenaktor

Auslenkungen von mehr als 90 Grad in beide Richtungen. Unter sinusoida-

ler, phasenverschobener Aktivierung der Segmente breiteten sich Transversal-

Wellen entlang der Hauptachse des Schalenaktors aus, welche der Schwimm-

bewegung eines Fisches ähnelte.
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of the segments i = I, II, . . . , V II of the shell-like actuator

ω Angular frequency of the sinusoidal activation voltage char-

acteristics of the segments of the shell-like actuator

φi Phase-shift of the sinusoidal activation voltage characteristics

of the segments i = I, II, . . . , V II of the shell-like actuator

σsystem,j Cauchy stresses acting in the principal directions j = x, y, z

of the uncoupled framework of spring-damper segments

S
(o)
j Length of an unloaded segment of the uncoupled framework

of spring-damper system in the principal directions j = x, y, z

Sj Length of a loaded segment of the uncoupled framework of

spring-damper system in the principal directions j = x, y, z

Fsegment,j Force acting at a spring-damper segment in the principal di-

rections j = x, y, z

ks, kp, dp Spring stiffness of the serial and parallel springs and damping

coefficient of the damper

Ks, Kp, Dp Serial as well as parallel stiffness and parallel damping coeffi-

cient of the uncoupled framework of spring-damper segments

K Overall stiffness of the uncoupled framework of spring-damper

segments in the quasi-static case (t →∞)

p(i) Hydrostatic pressure of the DE film in the pre-strained state

(i) (in the original state (o) it is p(o) = 0)

p Hydrostatic pressure of the actively deformed dielectric film

e Strain energy potential



xx List of Symbols

µm, αm Material parameters of the Ogden model for m = 1, 2, . . .

pfilm External pressure squeezing the dielectric film in the thickness

direction

λ̂j Stretch ratio amplitude under displacement-controlled sinu-

soidal stimulation in the principal directions j = x, y of the

planar DE actuator

Ûsource Amplitude of the sinusoidal activation voltage of the planar

DE actuator

ω Angular frequency of the sinusoidal activation voltage of the

planar DE actuator

tcycle Duration of an activation cycle (tcycle = π/ω)

φ Phase shift between the sinusoidal electrical and the mechan-

ical excitation of the actuator system

Fexternal,j External forces acting in the principal directions j = x, y of

a planar DE actuator

Wdeformation Elastic deformation energy stored in the actively deformed

soft dielectric EAP capacitor

Wfield Field energy stored in the actively deformed soft dielectric

EAP capacitor

Wsupply Energy input per cycle into the actuator system

Wsource Energy supply per cycle from the source

Wexternal Work output per cycle from the actuator system

Wsource→circ Energy transmission per cycle from the source to the actuator

circuit

WRserial→env Energy dissipation per cycle from the serial resistance to the

environment

WRparallel→env Energy dissipation per cycle from the parallel resistance to

the environment

Wact→force Energy transmission per cycle from the actuator to the exter-

nal forces

ηact, ηgen Overall electromechanical efficiency of a DE actuator in the

actuator and the generator mode

wact,m, wact,V Mass and volume-specific power density of a DE actuator in

the actuator mode

wgen,m, wgen,V Mass and volume-specific power density of a DE actuator in

the generator mode



1
Actuator Technologies and

Active Materials

Numerous different definitions can be found for the term ”actuator” or ”trans-

ducer”. Most of them refer to an element, often a mechanism, which changes

under stimulation its physical appearance, often its shape, and can thus act

upon its environment. In a more abstract sense, actuators can transform

energy from one form to another. Often the input energy is thereby trans-

formed to mechanical energy by, for example, generating motion. In relation

to control circuits both a sensor, which specifically measures the condition of

the environment, and an actuator, as the active element which influences the

surroundings, belong to a control circuit.

1.1 Conventional actuator technologies

Conventional actuator technologies include hydraulic, pneumatic (e.g. cylin-

ders) and electrical/electromechanical actuators (e.g. motors, switches). Ta-

ble 1.1 shows the general advantages and drawbacks of these technologies.

One particular pneumatic actuator is the so-called McKibben artificial mus-

cle [4] (Fig. 1.1). This actuator consists of a rubber hose in a jacket of nylon

weave. To activate the muscle, the gas pressure inside the tube is increased

and the tube is caused to balloon. As the tube swells, the nylon weave reori-

ents and constrains the expansion so that the tube contracts along its axis.

Due to the high flexibility of these lightweight actuators they may serve to

drive prosthetics.

As shown, the main drawback that conventional actuators have is that either

the actuator itself and/or the energy transmission lines and/or the required

energy supply is bulky and heavy. This is especially adverse when it comes
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Technology Advantages Limitations

Hydraulic generation of linear and
rotary motion, high
payloads, reliable systems,
deliver great power, high
stiffness (incompressible
fluid), fast response, high
frequencies, low noise level,
self-lubricating

difficult to control
(compliant transmission
lines, viscosity changes of oil
with temperature), leaking
is dangerous, flammable
fluid

Pneumatic lightweight, small size,
compliant system
(compressible fluid),
relatively high payload to
weight ratio, no return lines
for fluid needed (fluid
exhausted), clean system,
fluid non-flammable

lower force capabilities due
to lower pressures, lower
efficiency since not
self-lubricating

Electric large variety of possible
devices (AC, DC, induction
or stepping motors), smaller
power supplies, simple
energy transmission from
supply to device (flexible
wires)

generation of small torques
in relation to their size and
weight

Table 1.1: Advantages and limitations of conventional actuator technologies.

Figure 1.1: McKibben artificial muscle in deactivated state (top) and acti-
vated state (bottom) (source [1]).
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to applications where good mass or volume-specific performance is a necessity

(e.g. for accelerated and/or lifted objects).

1.2 Active materials

In recent years, many research activities were initiated in the field of ”active

materials”, e.g. shape memory alloys (SMAs) (e.g. [50]), piezoelectric ceram-

ics/polymers (e.g. [29]), magnetostrictive materials (e.g. [70]) or electroactive

polymers (EAPs) (e.g. [8]).

Some advantages and limitations of these materials are listed qualitatively in

table 1.2. The class of electroactive polymers has been omitted since it will

be discussed in detail in section 2.1. More detailed performance character-

istics for selected active materials, in particular electroactive polymers, are

given in table 1.3. Note that due to the absence of standard test configu-

rations/procedures and clear definitions for the performance parameters, the

Type
Driving

field
Advantages Limitations

Piezoelectric
materials

Electric high bandwidth,
high frequencies, low
actuation power,
wide range of
operating
temperature

limited strains,
auxiliary equipment
required, low tensile
strength, typically
brittle materials,
Curie temperature
(depolarization)

Shape memory
alloys (SMAs)

Thermal large active stresses,
high energy density,
high material
strength, high
elasticity

low bandwidth, low
frequencies, high
hysteresis, limited
temperature range,
low efficiency

Magnetostrictive
materials

Magnetic high frequencies,
high temperature
range,
non-contacting
control via magnetic
field

low tensile strength
of material, typically
brittle materials,
generation of
magnetic field
equipment is
intensive

Table 1.2: Advantages and limitations of conventional active materials
(adapted from [8]).
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presented performance characteristics in table 1.3 must be carefully compared.

In particular, the following remarks should be considered:

• The maximum strain and maximum pressure usually can not be at-

tained simultaneously. These performance values correspond to different

boundary conditions for the active material.

• The specific elastic energy density is expected to give the amount of work

per unit mass or volume of the active material which a corresponding

actuator can perform at an external force over a full activation cycle.

Sometimes, however, the term is misapplied for the maximum mechan-

ical distortion energy stored in the actively deformed material.

• In particular, the determinations of the efficiency and the specific elastic

energy density are based on energy considerations during a full activa-

tion cycle. Since the activation cycle is not standardized, the tests for

the presented active materials may differ.

• It has not been defined whether the masses or volumes of the support

structures (e.g. for pre-straining of soft dielectric EAPs) or the supplies

have been included for the calculation of the specific energy values.

• Some of the data given are based on rough estimates and have thus not

been experimentally verified.

Active materials are typically used to design ”integrated” actuators. In con-

trast to conventional transducers, such actuators are not mechanically complex

since they do not consist of many interacting (passive) parts.

Especially when it comes to active structures, the advantages of active ma-

terials over conventional actuator technologies (e.g. hydraulic and pneumatic

cylinders, electric motors) become obvious: with conventional technologies one

Figure 1.2: Structure of an actuator system and its interaction with the
environment.
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would end up with a very complex framework structure, consisting of inter-

linked rigid parts, where all DOF have to be actively controlled. Using active

materials, however, a separation between the structure and the driving actu-

ators can be avoided. This allows for the realization of fully integrated active

structures.

Basically, a supply and a control device must be included for the subse-

quent technical implementation of an active material to drive active structures

(Fig. 1.2). In our understanding, three different levels can be distinguished for

the actuator system according to the type of control:

(i) An active material/structure corresponds to a system consisting only

of the actuator and a controlled supply.

(ii) An adaptive material/structure is achieved when a feedback signal

from a sensor is incorporated and an automatic control is applied.

(iii) A smart/intelligent material/structure is given when the automatic

control is capable of adjusting its control strategy to changing external

influences.

Note that the terms adaptive/smart/intelligent have no commonly accepted

definitions and are thus often used interchangeably.



2
Actively Deforming Polymers

An extensive class of active materials is based on polymers. The change in

shape of these polymers is induced by various kinds of stimuli such as electrical,

magnetic, thermal, chemical or even by light (Fig. 2.1).

The corresponding principles of operation are based on various physical and/or

mechanical mechanisms. Polymers that change their shape when electrically

stimulated will be discussed in detail in section 2.1. The most representative

effects for the other stimulations will be briefly outlined here [8]:

Figure 2.1: Classification of deforming polymers with the subdivision of elec-
troactive polymers and selected representatives (adapted from [8]).
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• Magnetic stimulation: Magnetoactive polymers undergo a magne-

tostrictive effect when an external magnetic field is applied. In this

case, ”direct magnetostriction” is defined as the dimensional change of

a magnetoactive material under exposure to an external magnetic field.

When external stresses strain the polymer, a change is induced in the

magnetic field (”indirect magnetostrictive effect”).

First, the magnetostrictive properties of metals (e.g. terbium, dyspro-

sium) or metal alloys having higher Curie temperatures (e.g. TbFe2,

DyFe2) were identified. Later, magnetostrictive polymer composites

were investigated. These materials with anisotropic magnetostrictive

properties consist of magnetizable constituents such as metallic parti-

cles or fibres, which are embedded and aligned in a soft polymer matrix.

• Thermal stimulation: In relation to thermal stimulation it is shape

memory materials in particular which ”remember” their original shape

when heated after having previously been subjected to plastic deforma-

tion in the cold state. This shape memory effect occurs due to a tem-

perature and stress-dependent transformation of the material’s crystal

structure between two different phases called martensite and austenite.

Metallic shape memory alloys include Au − Cd, Ag − Cd, Ni − Ti,

Ni − Al, Cu − Al − Ni, Cu − Sn, Cu − Zn − (X), In − Ti, Fe − Pt,

Mn− Cu and Fe−Mn− Si. More recently, polymeric materials have

been presented which exhibit shape memory.

• Chemical stimulation: Polymer gels in particular have the ability

to change their elastic and swelling properties in a reversible manner.

Most of these soft materials work in an aqueous environment, whereby

a volume phase transition arises in response to an infinitesimal change

in external stimuli such as pH or solvent composition. The structural

changes (shape changes or swelling degree) are kinetically restricted by

the collective diffusion of chains as well as the friction between the poly-

mer network and the swelling agent.

• Stimulation by light: In photomechanical materials, light interacts

with the material and changes its physical dimensions by several mech-

anisms such as photothermal, molecular reorientation, electronic cloud

deformation and Cis-Trans isomerization. For example, in the pho-

tothermal mechanism light is partially absorbed, causing a temperature

increase and through thermal expansion an increase in size.
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2.1 Electroactive polymers (EAPs)

Polymers which undergo a change in shape or volume when stimulated by an

electrical voltage or current, are referred to as electroactive polymers (EAPs).

These active materials can be classified according to their principle of operation

into ionic and electronic EAPs [8].

• Ionic EAPs: With ionic EAPs, the displacement of ions during electri-

cal activation is responsible for the change in shape or volume. Driven

by an external electric field, ions usually diffuse across a wet or solid

electrolyte and thus induce an electromechanical change in the mate-

rial’s configuration.

• Electronic EAPs: Electrical charges are displaced under activation of

electronic EAPs. The arising electrostatic forces lead to an electrome-

chanical change in shape or volume of the material.

The typical properties as well as strengths and weaknesses of ionic and elec-

tronic EAPs are summarized and compared in table 2.1.

2.2 Soft dielectric EAPs

In this thesis, the focus was placed on the investigation and application of

soft dielectric EAPs as a very promising representative of the electroactive

polymers for application for shell-like actuators. In this section, first the ac-

tive material is presented and then existing actuator types are discussed (see

sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2).

2.2.1 Soft dielectric EAPs as active material

Structure and principle of operation

Field-induced soft dielectric EAPs, often simply referred to as dielectric elas-

tomers (DE), consist of a thin elastomeric film sandwiched between to compli-

ant electrodes (e.g. [39]). In principle, a DE actuator is a compliant capacitor

(Fig. 2.2).

When a high DC voltage in the range of several kilovolts is applied between
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Ionic EAPs Electronic EAPs

Type Mostly bending actuators
with strong bending
capability.

Planar actuators with large
in-plane deformations.

Operational
condition

Actuators require
electrolyte (”wet
actuators”).

Actuators work also in the
dry state (”dry actuators”).

Activation
voltage

Low voltages in the range
of a few volts.

High activation voltages in
the range of several
kilovolts.

Response
time

Slow response (tenths of a
second) and relaxation
(minutes).

Rapid response
(milliseconds) and
relaxation (seconds).

Maintained
activation

Strain/stress against an
external load is not held
under DC activation.

Deformed state/stress
against an external load is
maintained under DC
activation.

Active
stresses

Fairly low activation
stresses.

Fairly large activation
stresses.

Long-term
stability

Production of stable
material/actuator difficult.

Long life under ambient
conditions.

Components Expensive, often not
commercially available.

Cheap, usually
commercially available.

Additional
issues

Hydrolysis in aqueous
conditions (> 1.23 V ).

Requires compromise
between achievable strain
and stress.
Glass temperature as lower
limit for operation of
actuators.

Table 2.1: Qualitative comparison of properties of ionic and electronic elec-
troactive polymers (EAPs) (adapted from [8]).
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the electrodes, electrical charges are shifted from one electrode to the other.

Hence, two electromechanical effects arise. First, due to the attraction of the

opposing charges, the electrodes squeeze the film in the thickness direction.

Since soft elastomeric films are incompressible [48] this results in a planar film

expansion. Second, the repelling forces between equal charges on both elec-

trodes result in a planar expansion of the film as well.

According to Pelrine et al. [61] both effects can be covered by introducing an

equivalent electrostatic pressure, pequivalent, in the film’s thickness direction

pequivalent = εoεr

„
U

Lz

«2

(2.1)

where εo is the permittivity of free space, εr the relative dielectric constant of

the dielectric film, U the applied voltage and Lz is the resulting film thickness.

Note that with soft dielectric EAPs the effect from electrostriction is subor-

dinate compared to graft elastomers [71]. Furthermore, soft dielectric EAPs

are not an active material in the conventional sense but rather a ”material

system” since the passive elastomeric film needs to be coated with compliant

electrodes in order to achieve the desired electromechanical effect under elec-

trical stimulation.

The success of soft dielectric EAPs over the past years was mainly supported by

their simple structure, their intrinsic compliance (biomimetic behavior ”artifi-

cial muscles”) as well as their good overall performance (Tab. 1.3). The combi-

nation of large active deformation potential (strains of up to 380% [41]), high

energy density (3.4 J/cm3 and 3.4 J/g [8]), good efficiency [8] and quick re-

sponse [63] is unique to soft dielectric EAPs. Furthermore, they are lightweight

and can be tailored to various applications.

U
Q Lz

(o)

U Q 
Lz

U U > 

x

z
y

Figure 2.2: Schematic and working principle of the basic unit of soft dielectric
EAPs.
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Working directions

Based on the principle of operation of soft dielectric EAPs, two main directions

of performing work against external forces are possible for dielectric elastomer

(DE) actuators (Fig. 2.3):

(i) Working in the planar directions: Under electrical activation of a

DE basic unit, the film expands in the plane and can thus work against

external pressure forces in both planar directions (Fig. 2.3, planar ex-

pansion). Note that in this mode the actuator needs sufficient bending

stiffness, e.g. by stacking of many DE film layers, else the actuator buck-

les under activation. Accordingly, in many of today’s actuators dielectric

films are pre-strained by an elastic or hinged support structure. In such

configurations the support structure is released when the pre-strained

material relaxes under activation. Thus, the system exerts ”pressure

forces” although the dielectric material remains in a pre-strained state.

The DE basic unit contracts under deactivation and can thus perform

work against external tensile forces in the planar directions (Fig. 2.3,

planar contraction). There are no bending stiffness conditions that must

be fulfilled by the film in this mode.

Considering the planar effect of unconstrained DE actuators, the dielec-

Figure 2.3: Electromechanical interaction at the boundaries of a DE basic
unit.
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tric film expands/contracts equally in both planar directions. For many

technical applications, however, only uniaxial deformations are desired.

One possible approach to accomplish uniaxial expansion of soft dielectric

EAPs is to stiffen the DE film in one planar direction (see section 4.1.3).

(ii) Working in the thickness direction: Under electrical activation the

electrodes squeeze the DE film. Thus, the actuator can work against

external tensile forces, which act in the thickness direction of the DE

film (Fig. 2.3, thickness contraction). Note that for applications where

several DE films have been stacked, the external tensile forces induce in-

terlaminar tensile stresses which must be transmitted via the electrodes.

Thus, the adhesion between electrodes and dielectric films must be suf-

ficiently strong.

Under deactivation of the DE basic unit, the electrostatic forces in the

thickness direction disappear and the film may expand against external

pressure forces (Fig. 2.3, thickness expansion). The adhesion between

the film layers of stacked DE actuators is not restrictive for this mode

since the external forces compress the stack in the thickness direction.

Based on the incompressibility of soft elastomers [48], the strains of the DE

film in the thickness direction, sz, and in the planar directions, sx = sy, are

coupled for equal boundary conditions in both planar directions (e.g. free

boundaries σx = σy = 0) according to

sz =
1

(1 + sx)2
− 1. (2.2)

Similarly, when the film is blocked in one planar direction, e.g. the y direction

(sy = 0), the incompressibility condition gives

sz =
1

(1 + sx)
− 1. (2.3)

Figure 2.4 shows that with free boundary conditions in both planar directions,

the film thickness reduces to a greater degree than the film expands in the

planar directions for small active deformations (|∆sz/∆sx| = |∆sz/∆sy| > 1

for sx = sy ≤ 26.0%). For larger active deformations, however, the film

grows faster in area compared to the compression in its thickness direction

(|∆sz/∆sx| = |∆sz/∆sy| < 1 for sx = sy ≥ 26.0%). Nevertheless, only when

the strain level of the actively expanded film exceeds 61.8%, does the resulting

planar strains surpass the strain in the thickness direction (|sx| = |sy| > |sz|
for sx = sy = 61.8%).
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As shown, with free planar boundaries the film’s compression in the thickness

direction exceeds its in-plane expansion for planar strains below about 62%.

On the other hand, in the uniaxially blocked configuration the film expansion

in the unconstrained direction exceeds the thickness compression across the

entire strain range (Fig. 2.4, dashed line). Thus, with uniaxially constrained

soft dielectric EAPs, the working direction in the free planar direction is pre-

ferred.

Note that these considerations are directly applicable to soft dielectric EAPs

with pre-strained dielectric film (see section 4.1.1). The strains in the pla-

nar direction, sx, sy, and in the thickness direction, sz, then correspond to

the actively accomplished strains of the DE film starting from the deactivated

pre-strain state.

In conclusion, note that the film thickness is usually much smaller compared

to the planar dimensions of soft dielectric EAPs. Thus, despite larger strains

in the thickness direction, the resulting displacements in the planar directions

will be much larger compared the corresponding absolute thickness reduction.
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Figure 2.4: Coupling of the strains with soft dielectric EAPs for free and
uniaxially blocked boundary conditions.
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By stacking many DE films on top of one another (see section 4.1.5) until a

nearly cuboid actuator geometry would result, however, the active displace-

ments in the thickness direction and in the planar directions would be of the

same order of magnitude.

Components

For their successful application in soft dielectric EAPs, the dielectric film as

well as the electrodes must fulfill specific requirements:

• Dielectric film

– Geometrical: Thin film with uniform thickness.

– Material: No inhomogeneities in the film (e.g. voids, particle

inclusions).

– Mechanical: Incompressible film with purely elastic behavior and

low Young’s modulus in order to achieve large active strains.

– Electrical: Large relative dielectric constant and high dielectric

breakdown strength.

• Electrodes

– Geometrical: As thin as possible.

– Material: Non-liquid material with good adhesion to the dielec-

tric film and smooth outer surface, which allows for continuous

contact with the adjacent film layers in a stack configuration. No

interpenetration of conductive material into the dielectric film (e.g.

by diffusion processes).

– Mechanical: Low tensile stiffness (by virtue of low thickness and

low Young’s modulus) or at best fully compliant.

– Electrical: Good electrical conductivity even under active expan-

sion. Continuous conductivity across the electrode. Planar contact

surface to the dielectric film to achieve a uniform electrical field

distribution.

Dielectric film

The qualification of many potential candidates as elastomeric films used as

dielectrics in DE actuators has been investigated over the past years [40], [43],

[38]. Silicone elastomers (e.g. ELASTOSIL, RT625 by Wacker [69]) but also
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acrylic elastomers (e.g. VHB tapes by 3M [36]) have shown the best suitability

for soft dielectric EAPs.

Hyperelastic silicones, on the one hand, show fast activation responses [8] and

rather small dissipative losses. Thus, good electromechanical efficiencies are

expected (up to 90% [8]) and high activation frequencies are also possible (up

to 1 kHz [43]). However, the strain levels reached with actuators made from

silicones (strains of up to 64% [43]) are smaller than those made from acrylic

dielectrics (strains of up to 380% [41]). Since the handling of silicones is rela-

tively simple, they are preferred for the fabrication of thin films. There exist

one-component silicones (e.g. ELASTOSIL, RTV1 by Wacker [35]), which

polymerize at ambient conditions under the influence of the surrounding hu-

midity of the air, as well as two- component silicones (e.g. RTV23 with cross-

linker A7 by Swiss-Composite), which initially have to be mixed before they

undergo a polymerization.

The fabrication of thin films for DE actuators is, for instance, accomplished

by spin-coating. Spin-coated films of Elastosil P7670 by Wacker with thick-

nesses of about 25 µm were reported by Jungmann et al. [30]. Note that such

thin films do not necessarily need to be pre-strained for the fabrication of DE

actuators with low driving activation voltages.

The acrylic VHB films by 3M, on the other hand, are commercially avail-

able tapes, where VHB 4910 has a film thickness of 1 mm and VHB 4905 of

0.5 mm. These visco-hyperelastic films need to be maintained in a strongly

pre-strained state for their utilization as dielectric in DE actuators in order

to reduce the film thickness and thus achieve moderate activation voltage lev-

els. Pre-straining of these films improves their dielectric breakdown strength

remarkably [38]. The intrinsic stickiness of the VHB films simplifies the bond-

ing of, for example, the electrodes to the film and the manufacturing of more

complex actuator configurations (e.g. rolled actuators [58]). However, their

viscosity reduces the overall electromechanical efficiency of the corresponding

DE actuators [8] and creep effects in the pre-strained films reduce the dura-

bility.

Electrodes

The requirement for compliance of electrodes for soft dielectric EAPs actuators

is usually achieved by the application of electrically conductive particles (e.g.

metal, carbon black or graphite particles). The conductive powders are often

mixed with grease, oil or an elastic polymer such as silicone [35,40] to produce

thicker electrodes which exhibit lower electrical resistance, especially when

they are actively expanded. The electrodes are usually applied by brushing or

spray coating [30].

In addition, two approaches with electrodes consisting of sheet metals have
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been presented so far. On the one hand, Benslimane et al. showed that a

sputtered silver electrode in a corrugated structure is uniaxially compliant

and thus allows the DE actuator to actively elongate in the corresponding

direction [10]. On the other hand, Zhang et al. have applied leaves of beaten

gold to an over-stretched VHB film [80]. After partial relaxation of the film the

gold electrode wrinkled and became thus biaxially compliant. The resulting

strain level with the gold electrode was comparable to that of a conventional

electrode.

Supply

As mentioned previously, actuators made from soft dielectric EAPs still need

high DC activation voltages. Therefore, rather bulky and heavy HV sources

(e.g. model HCL 35-12500POS by FuG Elektronik GmbH) or HV amplifiers

(e.g. model 5/80 by TREK) are utilized.

In contrast to HV sources, HV amplifiers have the capability to absorb and

dissipate the energy of the system when the actuator is discharged. Thus,

controlled charging and discharging of DE actuators is possible. As a result,

HV sources only allow HV trajectories with an increasing activation voltage

level. When the activation voltage level is reduced, the actuator reaches this

lower activation level only by slow self-discharging. To fully deactivate the

actuator, an additional short-circuit switch is required, which allows for rapid

discharging of the actuator.

For applications where DE actuators with small capacities are utilized and

the activation time is not a critical issue, boost converters can be used for

the generation of the DC high voltage as well (e.g. the Q series by hivolt.de).

These fairly cheap devices are very small and lightweight (e.g. a device with

2 cm3 and 4.25 g can generate 5 kV DC voltage) and are fed by only a few

DC volts. Again, discharging during deactivation of the actuators is slow since

the boost converters can absorb and dissipate only small amounts of electrical

power.

2.2.2 Actuators based on soft dielectric EAPs

So far, a variety of different DE actuator types based on soft dielectric EAPs

have impressively demonstrated the versatile adaptability of this actuator tech-

nology to a host of applications [7, 9, 17, 18, 58, 60, 64, 65]. The first products

based on soft dielectric EAPs are available on the market [2].

Some selected configurations are presented in order to give an overview of the
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state of the art regarding actuator types. The first group of actuators covers

configurations where the dielectric film is not pre-strained (Fig. 2.5):

• Unimorph actuator [40, 61]: Under activation of a coated dielectric

film which is constrained on one side, a uniaxial bending deformation

was observed (bending actuator). Note that the unimorph, can only

bend from the initially planar state towards the constraining layer.

• Bimorph actuator [40,61]: When at least two DE films are stacked,

either an elongation is achieved under activation of both layers or a

bending deformation is observed under activation of only one of the

layers (bending/elongation actuator). Compared to the unimorph, the

bimorph actuator can bend back and forth from the initially planar

state.

• Stack actuator [13,14]: Many layers of dielectric film are stacked with

intermediate electrodes, which are alternately connected to ground and

and to HV potential respectively. Under activation, the stack contracts

in the film thickness direction (linear actuator). This actuator type has

shown active strains of up to 15% and stresses of 20 N/mm2. Note

that this configuration takes mainly external pressure forces in the film

thickness direction - under external tensile forces the electrodes have to

transmit the corresponding tensile stresses between the DE film layers.

• Folded actuator [13,14]: Instead of stacking many separate DE film

layers as with the stack actuator, a multilayer configuration may also be

achieved by folding a single dielectric film, which is continuously coated

Figure 2.5: Selected actuator configurations using non-pre-strained dielectric
films: Uni- and bimorph actuator, stack actuator, folded actuator, helical
actuator (from left to right).
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on both sides. Under electrical activation, the stack shortens in the

film thickness direction (linear actuator). Contractile strains of up to

15% were obtained with folded actuators of silicone film. Again this

configuration takes mainly external pressure forces.

• Helical actuator [13, 14]: Recently, a helical actuator configuration

was presented consisting of two helically wound layers of dielectric film

with alternating electrodes.

A second group shows selected actuator configurations where the dielectric

film is pre-strained (Fig. 2.6):

• Rolled actuators [45, 58–60, 81]: The biaxially pre-strained and

coated dielectric film is wrapped around a compressed coil spring. Under

electrical activation the film relaxes and the actuator elongates in the

axial direction (linear actuator). Free strains of up to 35% and block-

ing forces of up to 20 N were reported for these actuators. Bending

deformations become possible when the electrodes are divided into sev-

eral individual active zones. Due to their muscle-like shape and their

intrinsic compliance, these rolled actuators are often referred to as ”ar-

tificial muscles”. This actuator type is promising for its application to,

Figure 2.6: Selected actuator configurations using pre-strained dielectric
films: rolled actuator, push-pull actuator, bow-tie actuator, diamond-shaped
actuator (top, from left to right); diaphragm actuator, spider actuator, inch-
worm segment actuator and, universal muscle actuator (bottom, from left to
right).
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for instance, prosthetics due to its high energy density and its noiseless

operation.

• Push-pull actuator [61]: A pre-strained dielectric film is fixed in a

rigid frame and is coated with two adjacent active zones. Under indi-

vidual activation of one of the two active zones at a time the midsection

of the actuator moves back or forth (linear actuator).

• Bow-tie actuator [65]: A pre-strained film is framed by two rigid

spars on two opposite sides and the other two edges of the film are sup-

ported by two hinged spars. This hinged frame configuration takes into

account the biaxial expansion of planar DE actuators under activation.

When the actuator elongates, the jointed spars rotate outwards, thereby

preserving the film’s pre-strain stresses perpendicular to the elongation

direction.

• Diamond-shaped actuator [66]: The pre-strained film is fixed in a

frame, which consists of a four bar linkage geometry. Further pre-strain

loads are introduced by a pair of elastic bands, which are attached par-

allel to each two adjacent frame bars. The film relaxes under activation

and thus the diamond-shaped actuator elongates uniaxially (linear ac-

tuator). The structure of a multilayer diamond-shaped actuator config-

uration is presented in figure 2.6.

• Diaphragm actuator [19, 21, 72]: The pre-strained and coated di-

electric film is stretched onto a holed rigid structure. To operate it, a

gas pressure is applied on one side of the membrane so that the film

bulges out. Under electrical activation the membrane relaxes and thus

deforms further outwards. Large out-of-plane displacements have been

observed (50% of membrane diameter) and pumps with a flow of rate of

30− 40 ml/min at 2.5 kPa were successfully demonstrated [65]. A mi-

croactuator was successfully implemented, where a non-pre-strained, cir-

cumferentially clamped film with ion-implanted electrodes showed out-

of-plane bulging under activation. Promising applications for this type

of actuator are blood pumps (closed blood cavity) or loudspeakers [25].

• Spider actuator [65]: The pre-strain of the film is maintained by

two radially symmetrical elements consisting of radial legs which are

connected to the film from both sides. Under activation, the film relaxes

and thus the system contracts in the direction perpendicular to the film

plane (linear actuator).

• Inchworm segment actuator [16, 17, 28]: Two pre-strained and

coated dielectric films are fixed to a rigid ring frame and are stretched
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apart with an elastic element arranged between the two film layers. Un-

der activation of one or both of the films, the elastic element is relaxed

and the device elongates perpendicular to the frame plane (linear actu-

ator). When partitioning the electrodes into several independent active

zones more complex movements of the membrane tips are possible.

• Universal muscle actuator [2]: Two radially pre-strained and coated

films are each fixed across a circularly holed rigid frame. The films

are arranged in a certain distance and connected in the center with

a circular platform. Under activation of one of the membranes, the

platform moves in the corresponding direction (linear actuator). This

is the first commercially available device driven by soft dielectric EAPs

(supplied by Artificial Muscle Inc., AMI).

When regarding the existing actuator configurations, it becomes obvious that

mostly actuators with linear elongation or uniaxial bending deformation capa-

bilities were implemented. From an engineering point of view this makes sense

since for many conventional applications linear actuators are sufficient. Due

to the good performance of soft dielectric EAPs, these actuators may even

outclass conventional actuator technologies with such applications. Neverthe-

less, the unique properties of soft dielectric EAPs as ”compliant, continuously

actively expanding/contracting skin” have not been exploited so far. Thus, for

a successful implementation of soft dielectric EAPs, applications where their

unique material properties are essential have to be focused on.
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About this Thesis

3.1 Motivation

3.1.1 Active structures based on soft dielectric EAPs

Among the electroactive polymers (EAPs), the field-induced soft dielectric

EAPs in particular have received increased attention over the past few years

due to their unique strain potential [41] and good overall performances as ac-

tive material [8].

Thus, soft dielectric EAPs are also promising for their application in adaptive

structures, where large deformations are required. Macro-scale, lightweight ac-

tive structures which can perform large continuous out-of-plane deformations

at moderate frequencies may be realized based on this actuator technology.

Obviously, to achieve a continuously deformable structure, the use of an active

material which can inherently change its shape, surpasses any solution based

on conventional actuator technologies. Other active material candidates such

as piezoelectric materials or shape memory alloys, on the other hand, have

distinct limitations for their use in active structures. The rather brittle piezo-

electric materials lack the required active deformation potential (e.g. [29]) and

the response times of shape memory materials are too slow to reach the desired

deformation rates (e.g. [15]).

3.1.2 Potential applications for active structures

General

In general, shape-changing structures with a wide range of deformation may

be used to generate a specific interaction between the active surface and the

environment. This opens a wide range of applications, such as:
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• Flow control: The contours of structures exposed to fluids may be

adjusted by the application of active membranes to the surfaces so that

the resulting flow is beneficially influenced. In particular, for structures

exposed to wind, e.g. buildings, bridges or vehicles, a reduction of aero-

dynamic drag may be achieved and/or wind-induced oscillations may be

prevented.

• Propulsion: Similar to the oscillatory/undulatory locomotion of ba-

toid fish in water (e.g. [67]) (Fig. 3.1), the wavelike motions of active

membranes could be used to propel vehicles through fluids.

• Reflection/Absorption: The continuous shape adjustment of surfaces

in general could be used for reflection/absorption applications of electro-

magnetic or acoustic waves. This may include, for instance, large, self-

adjusting solar panels, which supply space craft with electrical energy,

or the reflection of telecommunication signals from earth via satellites

with self-adjusting dish antennae.

In addition, highly integrated active structures may also simplify structural

tasks. In this context, the continuous deformation potential of such actua-

tors based on soft dielectric EAPs is advantageous compared to an equivalent

structural mechanism consisting of jointed rigid elements which are driven by

external actuators. The folding mechanisms in solar panels of today’s satel-

lites could, for instance, be replaced by an active bending actuator, which can

unroll itself like a carpet as soon as the satellite has reached its orbit.

Figure 3.1: Sequence of the wavelike wing motion of a stingray while swim-
ming (source [3]).
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Fish-like propulsion of an active blimp

A potential application for EAP-based active structures, a topic of focus at

Empa, is found for the propulsion of lighter-than-air craft. In contrast to air-

ships, blimps, have no internal support structure and maintain their shape by

an inner gas pressure (Fig. 3.2, left). The lift is generated by inflation of the

blimp body with a lighter-than-air gas (usually helium).

So far, the propulsion of blimps is mostly accomplished by two or more pro-

pellers, which are attached to the blimp’s gondola (Fig. 3.2, right). These

propellers, however, are heavy, bulky and have a relatively low efficiency since

the momentum needed to overcome the aerodynamic drag of the blimp body

plus the inertia forces during acceleration are each generated by a very con-

centrated jet of air [24] (propulsion by repulse).

Inspired by the prolusion of fish in water, one could propel blimps through air

either by fish-like deformation of the blimp body (Fig. 3.3) and/or by applying

an active structure at its tail, which exhibits a wavelike motion. In contrast

to propellers, the energy-efficiency of fish-like propulsion is far greater [24].

According to literature [24], a mechanism consisting of three jointed segments

(forepart, rear part and tail fin of the fish), capable of phase-shifted oscillation,

is sufficient for propulsion (Fig. 3.3, left). The propulsion effect can be varied

by changing the phase-shifts of the oscillations of the three segments. Even

reverse swimming becomes thus possible for selected phase-shifts.

For the comparison between a swimming fish in water and the ”swimming

blimp” in air, the Reynolds number and Strouhal number were taken into ac-

count as the relevant dimensionless numbers from fluid mechanics. As a result

the following similarity statement was found: a blimp of a length of about

6 m should be able to travel at a forward speed of 1 m/s when performing

an oscillatory swimming motion with a frequency of 0.2 Hz and a deflection

amplitude of 1.2 m at the tail [55].

Figure 3.2: Conventional blimp with suspended cabin and rigid tail unit
(left). Conventional propeller unit on a blimp (right).
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Figure 3.3: Mechanical model consisting of three jointed segments to imi-
tate fish propulsion (left) [24]. Fish-like propulsion of a blimp driven by DE
actuators [54].

The replacement of the conventional blimp propulsion by a fish-like deform-

ing hull driven by soft dielectric EAPs leads to a lightweight, energy-efficient

propulsion, which requires low maintenance and is almost noiseless during

flight. The electrical energy required to drive the actuators may be obtained

from soft solar panels on the surface of the blimp envelope. In particular, the

properties of soft dielectric EAPs are compatible with the requirements for an

active blimp in many respects:

• The inflated envelope provides the required forces to pre-strain the di-

electric film.

• The large strain potential of soft dielectric EAPs enables the large de-

flections required to mimic the swimming motion of fish.

• The activation force can be amplified easily by stacking DE film layers.

• The moderate deformation rate of soft dielectric EAPs meets the re-

quired frequency for the swimming motion.

Motivated by these advantages, Empa has applied for a patent protecting the

idea of lighter-than-air craft, which are propelled by fish-like motions driven

by EAPs [54].

As illustrated in figure 3.4, the first experimental feasibility verifications for

actively generating the desired bending deformation of the inflated blimp body
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Figure 3.4: Inflated DE bending actuator (film: VHB 4910 by 3M, electrodes:
mixture of graphite and silicone oil).

with soft dielectric EAPs were successful. In this experiment, a biaxially pre-

strained and zonally coated dielectric film was wrapped around two circular

end pieces. The cavity was then inflated with air until the membrane took

on a cylindrical shape (Fig. 3.4, left). The actuator showed a large bending

deflection under electrical stimulation of the active zone (Fig. 3.4, right). Ob-

viously, active bending motions can be achieved in all directions when several

active zones are distributed around the cylindrical membrane.

3.2 Objectives

This thesis explores the potential of soft dielectric EAPs for their application

to macro-scale shell-like structures, which have capability to actively perform

out-of-plane displacements (Fig. 3.5). Since such structures do not yet exist,

Figure 3.5: Shell-like actuator in the deactivated state (left) and in the acti-
vated, arbitrarily deformed state (right).
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the preliminary aim is to evaluate of a wide range of concepts in terms of their

active deformation performance. Based on elementary modeling, the design of

selected approaches for shell-like actuators will be optimized in terms of active

displacement and force exertion.

The optimized shell-like actuator needs to be embedded in an appropriate sup-

ply/control system. In order that the structure can accomplish deformations

with high spatial resolution, it has to consist of a large number of active zones,

which all have to be supplied individually. Since soft dielectric EAPs still need

DC voltages in the range of several kilovolts for activation, the design of the

supply/control system for the shell-like actuator is highly challenging.

A further aim of this thesis is the experimental characterization of the elec-

tromechanical performance of the resultant shell-like actuator system. This

includes the determination of the actuator’s active deformation and motion

capability, its active force generation potential as well as its durability under

cyclical activation.

3.3 Outline

The thesis is organized into three main parts, I to III, followed by three ap-

pendices, A to C:

Part I In part I, different concepts for the shell-like actuator as

well as the electrical supply/control system are presented

and evaluated. Shell-like actuators with uniaxial bending

capability, in particular the agonist-antagonist configuration

as a promising approach, are discussed in detail.

Part II Part II gives the optimization and experimental implemen-

tation of the shell-like actuator. The corresponding man-

ufacturing procedure is demonstrated in detail. Secondly,

the hardware structure as well as the user interface for the

control/supply system are presented.

Part III In part III, the shell-like actuator system is experimentally

characterized. First, the active performance of an agonist-

antagonist segment is determined for different actuator set-

tings in terms of free deformations, blocking forces and its

durability. Second, the free deformation and motion poten-

tial of the shell-like actuator composed of several interlinked

agonist-antagonist segments is given.
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Appendices In appendix A, the overall electromechanical performance

of planar DE actuators based on a novel visco-hyperelastic

model for the dielectric film is estimated. Thus, the active

deformation behavior as well as the overall efficiency and the

specific work output for different planar actuator configura-

tions are given.

The second part, appendix B, addresses the limiting electri-

cal and electromechanical effects, which may lead to prema-

ture failure of real DE actuators.

The last section, appendix C, includes the technical drawings

for the support structure of the shell-like DE actuator as well

as those for the hardware components for the supply/control

system.





Part I

Shell-like Actuator

System





4
General Considerations on

Shell-like Actuators

Basically, the shell-like actuator system consists of the shell-like actuator itself

and the corresponding supply/control environment (Fig. 4.1). This chapter

addresses the challenges related to the implementation of soft dielectric EAPs

to shell-like actuators for the active generation of out-of-plane displacements.

The supply/control system will be discussed in detail in chapters 7 and 8.

In the present study, no specific application is focused on for the shell-like

actuator. The emphasis is on the exploration of the potential of soft dielectric

EAPs. Therefore, no detailed, restrictive specification is given, as would be

common for product development. Nevertheless, some very general aims and

requirements are to be taken into account for the shell-like actuator.

Figure 4.1: Schematic of the shell-like actuator system.
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The shell-like actuator driven by soft dielectric EAPs must be a lightweight

structure with (planar) dimensions on the macro-scale range and have con-

tinuous surfaces. Moreover, highly integrated structures with low mechanical

complexity are preferred.

With respect to the active performance, the shell-like actuator has to be ca-

pable to actively display large, fully or quasi-continuous out-of-plane displace-

ments. The actuator must actively take on at least one predetermined out-

of-plane shape whereby free deformations over a wide range of deflections are

obviously preferable. In addition, the actuator has to be able to withstand

external forces acting upon its surface.

Since soft dielectric EAPs require high voltages for activation, the electrical

safety of the actuator system during operation must be warranted.

So far, only a few basic approaches have been presented for actuators which

can actively execute continuous out-of-plane displacements. Piezoelectric or

magnetic actuators have mainly been used as active membranes to design, for

example, micro-pumps [33, 34] or, more generally, to handle fluids in micro-

systems [31]. Moreover, a micro-membrane equipped with bimetal elements

driven by local heat introduction, was presented [27]. With this approach, bi-

axially curved shapes were achieved. More complex out-of-plane displacements

were attained by discrete arrays of actuators acting on passive membranes, e.g.

for the specific adjustment of the shape of deformable mirrors [26]. For the

shape-control of mirrors the implementation of electroactive polymers was pro-

posed as well [42].

However, integrated, macro-scale actuators, which can execute out-of-plane

displacements with large amplitudes have not yet been reported - whether

with conventional actuator technologies nor based on soft dielectric EAPs. As

a result, two main interplaying aspects have to be dealt with in this thesis:

(i) The design of shell-like actuators which allow for out-of-plane displace-

ments is to be investigated whereby

(ii) the unique properties and requirements of soft dielectric EAPs as com-

pliant, continuously actively expanding/contracting skin have to be in-

cluded.

4.1 Soft dielectric EAPs

Before addressing the design of shell-like actuators, the following crucial as-

pects related to soft dielectric EAPs are addressed by way of introduction:
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• Pre-straining: The commercially available acrylic VHB films by 3M

in particular have shown the best overall performances in DE actua-

tors [63]. However, these dielectric films need to be strongly pre-strained

in the planar directions (see section 4.1.1).

• Boundary conditions: One of the key issues with DE actuators is

to maintain the VHB films in a pre-strained state, while simultaneously

allowing for the required flexibility that active displacements are possible

under activation (see section 4.1.2).

• Active deformation: When activated, the DE film expands in both

planar directions. For its application to shell-like actuators, however,

specific deformation in either the one or the other planar direction may

be required (see section 4.1.3).

• Active stiffness adaptation: In order to achieve large active defor-

mations DE films have to be fairly soft. Thus, there is a demand for

approaches for increasing the stiffness of shell-like actuators based on

these soft materials (see section 4.1.4).

• Multilayer configurations: the actively generated forces can be scaled

up by stacking DE film layers (see section 4.1.5).

4.1.1 Pre-straining

The acrylic films VHB 4910 and VHB 4905 (3M), widely used as dielectric

in DE actuators, are supplied in an original thicknesses of 1 mm or 0.5 mm.

For their use in DE actuators, the films are usually strongly pre-strained in

the planar directions. By convention, the pre-straining of dielectric films is

quantified by the pre-stretch ratios, λ
(i)
j , in the films’ planar directions j = x, y.

The stretch ratios relate the dimensions of the pre-strained film, L
(i)
j , in state

(i) to the dimensions of the original film, L
(o)
j , in state (o) according to

λ
(i)
j =

L
(i)
j

L
(o)
j

for j = x, y, z. (4.1)

The VHB films are pre-strained mainly for the following three reasons:

(i) Reduction of the activation voltage: According to eqn. (2.1), the

equivalent electrode pressure which squeezes the dielectric film in the

thickness direction is proportional to the square of the applied electric
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field. Thus, reducing the film’s thickness allows to lower the required

activation voltage level.

For actuators based on VHB materials, a reduction in film thickness is

achieved by either uniaxially or biaxially pre-straining the dielectric film:

• Uniaxial pre-straining: When pre-straining the incompressible,

isotropic film in one planar direction, e.g. the x direction (σ
(i)
y , σ

(i)
z =

0 → λ
(i)
y = λ

(i)
z ), with a corresponding pre-stretch ratio λ

(i)
x , the

original film thickness, L
(o)
z , is reduced to L

(i)
z according to

L(i)
z =

1q
λ

(i)
x

L(o)
z . (4.2)

Uniaxial tensile tests with VHB 4910 (3M) (Fig. 4.2) showed that

the pre-stretch ratios at which irreversible damage and finally tear-

ing of the film was observed, are limited to λ
(i)
crit,j ≈ 7 . . . 9 for

j = x, y depending on the stretch rate. According to eqn. (4.2) the

film thickness of VHB 4910 (3M) can thus be reduced at most by

about 62% (L
(i)
z ≈ 378 µm) with uniaxial pre-straining.
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Figure 4.2: Uniaxial tensile test results from a strip of VHB 4910 (free length
65 mm and width 8 mm) for different stretch rates.
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• Biaxial pre-straining: In the case where the incompressible film

is pre-strained in both planar directions, x and y, with pre-stretch

ratios λ
(i)
x ×λ

(i)
y , the original film thickness, L

(o)
z , is lowered to L

(i)
z

according to

L(i)
z =

1

λ
(i)
x λ

(i)
y

L(o)
z . (4.3)

Depending on whether the film is pre-strained with equal or differ-

ent pre-stretch ratios in the planar directions, the pre-straining is

referred to as symmetrical and equibiaxial (λ
(i)
x = λ

(i)
y ) or asym-

metrical (λ
(i)
x 6= λ

(i)
y ).

Proper biaxial tensile tests with VHB 4910 (3M), however, have

not yet been performed. Thus, the exact upper limits for biaxial

pre-straining at different pre-stretch ratios λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y are not given

(Fig. 4.3). Unpublished results on experiments showed that the

VHB 4910 (3M) film can be symmetrically pre-strained with pre-

stretch ratios of up to λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 5× 5. Above this level the film

i
xλ
( )

i
yλ
( )

i
crit yλ ( )

,

i
crit xλ ( )

,

Figure 4.3: Accessible range of pre-stretch ratios for uniaxial and biaxial pre-
straining of the dielectric film VHB 4910 (3M). The dashed line indicates that
the exact limiting characteristic for biaxial pre-straining of the dielectric film
has not yet been determined experimentally.
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becomes very sensitive to further manual processing. Taking these

pre-stretch ratios into account, eqn. (4.3) delivers a considerable

thickness reduction potential of 96% (L
(i)
z = 40 µm).

For practical applications, sub-critical pre-stretch ratios are selected

to enable the active expansion of the soft dielectric EAPs with-

out mechanical failure of the film. Typical pre-stretch ratios are

λ
(i)
x ×λ

(i)
y = 3× 5 and 4× 4, where the film thickness is reduced by

about 93% and 94% respectively (L
(i)
z ≈ 67 µm and 63 µm).

Since biaxial pre-straining allows for a much more efficient reduction the

film thickness it is generally preferred to uniaxial pre-straining. On the

other hand, however, the boundary conditions to maintain the film in

the biaxially pre-strained state are more elaborate compared to the case

with uniaxial pre-straining.

(ii) Improvement of the dielectric breakdown strength: According to

investigations of Kofod et al., the acrylic film VHB 4905 (3M) exhibits

a considerably improved robustness against dielectric breakdown when

it has been biaxially pre-strained [38]. Since VHB 4910 consists of the

same acrylic material, a similar effect is expected with this type of film.

(iii) Adjustment of the mechanical in-plane stiffness: According to

uniaxial tensile tests, the stiffness (e.g. the tangent modulus) of visco-

hyperelastic acrylic film VHB 4910 (3M) changes as a function of the

pre-stretch ratio and also of the stretch rate (Fig. 4.2). The film be-

comes stiffer for increasing pre-stretch ratios. This intrinsic material

behavior allows for the adjustment of the mechanical in-plane stiffness

of the resulting DE actuator.

The overall tensile stiffness of DE actuators may be additionally changed

by asymmetrical pre-straining of the dielectric film and by stacking of

several DE film layers.

Basically, with sufficiently thin dielectric elastomer films, which fulfill the

electro-mechanical requirements, DE actuators driven by moderate activation

voltages without pre-straining could be realized as well. This would consid-

erably simplify the boundary conditions since no support structure would be

required to maintain the film in its pre-strained state.

Such actuators based on thin films may contract against tensile in-plane forces

in the planar directions under deactivation and contract/expand in the thick-

ness direction against tensile/compressive forces (see section 2.2.1). Similar to

pre-strained DE actuators, however, for the active expansion against restrict-

ing or even compressive external in-plane forces, sufficient bending stiffness to
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prevent buckling may be achieved by stacking many DE film layers.

Recent research efforts have been focused on the issue of pre-straining dielec-

tric films. Ha et al. presented an approach to preserve the pre-strain in the

acrylic film VHB 4910 (3M) by applying an interpenetrating network of a sec-

ond elastomer component (1,6-hexanediol diacrylate) to the pre-strained VHB

film [22]. With this method, at least part of the pre-strain could be retained

when the film was released, while the active area strains still reached 87.8%

at a breakdown field of 222 V/µm.

In conclusion, it becomes clear that the requirement to maintain DE films in

a pre-strained state for their application to DE actuators remains one of the

key issues regarding the implementation of soft dielectric EAPs to actuators.

In particular, this issue greatly complicates the design of shell-like actuators

based on this actuator technology.

4.1.2 Boundary conditions

Film clamped on all sides

In the simplest configuration, a biaxially pre-strained DE film is clamped to a

frame on all sides (Fig. 4.4, left). Under electrical activation, the film is loaded

in its thickness direction with the equivalent electrode pressure, pequivalent,

given by eqn. (2.1) (Fig. 4.4, right). However, the frame prevents the active

expansion of the film in the planar directions (isometric boundary conditions).

Thus, the tensile forces, F
(i)
j for j = x, y, required to maintain the film in

its pre-strained state are reduced under activation to Fj since the equivalent

electrode pressure is transmitted equally via the film’s internal hydrostatic

Fy
(i)

pequivalent

x y

z
Fy

(i)

Fx
(i)

Fx
(i)

Fy

Fy

Fx

Fx

Figure 4.4: Biaxially pre-strained, planar DE actuator clamped on all sides:
Under activation the film ”relaxes” in both directions.
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x

y

Figure 4.5: A pre-strained, fixed DE film (VHB 4910, λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 4 ×

4), brush-coated with carbon black/silicone electrodes (Ketjenblack EC300J
mixed with RTV23) (left), displaying strong bulging at higher activation volt-
age levels (right).

pressure into both planar directions. By increasing the activation voltage, the

pre-strain forces gradually reduce until they become negligibly small (Fj → 0).

The frame then no longer bears any forces from the DE film. Since a single-

layered DE film cannot exert in-plane pressure forces, considerable bulging

was observed after further increasing the activation voltage (Fig. 4.5).

A DE actuator configuration in which the DE film is clamped to a surrounding

frame is not practical to generate work against external in-plane forces since

no displacement arises at the boundaries of the active zone. Hence, to achieve

an electromechanical work output, the support structure must have at least

one DOF in which the actuator can deform under activation.

Configuration with one DOF

A solution for the boundary conditions of a planar DE actuator with one DOF

is presented in figure 4.6, left. The biaxially pre-strained DE film is fixed in the

x direction at one end, while at the other end a pre-strain force, F
(i)
x = const.,

maintains the pre-strain in the film (isotonic boundary condition).

In the y direction, the pre-strain is sustained by discrete clamps, which can

be freely relocated in the x direction (isometric boundary condition). In the

ideal case the discrete fixing with clamps would be replaced by a continuous

bearing, which is perfectly compliant in the x direction, while being capable

of taking the tensile forces, F
(i)
y , in the y direction.

Under electrical activation the film is loaded with the equivalent electrode

pressure, pequivalent, in the thickness direction (Fig. 4.6, right). As a result,

the film expands in the x direction. At the same time the lateral bearing

forces, Fy, are expected to change both due to the transmission of the equiv-
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Figure 4.6: Boundaries for a biaxially pre-strained, planar DE actuator con-
figuration with one DOF: Under activation the film can expand freely in one
direction.

alent electrode pressure in the planar directions as well as the film elongation

in the x direction.

When the actuator is deactivated, the equivalent electrode pressure is reduced

to zero and the film contracts back to the pre-strained initial state.

From an energetic point of view one finds that the clamping forces in the y

direction, Fy, do not perform any work at the actuator during an activation-

deactivation cycle since no displacement arises. The net work of the constant

pre-strain force in the x direction, F
(i)
x , over a cycle disappears as well: dur-

ing active elongation, the pre-strain force works by the same amount at the

actuator as the actuator works at the force under deactivated contraction.

One possible way of gaining a mechanical energy output is to retain the elon-

gated DE film before deactivation by implementing an additional external

tensile force in the x direction. By subsequently reducing this external force,

the actuator contracts continuously and thus performs work at the additional

external force. As soon as the external force becomes zero, the actuator reaches

its pre-strained initial state and the activation cycle is completed.

Implemented configurations

For conventional types of DE actuators, a variety of approaches have been

proposed to maintain the biaxial pre-strain in the DE film, while allowing for

free elongation in at least one direction. Selected configurations include:

• Planar actuators: In general, with planar DE actuators the pre-strain

in, for example, the x direction as the working direction, is maintained
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x

yz

Figure 4.7: Typical planar DE actuator configurations with a biaxially pre-
strained film: a bow-tie actuator (left), an actuator with elastic edge of rolled
film (center), a wide strip actuator (right).

by an external pre-strain force (Fig. 4.7). In the y direction, on the

other hand, the pre-strained film is clamped with rigid struts. In order

to preserve the pre-strain of the film in the y direction, the following

approaches have been reported:

– Hinged frame support: By the introduction of a hinged frame

(Fig. 4.7, left) the free edges of the film are braced by rigid, rotat-

able struts (bow-tie configuration [65]).

– Elastic support [80]: By rolling the dielectric film along its free

edges, elastic columns are created, which support the free edges of

the film (Fig. 4.7, center).

– Aspect ratio: When the actuator has a wide aspect ratio so that

the free edges are short compared to the length of the rigid struts,

the contraction of the film in the y direction remains small (wide

DE strip actuator [35]). Thus, the biaxially pre-strained state

is widely maintained across the DE film without any additional

reinforcement of the free edges (Fig. 4.7, right). By switching

several wide DE strip actuators in series the active displacement

of this actuator type can be scaled up [80].

• Rolled actuators: Rolled DE actuators consist of a stack of two bi-

axially pre-strained and coated DE films, which are wrapped around a

compressed coil spring core. Under activation, the actuator elongates in

its axial direction.
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Figure 4.8: Rolled actuators where the biaxially pre-strained DE film is
wrapped around a stiff (left) or a soft (right) coil spring core.

According to the actuator design, one has to distinguish between whether

the pre-strained DE film is rolled around a stiff or around a soft coil

spring. In both cases the circumferential pre-strain of the film is sus-

tained by the coil spring core (Fig. 4.8). However, the pre-straining of

the DE film in axial the direction differs:

– Stiff coil spring [58–60,81]: In the free-standing state the com-

pressed coil spring pre-strains the DE film in the axial direction

(Fig. 4.8, left).

– Soft coil spring [45]: With this configuration, an external pre-

strain force (e.g. of a weight) is required to reach the desired axial

pre-straining of the DE film (Fig. 4.8, right).

The rolled DE actuator with a stiff spring has the advantage that it

is self-standing, whereas with a soft coil spring an external force is re-

quired. Taking into account the decreasing force characteristic of the

stiff coil spring under active elongation of the actuator, however, larger

active elongations in the axial direction are expected from the second

configuration, assuming a constant pre-strain force (e.g. of a weight).

• Inflated actuators: The basic idea is to inflate a closed envelope of

DE film and thus pre-strain the film with compressed gas.

The simplest inflated configuration is a spherical balloon actuator, which

consists of an inflated bag of DE film (Fig. 4.9). Under activation, the

film expands and the balloon grows in volume (see section 6.4.2).

For the proper design of inflatable actuators based on soft dielectric
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EAPs, one has to take into account the specific differences between pre-

straining the DE film with a support structure (e.g. coil spring) and the

support with compressed gas:

– Support structure: A conventional support structure introduces

directed forces to the soft DE skin at discrete positions. The char-

acteristic of the force transmission under active deformation of the

support structure is given by its force-displacement behavior (e.g.

coil stiffness).

– Support with compressed gas: Compressed gas, on the other

hand, introduces a uniformly distributed pressure force perpendic-

ularly upon the inner surface of the active skin. Thus, under active

expansion the active skin of an inflated shell-like actuator tends to

bulge outwards. With the increase in volume under active expan-

sion, the inner pressure of the actuator reduces according to the

compressibility behavior of the utilized gas.

In order to use pressurized gas for pre-straining DE actuators, a

closed envelope is required. Note that according to preliminary

experiments, the acrylic film VHB 4910 (3M) is permeable to air,

especially in the pre-strained state. Therefore, inflated actuators

of VHB 4910 (3M) require either an external gas supply, an addi-

tional gastight film layer, or else a gas must be utilized which can

not pass through the DE film (possibly sulfur hexafluoride, SF6).

Moreover, lift can be introduced by inflating the actuator with a

lighter-than-air gas (e.g. helium). To do so, however, a secondary

membrane has to be applied, which is impermeable to the utilized

lighter-than-air gas.

Figure 4.9: Inflated balloon actuator where the DE film is biaxially pre-
strained by the inner gas pressure.
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4.1.3 Active deformation

As discussed, soft dielectric EAPs expand in the plane under activation since

the electrostatic pressure from the electrodes is transmitted equally into the

planar directions. For the application of soft dielectric EAPs to shell-like ac-

tuators, selective active elongation of the membrane in either the one or the

other planar direction may be required to achieve complex out-of-plane dis-

placements.

Apart from preventing the active elongation of soft dielectric EAPs at the ”in-

trinsic” level, their active motions can be controlled as well by an appropriate

design of the support structure.

As a first step, we mainly focused on approaches to persistently reduce or fully

prevent the active expansion of the DE film in one planar direction. According

to literature, there exist two main approaches:

(i) Anisotropic film/anisotropic electrode: When the dielectric film

and/or the electrode has an intrinsic anisotropic mechanical behavior in

the planar directions, more active elongation is expected in the direction

with lower stiffness. For instance, anisotropic behavior may be achieved

with structured electrodes which consist of stiff (but highly electrically

conductive) and compliant zones [62].

Benslimane et al. presented an approach where a dielectric film was

spin-coated on a mould with a corrugated structure [10]. Metal sheet

electrodes were applied by PVD. Only transverse elongation across to

the corrugated structure was observed under activation.

(ii) Asymmetrical pre-straining of the dielectric film: According to

Pelrine et al., an asymmetrically pre-strained (λ
(i)
x 6= λ

(i)
y ) planar DE

actuator exhibits the largest active elongations perpendicular to the di-

rection with greatest pre-strain [63]. Kovacs et al. have verified the same

effect for rolled actuators, where larger axial elongations were achieved

for the more circumferentially pre-strained films [45].

Uniaxial stiffening of soft dielectric EAPs

Following approach (i), we have experimentally investigated two solutions to

accomplish purely uniaxial active expansion of soft dielectric EAPs:

• Introduction of aligned filaments: The basic idea was to introduce

linear reinforcements to the pre-strained acrylic film in order to fully

block its active expansion in the corresponding direction. At the same
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time the active expansion level perpendicular to the reinforcements did

not have to be reduced.

• Uniaxially compliant gold electrodes: In order to use gold as a

compliant electrode for DE actuators, leaves of beaten gold were ap-

plied to a biaxially over-strained dielectric film. When the film is partly

relaxed, the beaten gold wrinkles and becomes thus compliant. Corre-

sponding DE actuators with beaten gold electrodes were experimentally

demonstrated to exhibit large elongation potential in both planar direc-

tions under activation [80].

By asymmetrically over-straining the dielectric film before applying the

beaten gold, the resulting active strain potential differs in direction.

The active expansion is restricted in both directions to the condition in

which the gold electrode reaches its smoothed state.

By over-straining the film in only one direction before applying the

beaten gold, the resulting electrode shows wrinkles which are oriented

mainly perpendicular to the direction of initial over-strain. Thus, the

active zone is expected to become mechanically compliant in the initially

over-strained direction and to remain stiff perpendicular to it.

Introduction of aligned filaments

Several reinforcement variations were tested, such as the application of thin

parallel strips of aluminum or electrically conductive tape 9713 (3M), which

were attached to the surface of the dielectric film. The strips had to be of a

certain width to stick adequately to the dielectric film and thus be capable of

restricting the active elongation. Thus, a part of the active zone was covered

with a non-compliant material, resulting in a reduced active strain potential.

Figure 4.10: Uniaxial constraint of the active elongation by embedding
of fibers between two pre-strained layers of film (VHB 4905) with brushed
graphite/silicone oil electrodes: active zone in the deactivated (left) and the
activated state (right).
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The best results were finally achieved by introducing parallel filament bundles

(Polyether sulphone (PES) fibers) between two layers of pre-strained acrylic

film VHB 4905 (3M) (Fig. 4.10, left). Note that the resulting film thickness of

two pre-strained layers of VHB 4905 corresponds to one layer of VHB 4910.

The characterization tests were performed with samples composed of two pre-

strained (λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 4 × 4) layers of VHB 4905 (3M) with 16 fiber bundles

between them. The bundles each consisted of 4 fibers from PES and were ar-

ranged in a distance of 2 mm. The pre-strained film was clamped to a square

frame (size: 148×148 mm2). The square active zone (size: 30×30 mm2) was

coated with a dispersion of silicone oil (type DC 200/50cs by Dow Corning) and

graphite (type TIMREX SLP 30 by TIMCAL) in its center. The DC high volt-

age was supplied by an HV source (type HCL 35-12500 by F.u.G. Elektronik

GmbH) and the strains were optically measured with a video-extensometer

system (type ME-46 by RISCHAG Messtechnik).

The principal strains reached after 5 s of activation in the free and the blocked

directions are shown in figure 4.11. The strain levels of an unconstrained ac-

tive zone of the same size is given for comparison. The active strains in the

reinforced direction were almost fully blocked. The few remaining percent of

strain arose from the elongation of the free domains between the filaments.
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Figure 4.11: Measurement results of the principal strain in the free and
blocked directions of a uniaxially stiffened (by filaments) actuator as a function
of the applied electrical field compared to an unconstrained actuator.
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On the other hand, large elongations were observed in the direction across

the reinforcements. These strains are comparable to the results of the uncon-

strained actuator for low initial electrical fields. However, for higher activation

levels, the strain difference increases steadily and the loss relative to the un-

constrained actuator finally reaches about 35− 40%. Note that better results

are expected when short filaments are applied that only cover the active zone.

Since for practical reasons we used long filaments, the filaments outside the

active zone obstructed the elongation in the free direction, especially for large

activation levels.

As can be seen from figure 4.10, right, the film of the reinforced actuator wrin-

kled strongly for higher activation levels. The first wrinkles appeared at an

initial electrical field of about 80 V/µm and intensified with increasing volt-

ages. The wrinkles were oriented across the filaments and the pattern was

very regular. Wrinkling occurred because the biaxially expanding film was

constrained along the parallel filaments and thus bulged out (buckling). Note

there, that the wrinkled film does not take any mechanical stresses in the di-

rection across the wrinkles.

For future investigations it would be interesting to examine the impact of dif-

ferent distances between the filaments on the active straining behavior and the

wrinkling effects.

Uniaxially compliant gold electrodes

For the experimental verification of this approach, the active strains of cir-

cular actuators with uniaxially over-strained film were examined. During the

manufacture of the actuator, a piece of dielectric film VHB 4910 (3M) was

asymmetrically over-strained to λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 6.5 × 4 with the use of a pre-

straining frame (Fig. 4.12, left). The pre-strained film was then masked with

a polymer template with an elliptical hole (size of half axes a = 32.5 mm and

b = 20 mm) and leaves of beaten gold were attached to the sticky surface of

the pre-strained film. After removal of the masks and partial relaxation the

film in the x direction to λ
(i)
x = 4, the initially elliptical gold electrode became

circular (� = 40 mm) (Fig. 4.12, right). The resulting film with symmetrical

pre-stretch ratios of λ
(i)
x ×λ

(i)
y = 4×4 and a uniaxially wrinkled gold electrode

was then clamped with two circular frames (inner � = 150 mm) and cut out of

the pre-straining frame. The resultant active zone is expected to be compliant

in the x direction and constrained in the y direction.

The experimental characterization setup consisted of a video-extensometer sys-

tem (type ME-46 by RISCHAG Messtechnik) for the optical tracking of the

active strains. The DC high voltage was provided by a HV amplifier (model

5/80 by TREK), which was controlled via LabView.

The principal strains reached after 5 s of activation in the compliant and the
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blocked direction are plotted in figure 4.14. The strain levels of an identical

actuator with conventional electrodes consisting of a dispersion of silicone oil

(type DC 200/50cs by Dow Corning) and graphite (type TIMREX SLP 30 by

TIMCAL) are given for comparison.

The active strains in the free direction grow disproportionately to the initial

electrical field up to above 30%. The gold electrode reaches much lower strain

level compared to the conventional electrode due to the intrinsic stiffness of

the crumpled leaves of beaten gold.

The strain results in the free direction are slightly lower than those from the

observations from reinforcements with filaments. In addition, the blocking ef-

fect of the gold electrode in the unwrinkled direction, which is fairly good for

low electrical fields, seems to degrade at higher electrical fields where strains

6.5xλ =

4yλ =

x

y

x

y

4xλ =

4yλ =

Figure 4.12: Manufacture of the circular DE actuator: Biaxially pre-strained
VHB 4910 film is masked, coated with beaten gold then partly relaxed and
finally fixed between two circular frames.

Figure 4.13: The initially round active zone in the deactivated state (left)
expands uniaxially to an elliptical shape when activated (right).
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Figure 4.14: Measurement results of the principal strain in the free and
blocked directions of a uniaxially stiffened (by gold electrode) actuator as a
function of the applied electrical field compared to an unconstrained actuator.

of almost 10% were measured. This unexpected compliance in the blocking

direction may result from cracking of the electrodes under its electromechan-

ical loading during activation. This may be prevented by applying thicker

leaves of beaten gold, which provide the required tensile stiffness but are still

sufficiently compliant in the wrinkled state.

4.1.4 Active stiffness adaptation

As a consequence of the intrinsic low-modulus elasticity of soft dielectric EAPs,

DE actuators have limited (passive) stiffness. Thus, already under the influ-

ence of moderate external forces, the length/shape of DE actuators is expected

to change considerably. However, the shell-like actuator in particular has to

retain its surface shape even under the influence of external forces.

Given the low intrinsic modulus of single DE films, the overall stiffness of a

DE actuator can be increased by stacking many DE film layers on top of each

other. With this approach, however, the increased mass of the actuator has

to be accepted. Apart from this increase in passive stiffness by enlarging the

cross-sectional area of the active material of the actuator, there are mainly

two approaches for actively stiffening of a DE actuator:
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• Active stiffening of the support structure: The support structure

required to preserve the pre-straining of the dielectric film in DE ac-

tuators requires certain DOF to allow active motions. When actively

controlling these DOF with a secondary actuator technology (e.g. spe-

cific electromechanical blocking of hinges), the support structure may

be actively ”frozen”. In the stiffened state the external forces are thus

fully transmitted via the support structure and the elasticity of the soft

dielectric EAPs is bypassed.

To change the configuration of the structure, the required DOF are re-

leased and the corresponding DE actuators are activated. Note that as

soon as the structure is released again, the softness of the polymer actu-

ators gives rise to unwanted shape changes. Thus, this approach works

most effectively, when no external forces act upon the structure during

active change of its configuration.

• Active stiffness adaption by the actuator: When loading conven-

tional mechanical structures with a given set of external forces, a specific

equilibrium state of deformation is achieved. When loading an actuator,

on the other hand, its deformation state can be changed by activation.

This enables the control of the element’s stiffness since the force vs. dis-

placement behavior can be actively influenced.

The stiffness is conventionally defined as the derivation of the external

force with respect to the displacement of the corresponding point of ap-

Figure 4.15: Stiffness control by the active adjustment of the force vs. dis-
placement behavior of uniaxial DE actuators.
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plication. Accordingly, the stiffness of any active element corresponds

to the slope of the tangent at the (deactivated or activated) force vs.

displacement characteristic.

In figure 4.15 all the accessible states of an active element with finite

passive stiffness are given by the shaded domain between its deactivated

and fully activated force vs. displacement characteristics. By specific

activation, the actuator can follow different force vs. displacement char-

acteristics within this area and thus simulate, for example, soft or hard

behavior. As shown, even negative stiffness can be achieved, where an

increasing tensile force induces a contraction of the actuator. The stiff-

ness adjustment potential is basically limited by the capabilities of the

actuator technology.

By definition, the blocking force (normalized: blocked stress) is deter-

mined as the external force required to maintain the actuator’s free

length under full activation. On the other hand, the free displacement

(normalized: free strain) corresponds to the maximum length change of

the actuator when no external force acts upon it.

More generally, isometric tests by full activation from any strained, de-

activated state, lead to the corresponding active force/stress potential.

Isotonic tests by full activation from any stressed, deactivated state give

the corresponding active displacement/elongation potential.

For DE actuators, the blocking force and the free displacement, as

two important characterization parameters, are obtained under differ-

ent boundary conditions, i.e. isometric and isotonic tests. As a conse-

quence, a DE actuator can never provide the blocking force and the free

displacement at the same time.

4.1.5 Multilayer configurations

To increase the active forces generated by DE actuators, the cross-sectional

area of the active material has to be scaled up:

• Considering the thickness direction of the film as the working di-

rection (see section 2.2.1), this is simply achieved by increasing the size

of the active zone. Since the equivalent electrode pressure (eqn. (2.1))

is uniformly distributed across the active zone, the resulting contractile

force in the thickness direction is proportional to the electrode area.

• When taking into account the planar direction(s) of the film as

working direction(s), on the other hand, an increase in the film thick-

ness is not appropriate for increasing the cross-section area of the ac-
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tuator, since there is an increase in the activation voltage required to

establish the driving electrical field in the dielectric film. However, a

larger cross-sectional area of the active material may be achieved by

stacking many coated dielectric films on top of one another.

So far, multilayer configurations with soft dielectric EAPs have been presented

based on either stacking of several DE films (e.g. [13,14]), folding of a single DE

film (e.g. [13,14]) or wrapping of a stack of two DE films around a cylindrical

core (e.g. [45]).

The resulting stack actuator has specific features depending on whether the

number of stacked DE films with intermediate electrodes at alternately HV

and ground potential is even or odd :

• Even number of DE film layers: In this case the outermost elec-

trodes are connected to the same electrical potential (Fig. 4.16, left).

The outer electrodes are preferentially connected to ground potential to

avoid high voltages on the outside of the stack, thereby improving the

electrical safety. With this configuration, two adjacent DE film layers

are activated when the intermediate electrode is fed with high voltage.

By contrast, the outermost DE films can be selectively activated when

the outer electrodes are connected to the HV supply.

• Odd number of DE films layers: The disadvantage of an odd number

of layers is that one of the surface electrodes of the stack exhibits a high

voltage (Fig. 4.16, right). The corresponding DE film is the only one in

the stack which can be individually activated - the supply of all other

electrodes with high voltage leads to an activation of the two adjacent

DE films.

Figure 4.16: DE film stacks with intermediate electrodes consisting of either
an even (left) or an odd (right) number of DE films.
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The discussed issue for selective activation of single DE film layers is to be

taken into account when designing stack actuators intended to execute bending

deformations (see section 6.5). With planar DE actuators, on the other hand,

the DE films of a stack are usually all activated simultaneously with equal DC

high voltage. Thus, the benefit of electrical safety achieved by stacking an

even number of DE films prevails.

4.2 Shell-like actuators

Taking into account the specific requirements and properties of soft dielectric

EAPs, basic considerations are made of the structure of shell-like actuators as

well as of the classification of their active deformation capabilities.

4.2.1 Structure

To reduce the structural complexity, we specified the shell-like actuator to

consist of an array of structurally identical, interconnected active segments,

which can be individually activated (Fig. 4.17, left). For simplification pur-

poses, all active segments shall have the same active deformation potential.

This concept provides the following major benefits:

• Resolution and size/shape adjustment: For a predetermined size

of the shell-like actuator the spatial resolution of the mapped surface can

Figure 4.17: Subdivision of the shell-like actuator into an array of active
segments consisting of a support structure and DE films.
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be adjusted by variation of the segment size. For a given segment size,

on the other hand, the actuator can be scaled by varying the number of

active segments. By special arrangement of active segments, irregular

actuator shapes are possible too.

• Exchange of failed active segments: A modular structure of the

shell-like actuator allows for a simple exchange of permanently failed

active segments.

For the implementation of soft dielectric EAPs based on VHB 4910 films to

the modular concept, each segment needs a separate backbone structure to

pre-strain the DE film. This support structure needs so many mechanical

DOF that the shell-actuator can achieve the intended complex out-of-plane

displacements. In order to combine the benefit of soft dielectric EAPs as a

compliant, active skin with the requirement of an unbroken surface for the

shell-like actuator, the DE film should preferably be applied to the surfaces of

the active segment. Thus, a structure where pre-strained DE films are attached

to an intermediate mechanical core structure from both sides appears to be a

promising approach (Fig. 4.17, right).

4.2.2 Classification of active deformations

According to the requirements, the shell-like actuator must be capable of ac-

tively taking on complex out-of-plane shapes. In general, the deformation

capabilities of shell-like actuators may be classified into:

• Uniaxial deformation: The actuator actively performs deformations

in one planar direction (only contraction or elongation; both elongation

and contraction) or bending around one axis (only in one direction; both

back and forth). As shown in figure 4.18, top, cylindrical shapes with

variable radii of curvature result from uniaxial bending deformations.

• Biaxial deformation: The actuator can actively deform equally in

both planar directions (only contraction or expansion; both contrac-

tion and expansion) or bend equally around two mutually perpendicular

bending axes (only in one direction; both back and forth). When both

deformation types (planar deformation and bending) can additionally

be combined and their deformation amplitudes may be independently

adjusted in both principal directions, a wide variety of shapes can be

mapped (e.g. a bowl or saddle shown in figure 4.18, center).
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Figure 4.18: Deformations of shell-like actuators classified into: uniaxial
bending deformation (top), biaxial bending deformation (center) and unre-
stricted out-of-plane displacements (bottom)

• Complex deformations: In the most general case, the actuator is

capable of mapping irregular out-of-plane shapes (Fig. 4.18, bottom).

The range of mappable surface shapes is only limited by the (local)

deformation potential of the actuator.

The degree of complexity of this list increases from top to bottom.

4.3 Summary and conclusion

For the design of the shell-like actuator, the specific properties and require-

ments of soft dielectric EAPs were taken into account. The EAPs under con-

sideration are in the form of a thin, elastic skin which needs to be (biaxially)

pre-strained in its planar directions and which expands in the plane under

activation.

In order to generate a quasi-continuous deformation, the shell-like actuator

is subdivided into many active segments which are small compared to the

overall actuator size. The approach whereby the structure of the shell-like

actuator is composed of an array of equal, interlinked active segments allows

for adjustability (size, shape and spatial resolution) and simple replacement
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of failed segments. The structure of the active segments preferably consists

of a mechanical backbone structure sandwiched between two planar DE actu-

ators. The backbone structure supports the pre-strain in the dielectric film,

while providing for the mechanical flexibility required to perform out-of-plane

displacements. The DE actuators, on the other hand, act as continuous outer

skin of the shell-like actuator, driving its out-of-plane displacements.





5
Agonist-Antagonist

Configuration

In the last chapter, the shell-like actuator was assumed to be composed of an

array of identical segments, where the support structure of each segment is

sandwiched between two planar DE actuators. Based on this proposition, a

biologically inspired agonist-antagonist configuration to achieve out-of-plane

displacements with soft dielectric EAPs, is presented and discussed in this

chapter.

5.1 Inspiration by nature

As an inspiration for shell-like structures, it is worthwhile considering which

evolutionarily optimized solutions are provided by nature.

For example, batoid fish (stingrays, skates, sawfish and guitar fish) have wing-

like bodies, which they use for propulsion (Fig. 5.1, left). During swimming,

deflection waves travel along the wings. According to the number of waves

moving across the wings, either undulatory, semi-oscillatory or oscillatory lo-

comotion is performed [67].

The wings of batoid fish are mechanically supported by a skeletal system of

serially arranged radial bones that are connected via joints (Fig. 5.1, right).

Muscles span from the pectoral girdle to each radial bone segment. The outer

skin layer encloses the system consisting of muscles and bones. The major

tasks of the skeletal system are:

• Generating the required structural stiffness to transmit the forces from

the surrounding fluid as well as the internal muscle forces to the pectoral

girdle.
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Figure 5.1: Batoid fish (left) have a skeletal structure (right) consisting of
radials, which are composed of serially arranged radial bone segments (adapted
from [67]).

• Maintaining the structural flexibility of the wing so that large out-of-

plane displacements are possible.

With this configuration, batoid fish can perform quasi-continuous bending

motions with their wings. Thus, on the one hand, the wing can bend around

the body axis (flapping of the wings). On the other hand, however, the support

between adjacent radials via the cartilaginous extensions couples the deflection

motion of neighboring radials (e.g. for wave propagation along the wing).

5.2 Configurations based on soft dielectric

EAPs

As proposed by nature, the active structure based on soft dielectric EAPs

requires high spatial resolution in active zones, which all need to be sup-

plied/controlled independently, to achieve complex, quasi-continuous shape

changes.

Analogous to the muscular-skeletal structure of batoid fish, a configuration

where pre-strained DE films are attached as ”artificial muscles” to a flexible

support structure appears promising for the segments of the shell-like actuator

as well. The main requirements for the support structure are:

• Maintaining the DE film in its biaxially pre-strained state (see sec-

tions 4.1.1 and 4.1.2).
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• Offer the mechanical degrees of freedom (DOF) needed to enable the

out-of-plane displacements of the actuator.

Basically, out-of-plane displacements are induced by the active generation of

a gradient of in-plane stresses across the thickness of the shell-like actuator.

With natural configurations, this is accomplished by muscles, which interact

via a skeletal support structure.

5.2.1 Conventional agonist-antagonist configuration

In contrast to the natural solution of batoid fish, where all muscles are at-

tached to the pectoral girdle, however, independent segments are proposed,

each driven by a pair of artificial muscles. The proposed configuration is simi-

lar to the structure of a human arm, were the two major muscle groups (biceps

and triceps) are each connected to the upper and lower bone (humerus, radius

and ulna) and pre-strain each other via the elbow joint (Fig. 5.2, left).

The design of the DE actuator structure is analogous to the natural agonist-

antagonist configuration (Fig. 5.2, center). The bones of the arm are replaced

by a system of two rigid elements, which are connected in a hinge joint. Two

planar DE actuators pre-strain each other via this support structure with one

rotational DOF. Under activation of one of two the pre-strained DE film stacks

at a time, the corresponding actuator expands and the support structure ro-

tates in either direction around the hinge (Fig. 5.2, right).

U 

U 

U 

Figure 5.2: Biological agonist-antagonist system (left) as inspiration for a
corresponding DE-driven configuration (right).
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5.2.2 Enhanced agonist-antagonist configuration

The conventional agonist-antagonist configuration allows rotary out-of-plane

displacements of the segment in both directions under activation of one of the

DE actuators at a time. When both DE film stacks are activated simultane-

ously, however, no active motion is expected. In this case only the internal

pre-stresses in the system are reduced since both activated DE actuators relax

to the same degree.

In order to enhance the segment, the rigid, hinged structure of the conventional

segment is replaced by a compressed elastic core (e.g. springs in figure 5.3,

left). In the free-standing state, a force equilibrium results between the two

pre-strained stacks of DE films and the compressed core.

Note that the elastic core is mechanically represented by two parallel springs,

which are positioned at an equal distance to the center line in order to cover

the bending stiffness of the core.

Under activation of the upper or lower DE actuator, the corresponding films

relax and a coupled rotational/translational movement of the segment arises

(Fig. 5.3, center). Contrary to the conventional segment, the enhanced seg-

ment is expected to execute an expansion in the x direction under simultaneous

activation of both DE film stacks (Fig. 5.3, right).

Figure 5.3: Enhanced agonist-antagonist segment (left) with rotational de-
flections under activation of only one actuator (center) or elongation in the x
direction under activation of both actuators (right).
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5.2.3 Inflated agonist-antagonist configuration

So far, the pre-strain of the DE actuators was preserved by a mechanical core

consisting of either a hinged structure or a compressed, elastic core. In order

to avoid any mechanical core structure, thereby primarily reducing the weight

of the system, the coated dielectric films may be pre-strained by compressed

gas.

A potential approach for an inflated agonist-antagonist configuration is pre-

sented in figure 5.4. The segment consists of rigid side faces, to which DE film

stacks are attached on the top and bottom. When the segment is inflated with

gas, the DE films are pre-strained since the films bulge out and the side faces

move apart.

Note that the gas used for inflation may be any lighter-than-air gas (e.g. he-

lium) if a further reduction in weight is required. Under activation of the

upper or lower DE actuator, the corresponding films expand and an exten-

sion/rotation deformation of the inflated segment results (Fig. 5.4, center).

When both DE actuators are activated simultaneously, an elongation in the x

direction is expected (Fig. 5.4, right).

Figure 5.4: Inflated agonist-antagonist segment (left) with rotational deflec-
tions under activation of only one actuator (center) or longitudinal elongation
under activation of both actuators (right).
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5.3 Discussion

The proposed (conventional) agonist-antagonist configuration will be discussed

in terms of the following important aspects:

• Although at first sight the biological and the DE-driven configuration

seems quite similar, it is worthwhile to compare their behavior more in

detail (see section 5.3.1).

• The benefits of the agonist-antagonist configuration over other approaches

are presented (see section 5.3.2).

• The potential of the agonist-antagonist segment for its application to

shell-like actuators is discussed (see section 5.3.3).

5.3.1 Comparison between biological and DE-driven
configuration

Although the (conventional) agonist-antagonist configuration is motivated by

nature, some distinct differences can be found between the biological system

equipped with natural muscles (Fig. 5.5, left) and the DE actuator configura-

tion driven by ”artificial muscles” (Fig. 5.5, right):

• Activation/activated characteristics: Biological muscles contract

under activation, while DE actuators typically expand when they are

activated. Thus, an upwards rotation of the forearm is executed when

the upper muscle, (a), is activated. However, the lower DE actuator,

(b), must be activated so that the DE actuator configuration displays a

corresponding motion.

Regarding the range of motion of the two systems, one recognizes that

the biological system reaches angles of deflection in the range ϕ =

[0, ϕmax]. The DE-driven configuration can rotate back and forth in

the range ϕ = [−ϕmax, +ϕmax]. Note, however, that the maximum an-

gle, ϕmax, most likely differs in the two cases.

For the comparison of the active behavior, one has to distinguish the

two cases of isometric activation with constant elongation/angle of de-

flection, ϕ, and isotonic activation with constant external moment, M

(Fig. 5.5):
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– Isometric activation: Biological muscles can exert large isomet-

ric forces. DE actuators, however, exhibit only the passive ma-

terial stiffness of the dielectric film (even when activated). The

maximum load which the natural forearm can hold is limited by

the contractile force of the upper muscle, (a). For the DE actuator

configuration, only the force difference between the fully activated

actuator, (b), and the deactivated actuator, (a), can be used to

counteract to an external moment, M .

– Isotonic activation: When the forearm lifts a constant load the

maximum force is limited by the contractile force of the upper mus-

cle, (a), reduced by the force needed to stretch the relaxed lower

muscle, (b). With the DE actuator configuration, only the force

difference between the activated actuator, (b), and the deactivated

actuator, (a), can be utilized to generate an external moment, M .

Here one has to keep in mind that the active force of DE actua-

tors reduces with increasing active elongation. Thus, the agonist-

antagonist configuration exhibits its maximum active force when

blocking the segment in the neutral position (ϕ = 0).

ϕ ϕ

maxϕ ϕ
maxϕ−

maxϕ+

Figure 5.5: Schematic comparison of the moment vs. angle of deflections
behavior of a biological agonist-antagonist system and a DE-driven configura-
tion.
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• Deactivation/deactivated characteristics: Biological muscles have

no intrinsic resilience and maintain thus their length when relaxed.

Hence, the antagonist muscle needs to be actively stretched by the ag-

onist. DE actuators, on the other hand, contract when deactivated due

to their intrinsic elasticity given by the mechanical properties of the

elastomeric film.

Due to the absence of any resilience in relaxed biological muscles a re-

laxed arm can be rotated with negligible force. With DE actuators,

however, the intrinsic elasticity (passive stiffness) of the dielectric films

is still present in the deactivated state.

Regarding long-term activations, biological muscles will fatigue after some

time, while soft DE actuators can (theoretically) remain activated for an ar-

bitrarily long period of time. Note that the characteristics given in figure 5.5

are greatly simplified.

5.3.2 Comparison to existing DE actuator configu-
rations

When the proposed agonist-antagonist configuration driven by soft dielectric

EAPs is compared to existing structural approaches for DE actuators, the

following major benefits arise:

• Since the two DE actuators pre-strain each other directly via the hinged

support structure, no additional elastic element (e.g. coil spring, rubber

material) or elasticity of the support structure itself is needed to preserve

the pre-strain in the dielectric film while allowing for an out-of-plane

displacement.

• The range of active motion of an agonist-antagonist configuration is

doubled compared to the configuration where one of the DE actuators

would be replaced by a passive elastic element.

• The active force/moment of the segment can be easily scaled up by

applying two stacked DE film actuators each consisting of several DE

film layers.

When a passive elastic element or an elastic support structure is used,

however, its passive stiffness has to be adjusted whenever the number

of applied DE film layers is changed.
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• The angle of deflection and the blocking force/moment arising under ac-

tivation can be adjusted by the segment design (e.g. geometrical aspect

ratio, position of the hinge joint) or by the setup of the DE actuators

(e.g. pre-stretch ratios, number of DE film layers).

5.3.3 Shell-like actuator based on agonist-antagonist
segments

Based on the agonist-antagonist configuration, a shell-like actuator with mul-

tiple DOF is obtained by interconnecting several active segments in series

(Fig. 5.6, top). Basically, this type of shell-like actuator can perform uniaxial

bending deformations.

According to the design proposition from section 4.2.1, the benefit of soft

dielectric EAPs as a compliant, active skin is included with this approach.

Furthermore, the claim for a shell-like actuator with unbroken surfaces is al-

ready fulfilled. Several stacked DE film layers may be mounted to the support

structure to scale up the active forces provided by the shell-like actuator.

Figure 5.6: Shell-like actuator composed of interlinked agonist-antagonist
segments (top): Uniaxial bending under activation of all actuators on one side
(bottom left) and general shapes under selective activation (bottom right).
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Depending on the structure of the active zones, two levels result for the active

deformation potential of the corresponding shell-like actuator:

(i) One DOF: When the dielectric films are coated all over with continu-

ous electrodes, the shell-like actuator can only execute uniaxial bending

motions back and forth under activation of the DE films on one side at a

time (Fig. 5.6, bottom left). The actuator exhibits stronger bending for

increasing levels of activation (reduction in radius of curvature).

(ii) Multiple DOF: When all active segments are equipped with indepen-

dent electrodes, the segments can be individually rotated. Thus, the

shell-like actuator can map more complex shapes (Fig. 5.6, bottom right).

According to the type of supply/control system used for a shell-like actuator

with multiple DOF, two cases can be distinguished regarding the number of

actively mappable shapes:

• If the supply/control system can only provide each DE actuator with

the maximum activation voltage level, the active segments can - starting

from the neutral position (ϕ = 0) - only take the fully deflected states

back and forth at ϕ = ±ϕmax. Thus, a shell-like actuator consisting

of Nsegments active segments can actively assume 3Nsegments different

shapes.

• If the supply system can provide all voltage levels between zero and the

maximum activation voltage level, each segment can reach all angles of

deflection in the range of ϕ = [−ϕmax, +ϕmax]. Thus, the shell-like

actuator can continuously, quasi-statically deflect and even dynamically

follow predetermined deflection trajectories in time.

5.4 Summary and conclusion

A configuration was proposed where two stacks of DE films pre-strain each

other via a hinged core structure. Analogous to biological systems (e.g. a

human arm) rotational motions can be executed by activation of one DE ac-

tuator.

When the hinged core is replaced with an elastic core or when the segment is

inflated with gas, the rotational motions are supplemented with the capability

for axial elongation under simultaneous activation of both DE film stacks.
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By interconnecting several agonist-antagonist segments a shell-like actuator is

obtained, which can actively perform uniaxial bending motions with multiple

DOF.





6
Concept Development and

Evaluation of Shell-like

Actuators

In this chapter selected concepts for the shell-like actuator driven by soft dielec-

tric EAPs are presented. Each of the intended actuator structures is explained

and the expected deformation potential is discussed. In addition, preliminary

experimental results verify the feasibility of selected conceptual approaches.

The presented solutions are subsequently evaluated and the most promising

approach is chosen for further development.

6.1 Classification of the concepts

Although a final classification for the wide range of included concepts is dif-

ficult to achieve, the approaches were grouped according to their configura-

tion/structure and active deformation potential respectively:

• Conventional agonist-antagonist configuration

– Uniaxial bending actuator

– Biaxial bending actuator

• Enhanced agonist-antagonist configuration

– Uniaxial bending/elongation actuator

– Biaxial bending/elongation actuator
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• Inflated agonist-antagonist configuration

– Uniaxial bending/elongation actuator

– Biaxial bending/elongation actuator

• Film stack configuration

• Active framework configuration

– Single-layer framework

– Bi-layer framework

The subsequent presentation of the concepts given in sections 6.2 to 6.6 follows

this classification.

6.2 Conventional agonist-antagonist config-

uration

Uniaxial or biaxial bending deformation may be accomplished depending on

the support structure of the conventional agonist-antagonist approach (see

section 5.2.1).

6.2.1 Uniaxial bending actuator

Structure and active deformation potential

To achieve a uniaxial bending deformation with a shell-like actuator, the sup-

port structure of each agonist-antagonist segment requires one rotary DOF.

In addition, a lightweight and smooth-running support structure is required,

which can take the pre-strain forces of the DE film stacks and provides struc-

tural stability even under the influence of external forces.

Two potential types of support structures are composed of rolling parts or

hinged parts:

• Rolling parts: A support structure consisting simply of an array of

adjacent lightweight cylindrical bodies fulfills the desired mechanical

flexibility for pure uniaxial bending motions at low mechanical resis-

tance. (Fig. 6.1, left).
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xy

z

Figure 6.1: Support structure for the uniaxial bending actuator: array of
cylindrical bodies (left) hinged support elements (right).

However, the cylindrical bodies may still loose contact in the x direction

or shift relative to each other in the y or z directions under the influ-

ence of external forces. In order to ensure pure rolling of the cylinders,

the contact surfaces must either provide sufficient friction (e.g. rough

surfaces, adhesion) or a form keying has to be established between the

bodies (e.g. meshing teeth). In addition, a sufficiently large pressure

force is to be ensured at the contact of the cylindrical bodies by apply-

ing appropriate number of pre-strained DE film layers on both sides of

the core.

• Hinged parts: With a support structure where the parts are connected

by hinges, any external forces can be taken without loss of structural

stability (Fig. 6.1, right).

However, the increased mechanical resistance from bearing friction in

the hinges may inhibit the active deflection of the structure. Note that

in contrast to the rolling parts, the position of the hinge can easily be

adjusted along the connection between the support elements with the

hinged core structure.

The two approaches both have their benefits and limitations and are thus

worthy of being implemented experimentally.

Experimental

Several uniaxial bending actuators composed of a number of interlinked ago-

nist-antagonist segments were implemented and experimentally characterized.

Various approaches were pursued for the support structure.

In the following, present the four most promising uniaxial bending actuators (i)
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to (iv) are presented, which experimentally displayed the largest active bending

deformations. The structural stability of the support structure increases from

solution (i) to (iv) at the cost of a concomitant increased mechanical resistance:

(i) The support structure was composed of an arrangement of six lines each

consisting of four connected spheres (� = 40 mm) (Fig. 6.2, (i)).

(ii) With this variant the core was composed of six pivoted segments (Fig.

6.2, (ii)). Each part consisted of three Styrofoam spheres (� = 40 mm),

which were wedged and faced with aluminum tape on one side and con-

nected via a thin rectangular polymer plate (size 85 × 30 mm2) on the

other side. Compared to the first variant (i) this approach has the advan-

tage that the segments can only be shifted transversally relative to each

other. Very little rotational friction is expected from the line contact

between the polymer plate and the root of the wedge.

Ø
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Figure 6.2: Experimentally implemented support structures (i) to (iv) for the
uniaxial bending actuator.
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(iii) In order to further increase the structural stability, a core design accord-

ing to figure 6.2, (iii), was implemented and tested. Five reinforced cylin-

drical PVC profiles (type 556090 by Fennel, length 200 mm, � = 32 mm)

with spherical end pieces were each connected via two parallel, tapered

metal pins (length 44 mm), which were seated in conical metal sockets

(see detail in figure 6.2, (iii)). With this type of connection the core ele-

ments could not be shifted transversally against each other while the ro-

tational friction remained low. In order to ensure that the pin remained

in the socket, adjacent core elements were linked with two tensioning

threads parallel to the pins.

(iv) Low friction was achieved through small contact areas between the piv-

oting elements with the aforementioned core structures. The drawback

of loss of contact among the adjacent elements under external tensile

forces can only be overcome by using a hinged core structure. Thus, a

hinged support structure composed of five lines each consisting of three

connected lightweight spheres (� = 40 mm) was implemented (Fig. 6.2,

(iv)). Polymer struts (length 48 mm), which were fixed at one end and

hinged at the other end, connected the pivoting lines.

The manufacturing process was identical with all four actuators. Two films

of VHB 4910 (3M) were symmetrically pre-strained (λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 4 × 4) and

attached to rigid frames. The compliant electrodes were manually brush-

coated on both sides of the pre-strained films. With actuators (i) and (ii)

the electrodes consisted of a mixture of graphite (type TIMREX SLP 30 by

TIMCAL) and silicone oil (type DC 200/50cs Fluid by Dow Corning), while

for the actuators (iii) and (iv) a mixture of carbon black (Ketjenblack EC300J

by Akzo Nobel) and two-component silicone (RTV23/A7 by Swiss-Composite)

was used.

For the experimental characterization of the free deflections under activation,

the actuators were oriented upright in order to eliminate the influence of grav-

ity. For testing, the actuators were clamped on one end, while the other end

could freely deflect. Note that clamping actuator (i) at one end was not suffi-

cient since the spheres lost their contact under the influence of the actuator’s

self-weight. Thus, the actuator was suspended from two long threads which

were attached to the two ends. During testing, each of the two DE films

was activated with voltages of up to 4 kV for several seconds and then short-

circuited.

In general, all actuators (i) to (iv) showed strong uniaxial bending deforma-

tions under activation (Fig. 6.3). Typically, a rapid initial deflection motion

up to large angles of deflection was observed immediately after activation.

This motion was followed by a slow creeping deformation governed by the vis-
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Figure 6.3: Active deflections of uniaxial bending actuators (i) to (iv): deac-
tivated (left), activated front side (center) and activated reverse side DE film
(right).
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cous properties of acrylic film VHB 4910 (3M). As soon as the DE film was

short-circuited, the actuators quickly returned towards their original shape.

The complete return to the initial state, however, took much longer due to the

influence of viscosity. With most actuators the electrical breakdown in the DE

films occurred at slightly above 4 kV .

Due to the slightly asymmetrical configuration, actuator (i) displayed its full

deformation potential in only one direction.

Regarding actuator (ii), one can see that not all segments displayed the same

active amplitude in deflection. This may have resulted from imperfections

arising during the manual manufacturing process of the core and the actuator.

Nevertheless, the first segment close to the clamping in particular displayed

the great potential inherent in active deflection which can be achieved with

this type of support structure.

With actuators (iii) and (iv) all segments displayed similar deflection ampli-

tudes under activation. Overall angles of deflection of more than 90 degrees

back and forth were observed. Since the mechanical resistance of the support

structure (iii) was lower than that of (iv), the corresponding actuator showed

faster bending deformations both under activation and deactivation. With the

support structure (iv), on the other hand, ”slip-and-stick” effects appeared.

The actuator stopped abruptly after fast initial deflection followed by a step-

wise continuation of the deflection as the steadily increasing moment of the

DE films overcame the static mechanical resistance in the core. Likewise, the

actuator was not able to fully return to its initial, planar shape under deac-

tivation since the friction could not be overcome by the small moment of the

DE films close to the planar actuator shape.

6.2.2 Biaxial bending actuator

Structure and active deformation potential

A support structure has to be found for a biaxial bending actuator based on

the agonist-antagonist configuration, which is able to preserve the biaxial pre-

strain in the DE film while allowing for a biaxial bending deformation.

In scientific literature one finds that the out-of-plane displacement potential

of discrete frameworks to create complex 3D surface shapes were investigated,

particularly for the generation of a haptic feedback (”formable crusts” [11]).

Uni- and biaxial bending deflections are possible for a simple framework with

square cells where the links are connected in spherical joints (Fig. 6.4, top).

Note that under biaxial bending deformation certain cells undergo a shear

deformation. Thus, with the selected framework the directions of the rods
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angle / 2π<

Figure 6.4: Bending potential of planar frameworks with spherical joints
(top) and with prismatic joints according to the conventional agonist-antago-
nist configuration (bottom).

of the rear right cell deviate from the original perpendicular orientation. A

two-dimensional composition of conventional agonist-antagonist configurations

cannot undergo biaxial bending for this reason. When regarding, for instance,

a framework corresponding to an array of 2×2 conventional agonist-antagonist

segments (links connected with prismatic joints), uniaxial bending deforma-

tion is possible (Fig. 6.4, bottom center). However, the structure cannot bend

around two (mutually perpendicular) axes since the mechanical constraints of

the prismatic joints would be violated (Fig. 6.4, bottom right). This behavior

is comparable to a sheet of paper, which can also not be properly bent biaxi-

ally.

More generally, a two-dimensional framework has to be resistant to shear in

the planar directions for the required transmission of external shear forces. To

obtain a biaxial bending deflection with the system, however, the cells of the

support structure need to take shear distortions. Biaxial bending can not be

accomplished with a simple a two-dimensional agonist-antagonist configura-

tion because of these contradictory requirements.

Experimental

According to theoretical considerations, it is predicted that a support struc-

ture consisting of a planar array of adjoining spheres cannot undergo biaxial

bending. Uniaxial bending, on the other hand, can be simply accomplished
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when one line of spheres rolls against the adjacent line. Despite this theo-

retical issue, an agonist-antagonist actuator based on a biaxial, hinged core

structure was implemented experimentally. A core consisting of a 6× 6 array

of spheres (� = 40 mm) was sandwiched between two single-layered, biaxially

pre-strained (λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 4× 4) and entirely coated films of VHB 4910 (3M)

(Fig. 6.5, top). The electrodes were brush-coated with a mixture of graphite

(type TIMREX SLP 30 by TIMCAL) and silicone oil (type DC 200/50cs Fluid

by Dow Corning).

During assembly of the actuator, the core was sandwiched between the two

pre-strained and coated DE films, which had previously been clamped to rigid

frames. Then the two DE films were carefully stuck together around the core

structure and finally the actuator was cut free of the frame.

The actuator was hung up at one corner for experimental characterization. In

Ø

L 

Figure 6.5: Biaxial bending actuator with a core consisting of an array of
spheres (top left) in the deactivated state (top right), bending under activation
of the right side (bottom left) and left side DE film (bottom right).
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contrast to the theoretical expectation, the actuator showed considerable biax-

ial deformation under activation of each of the DE film layers with voltages of

up to 4 kV (Fig. 6.5, bottom). According to the viscoelastic behavior of VHB

4910 (3M), the fast deflection, which was initiated as soon as the actuator was

activated, was followed by a decelerated motion.

However, the initially planar actuator displayed a residual curvature after sev-

eral activation cycles. This confirms the theoretical expectation according to

which the spheres in the core the did not simply roll against each other during

biaxial deformation of the actuator, but additionally had to slide relative to

each other.

In a next step, the bending actuator described previously was enhanced in

such way that selective uniaxial or biaxial back and forth bending deforma-

tion could be achieved.

To this end, the DE films on both sides of the actuator were subdivided into

meshed, parallel lines of uniaxially reinforced active zones (see section 4.1.3),

which could be activated individually (HV1 and HV2 in figure 6.6, left). The

reinforcement was accomplished by attaching several thin strips of conductive

but non-compliant tape (conductive tape 9713 by 3M) to the pre-strained di-

electric film (Fig. 6.6, right).

According to expectations, this shell-like actuator displayed purely uniaxial

bending (cylindrical) deformation by activation of only the actives zones con-

strained in the same direction (either HV 1 or HV 2). A biaxially curved shape

(bowl) was taken on when all active zones were activated together (HV 1 and

HV 2). By selecting whether the front or the back side of the actuator was

activated, the direction of the out-of-plane deformation could be controlled.

However, the amplitudes of active deformation achieved with maximum acti-

vation voltages of 4 kV were fairly small. The main reason for this was the

Figure 6.6: Bending actuator subdivided into uniaxially constrained active
zones with independent voltage feeds, HV 1 and HV 2, to achieve selective
bending deformation.
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mechanically obstructing influence of the uncoated and thus passive film zones

in the center domain of each a group of four spheres. To solve this, the un-

coated zones could be cut out of the film. Thus, any two neighboring spheres

would be connected with a strip of DE film on the top and at the bottom.

6.3 Enhanced agonist-antagonist configura-

tion

In contrast to the conventional agonist-antagonist configuration, planar elon-

gation may be accomplished with the enhanced configuration (see section 5.2.2).

Depending on the design of the support structure either uniaxial or biaxial

bending/elongation is achievable.

6.3.1 Uniaxial bending/elongation actuator

Structure and active deformation potential

A shell-like actuator composed of several enhanced agonist-antagonist seg-

ments switched in series can execute coupled uniaxial bending/elongation de-

formations. The active deformation potential of the enhanced segment is lim-

ited by the degree of compression of the elastic core. As soon as the core is

fully relaxed, the deformation potential is exhausted since the DE film layers

cannot exert pressure forces on the core. To thus reach a free-standing state,

where the core is sufficiently compressed, two basic approaches are possible:

(i) Pre-compression of the elastic core: The elastic core is compressed

in the planar direction by external forces before the stacks of pre-strained

DE films are applied. After removal of the external forces, a force equi-

librium is taken between the contracting DE films and the expanding

core. The pre-strained films preferably force-balance the pre-compressed

core directly. In this case, the pre-stretch ratios of the DE film layers are

maintained in the free-standing state of the actuator.

(ii) Over-stretching of the DE film: The DE films are over-stretched

before being applied to the relaxed core. If adjusted correctly, the core is

compressed far enough by the DE films layers so that the films contract

exactly to the desired pre-stretch ratio in the free-standing state.
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Regarding approach (i), the preservation of the in-plane compression of the

elastic support structure while sandwiching the core between the two DE film

layers may be challenging. With approach (ii), over-stretching of the sensitive

DE films may be an issue due to their mechanical limitations (tearing). The

application of the electrodes in the over-stretched state, however, may lead

to an improved electrical conductivity in the contracted free-standing state of

the actuator.

Note that for the practical implementation of the enhanced agonist-antagonist

segment, the compressed core must not buckle. Thus, a short elastic element

with high bending stiffness (modulus of elasticity multiplied by the area mo-

ment of inertia) is aimed for. According to preliminary theoretical considera-

tions, however, the elastic core must provide low bending stiffness in order to

not obstruct the active deflection potential of the segment. Apparently, these

requirements are opposed to each other.

Experimental

A uniaxial bending/elongation segment was implemented experimentally and

characterized in terms of its free deformation potential. The support structure

H
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x
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Figure 6.7: Support structure of the uniaxial bending/elongation segment
(top), in the compressed (bottom right) and the free-standing state (bottom
right).
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consisted of two long polymer beams (dimensions 360×10×40 mm3) with five

intermediate pieces of elastic foam (each of dimensions of 45× 40× 30 mm3)

(Fig. 6.7, top). During manufacturing the elastic core was strongly compressed

in the x direction to a distance of 10 mm between the polymer profiles (Fig. 6.7,

bottom left). One pre-strained (λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 4 × 4) film of VHB 4910 (3M)

was brush-coated with a mixture of graphite powder (type TIMREX SLP 30

by TIMCAL) and silicone oil (type DC 200/50cs Fluid by Dow Corning) and

subsequently attached to each side of the compressed support structure.

After the external clamping was removed, the core expanded against the DE

films in the x direction up to a distance of 18 mm between the polymer beams

(Fig. 6.7, bottom right). Thus, an asymmetrically pre-strained state with

stretch ratios λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y ≈ 7× 4 resulted for the DE films in the free-standing

state.

For its experimental characterization, the enhanced segment was oriented hor-

izontally and the upper polymer profile was clamped to an external support,

while the lower one was free to execute an active motion.

Under short-time activation of one of the DE films with up to 4 kV at a

time, the lower polymer beam deflected by about ±6 degrees around the y

axis (Fig. 6.8, center left and right). From simultaneous activation of both DE

films an elongation of up to 20% resulted in the x direction (Fig. 6.8, right).

Wrinkling of the film was observed to be initiated at low activation voltage

levels already. The wrinkles were oriented in the x direction, which means

that under wrinkling the DE films no longer transmitted mechanical stresses

in the y direction.

The principle of operation of the enhanced agonist-antagonist segment could

be verified. The observed elongation potential was promising. As expected

from the theoretical consideration, however, rather low angles of deflection

were achieved from the implemented configuration. Thinning of the elastic

Figure 6.8: Active deformation potential of a bending/elongation segment
(front view, left) under activation of only the left (center left), the right (center
right) or both (right) DE films.
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foam core to reduce its bending stiffness was not possible since buckling ef-

fects would have been further promoted.

Obviously, the major issue with the enhanced agonist-antagonist segment is to

find an elastic core, which provides low bending stiffness and does not buckle

under in-plane compression from the pre-strain forces of the DE film layers.

6.3.2 Biaxial bending/elongation actuator

Structure and active deformation potential

A two-dimensional planar composition of enhanced agonist-antagonist seg-

ments can undergo biaxial bending since the segments can take in-plane shear

deformations (Fig. 6.9). However, such an actuator has no shear strength

as discussed with the conventional agonist-antagonist configuration (see sec-

tion 6.2.2). By introducing diagonal springs, however, the resulting core pos-

sess a limited shear stiffness, while active biaxial deformations remain possible.

In order that such a bending/elongation actuator can actively execute biaxial

deformations, the core has to be compressed in both planar directions by the

DE films layers in the free-standing state. As was introduced with the uniaxial

actuator, this can be achieved either by attaching the biaxially over-stretched

DE film to the relaxed core or by biaxially compressing the core before apply-

ing the pre-strained DE film layers.

Under activation of the DE film layers on both sides of the shell-like actuator,

equal expansion in both planar directions is expected. A biaxial curvature

deformation towards the inactive DE film is expected when only one side of

the shell-like actuator is activated.

Figure 6.9: Bending potential of a planar spring framework with spherical
joints according to the enhanced agonist-antagonist configuration.
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Experimental

In order to reduce the system complexity, the core, theoretically introduced to

consist of an array of coil springs, was implemented experimentally by a slab

of elastic polymer foam (size 200 × 200 × 28 mm3). This foam core fulfilled

the intended mechanical requirements for elasticity in both planar directions

and finite in-plane shear stiffness. To attach the pre-strained DE film layers

to the core, a 4× 4 array of rigid spheres (� = 40 mm) was embedded in the

foam (Fig. 6.10, left).

According to initial tests with one layer of DE film, the stiffness of the elastic

foam core was too large so that only very little compression of the core was

achieved after applying the over-stretched film. Thus, on the one hand the

core stiffness was reduced (softer material, cutting array of through-holes of

� = 20 mm) while on the other hand, the compression force from the dielec-

tric material was increased by attaching three layers of DE film on each side

of the core.

During manufacturing, the acrylic films of VHB 4910 (3M) were pre-strained

(λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 4 × 4), brush-coated with a mixture of silicone (RTV23/A7 by

Swiss-Composite) and carbon black (Ketjenblack EC-300J, Akzo Nobel) and

clamped to a rigid frame. Finally, the core was sandwiched between the two

DE film stacks and cut free of the frames.

Unfortunately, the strong resulting in-plane compression of the core by the

DE films caused irregular buckling of the elastic foam and thus the actuator

exhibited a strong biaxial curvature already in the deactivated state (Fig. 6.10,

right).
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Figure 6.10: Actuator core consisting of elastic foam and embedded rigid
spheres (left). Complete actuator with strong curvature in free-standing state
(right).
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Under activation of both sides with up to 4 kV the actuator displayed pla-

nar expansion in both planar directions. Biaxial bending deflections resulted

from the activation of only one side. As expected, however, the deformation

amplitudes were rather small due to the large bending stiffness of the core.

6.4 Inflated agonist-antagonist configuration

As introduced, one may utilize compressed gas to maintain the DE films

in a pre-strained state (see section 5.2.3). Either uniaxial or biaxial bend-

ing/elongation may be accomplished depending on the design of such inflatable

actuator.

6.4.1 Uniaxial bending/elongation actuator

Structure and active deformation potential

An inflated uniaxial bending/elongation actuator consists mainly of an ar-

rangement of long interlinked segments based on the inflated agonist-antago-

nist configuration.

The goal is to maintain two DE film layers loaded under internal pressure at

a constant parallel distance. Such an ”elastic air mattress” may be realized

with the following two design proposals:

• Stacked films: Two stacked layers of non-pre-strained DE film are only

stuck together along parallel lines at regular distances. By pumping gas

xy

z

Figure 6.11: Elastic air mattress composed of several interlinked inflated
agonist-antagonist segments.
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Figure 6.12: Elastic air mattress in the deactivated state (left), in the elon-
gated state under activation of both DE film layers (top right) and in the bent
state under activation of only one DE film layer (bottom, right).

into the resulting cavities in between the two DE film layers, the elastic

material bulges out and the segment expands by inflation (Fig. 6.11,

left).

• Spaced films: The two DE film layers are interconnected by spac-

ers, which maintain the two DE film layers at a constant distance after

inflation (Fig. 6.11, right).

While the continuous inner electrode is preferably kept at ground potential,

the outer electrodes are supplied with high voltages. With continuous outer

electrodes such an inflated shell-like actuator can execute basic uniaxial bend-

ing/elongation shape changes (Fig. 6.12). When the outer electrodes are sub-

divided, each segment can be individually activated and thus more complex

bending/elongation deformations can be achieved.

Experimental

The experimental implementation of inflated actuators based on soft dielectric

EAPs is challenging since the VHB films are not fully air-tight. Moreover,

holding pre-strained DE films, which are loaded by an inner gas pressure, at a

parallel distance, turned out to be challenging: with the first of above design
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Figure 6.13: Inflated actuator based on a core of adjoining pairs of linked
polymer spheres (left) and displaying strong bulging of the DE film under
activation (right).

proposals the bonding between the two DE film layers did not have long-term

stability, while with the second approach cracks were initiated at the points

where the spacers were connected to the DE films.

Nevertheless, an inflated actuator based on a core consisting of six adjoining

pairs of linked polymer spheres (� = 40 mm) was implemented successfully

(Fig. 6.13, left). The pre-strained (λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 4 × 4) layers of film VHB

4910 (3M) were brush-coated with electrodes of a mixture of graphite (type

TIMREX SLP 30 by TIMCAL) and silicone oil (type DC 200/50cs Fluid by

Dow Corning).

For testing, the actuator was suspended from two long threads attached to its

ends. Under activation of each of the DE films, the actuator exhibited uniaxial

bending deflections back and forth. As illustrated in figure 6.13, right, however,

the activated DE film bulged out strongly under activation due to the inner

gas pressure.

6.4.2 Biaxial bending/elongation actuator

Structure and active deformation potential

An envelope of an elastomeric film takes on a spherical shape when inflated. A

so-called balloon actuator is achieved when this envelope is a DE film. Under

electrical stimulation the DE film expands and thus the balloon is expected to

increase in volume.

By interconnecting many (small) DE balloon actuators in a two-dimensional

bilayer arrangement, a shell-like actuator results which can exhibit biaxial

bending/elongation deformations (Fig. 6.14). When activating both balloon

layers the actuator elongates in both planar directions x and y (Fig. 6.14,
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Figure 6.14: Shell-like actuator consisting of a bilayer of DE balloon actuators
in the deactivated state (left), in the elongated state under activation of all
balloons (top right) and in the bent state under activation of only one layer of
balloons (bottom right).

right top). Under activation of only the upper or the lower balloon layer a

biaxially curved shape is expected (Fig. 6.14, right bottom). The flexibility of

the balloons would thereby allow for the shear deformation which is required

to accomplish biaxial bending (see section 6.2.2).

Note that in contrast to the aforementioned concept of the air mattress where

two DE films interacted in an agonist-antagonist configuration, here each bal-

loon is an independent, self-contained element regarding pre-straining.

Experimental

As a first step, a DE balloon actuator was successfully implemented. A folded

bag of VHB 4910 (3M) was filled with loose graphite powder (type TIMREX

SLP 30 by TIMCAL). The elastic bag was then inflated with air until the

dielectric film reached the desired pre-strain level (balloon � ≈ 25 cm). By

shaking the inflated balloon the loose graphite powder was distributed across

the inner surface of the sticky film. The outer electrode, which consisted of a

mixture of graphite powder (type TIMREX SLP 30 by TIMCAL) and silicone

oil (type DC 200/50cs Fluid by Dow Corning) was painted onto the outside

surface of the balloon with a brush.
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Figure 6.15: Schematic of the DE balloon actuator (left). DE balloon actu-
ator in the deactivated (center) and the activated state (right).

As expected, the balloon expanded considerably in volume under activation

with voltages of up to 5 kV (Fig. 6.15, right). However, the expansion of

the shell was not uniform. Since the seam of the bag of dielectric film was

mechanically stiffer than the surrounding zone, the film was pre-strained to

a greater extent in this domain during inflation. As a result, the balloon

displayed more active localized expansion. Moreover, the balloon needed to

be pumped up once in a while, since the pre-strained film VHB 4910 (3M) was

not completely air-tight.

6.5 Film stack configuration

All solutions presented so far, were based on DE films which needed to be pre-

strained. The related need for a support structure, however, leads to rather

bulky, heavy and mechanically complex shell-like actuators.

Here, the suitability of stacks of non-pre-strained DE films for shell-like actu-

ators is focused on (see section 4.1.5).

Structure and active deformation potential

As an introduction, the active deformation potential of free-standing DE film

stacks is discussed. The deformation potential of an unconstrained and a

uniaxially constrained DE film stack segment are considered:
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• Unconstrained segment: An unconstrained stack of DE films under

activation of all layers with the same voltage level displays a biaxial

expansion in both planar directions (Fig. 6.16, top center). When the

activation voltage increases across the film layers, a biaxial bending

deformation is expected. Coupled bending and elongation deformations

may be achieved as well (Fig. 6.16, top right).

• Constrained segment: When the active expansion of the segment is

mechanically blocked in one direction (see section 4.1.3), uniaxial expan-

sion arises under activation of all DE film layers with the same activation

voltage (Fig. 6.16, bottom center). Uniaxial bending deformation is ex-

pected for an increasing voltage level across the DE film layers. Again,

coupling of the bending and elongation deformation can be achieved

(Fig. 6.16, bottom right).

When arranging unconstrained and constrained stack segments in a checker

pattern as shown in figure 6.17, the resulting shell-like actuator may accom-

plish specific (out-of-plane) deflections. Considering a configuration where

the unconstrained segments are cut out, the following active deformations are

possible:

• Uniaxial expansion in the x or y direction results, when the segments

of every second line along y or x are uniformly activated.

• Biaxial expansion in the x and y directions is achieved under uniform

activation of all segments.

Figure 6.16: Active deformation potential of an unconstrained (top) and a
uniaxially constrained DE film stack (bottom): deactivated state (left) elon-
gation under uniform activation of all layers (center) bending under increas-
ing/decreasing activation level across the stack layers (right).
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Figure 6.17: Shell-like actuator consisting of unconstrained and constrained
DE film stacks arranged in a checker pattern.

• Uniaxial bending around the x or y axis is expected when the seg-

ments of every second line along x or y are activated with increas-

ing/decreasing voltage levels across the film stacks.

• Biaxial bending around the x and y axes is accomplished by applying

increasing/decreasing voltage levels across all segments. It is assumed

here that the DE film stacks are soft enough to allow for shear distor-

tions.

A shell-like actuator, composed of continuous DE film layers, which are zonally

coated in a checker pattern and then stacked on each other, would be preferred

over the configuration with cutouts. With this configuration, however, defor-

mation interactions between the constrained and unconstrained segments have

to be taken into account. Applying the above activation instructions to this

configuration, some unwanted deviations from the expected out-of-plane de-

flections may arise.

Experimental

As a preliminary step, we focused on the experimental characterization of

the active deformation behavior of simple DE film stacks. Since with stacked

actuators the DE films are not pre-strained, they must be thin enough so

that moderate voltage levels are sufficient for activation. The thin acrylic

films VHB 4905 (3M) (thickness 0.5 mm) and VHB F9473PC (3M) (thickness

0.26 mm) were utilized. Two main types of stack actuators were implemented

and characterized:
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• Bilayer bending actuator: The bilayer actuator consisted of two

stacked dielectric films which sandwiched a non-compliant intermediate

electrode and had compliant outer electrodes (Fig. 6.18, top left). Two

square pieces of film (VHB F9473PC by 3M, size 110× 110 mm2) were

attached to both sides of an electrically conductive but non-compliant

conductive tape (9713 by 3M, size 100× 100 mm2).

The surface electrodes consisted of a mixture of silicone oil (type DC

200/50cs Fluid by Dow Corning) with graphite powder (type TIMREX

SLP 30 by TIMCAL) and were manually painted on with a brush.

The actuator was affixed to the ceiling via several parallel threads for

Dielectric films
Compliant electrodes
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Conductive tape

Figure 6.18: Structure and dimensions of the bilayer bending actuator (top).
Deformation under activation of the front side (bottom left) and the rear side
DE film layer (bottom right).
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testing (Fig. 6.18, top right). This support prevented on the one hand

the actuator from collapsing since its intrinsic bending stiffness was fairly

low. On the other hand, the actuator’s active bending deformation was

not obstructed by this support.

Strong uniaxial bending deformations back and forth were observed un-

der activation of each of the DE film layers (Fig. 6.18, bottom). Note

that biaxial bending is prevented by the shear stiffness of the non-

compliant intermediate electrode (see section 6.2.2). The influence of

gravity dominated the small electroactive forces. Thus, only bending

around the vertical axis could be established under activation. The

activation voltage could be increased up to 8.5 kV , where the bend-

ing curvature of the actuator was so strong that a closed cylinder was

formed.

Dielectric film HV 2
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Electrode
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Figure 6.19: Structure and dimensions of the multilayer stack actuator (top).
Deformation under uniform activation of both sides (bottom left), of the rear
side (bottom center) and of the front side DE film layers (bottom right).
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• Multilayer bending/elongation actuator: The multilayer actuator

consisted of twenty layers of non pre-strained dielectric film, each of a

size of 125× 125 mm2. Both the acrylic film VHB 4905 and also VHB

F9473PC by 3M were successfully tested.

The electrodes consisted of a mixture of silicone (RTV23/A7 by Swiss-

Composite) and carbon black (Ketjenblack EC-300J by Akzo Nobel) and

were manually painted onto one side of each film layer with a brush. Af-

ter curing at room temperature for a day, the electrodes were completely

polymerized.

Then the layers were consecutively stacked one on top of another and

a feed line was inserted between every alternate film layer to contact

the electrodes. For simplification the first and the second ten film layers

were each connected to one HV feed line (HV1 and HV2 in figure 6.19,

top center).

This actuator consisting of twenty DE films layers provided sufficient

intrinsic bending stiffness to allow for clamping at one corner during

testing (Fig. 6.19, top right). The actuator displayed a distinctive biax-

ial elongation in the planar directions under electrical activation of all

layers of the DE film stack with voltages of up to 5.75 kV (Fig. 6.19,

bottom left). When activating the two stack parts separately (DC high

voltage to either HV1 or HV2), biaxial bending deformations back and

forth were observed (Fig. 6.19, bottom center and right). The bending

deformation around the horizontal axis was small due to the dominant

influence of gravity compared to the small electroactive forces.

6.6 Active framework configuration

The basic idea is to actively map a predetermined surface shape with a discrete

framework structure composed of active struts which can change their length

and/or bend. The resolution of the framework must be quite high to obtain

sufficient mapping accuracy of the target shape. This implies the use of rather

complex mechanical structures.

According to the requirement of the shell-like actuator, the framework struc-

ture needs to be covered with a compliant skin in order to achieve an unbroken

surface.

Single layer and bilayer framework structures were taken into account as po-

tential candidates for shell-like actuators.
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6.6.1 Single layer framework

Structure and active deformation potential

Pei et al. recently demonstrated rolled actuators based on soft dielectric EAPs,

which can execute specific bending/elongation deformations in different direc-

tions under activation. [59].

To realize a single layer framework configuration, a large number of such rolled

actuators may be arranged in a mesh-like structure and interconnected at their

ends (Fig. 6.20, left). By specific elongation/bending of the rolled actuators

each knot of the actuator mesh can be relocated in all spatial directions and

thus the shell-like actuator can perform complex out-of-plane displacements

(Fig. 6.20, right).

Figure 6.20: Shell-like actuator composed of interlinked rolled actuators (left)
in a single layer framework configuration in the deactivated (left) and the
activated state (right).

Figure 6.21: Series of rolled actuators referred to as ”sushi roll” in the deac-
tivated (left) and the activated state (right) (source [59]).
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Experimental

Pei et al. presented a so-called ”sushi roll” consisting of a series of four rolled

actuators [59] (Fig. 6.21, left). Under specific activation of each of these rolled

actuators, the centerline of the ”sushi roll” can take on a target trajectory

(Fig. 6.21, right). This configuration, however, has not yet been implemented

experimentally for the shell-like actuator.

6.6.2 Bilayer framework

Structure and deformation potential

The proposed structure consists of a statically determinate bilayer framework

of actuators with uniaxial elongation/contraction capability. The actuators

are interconnected via spherical joints at their ends. A potential framework

structure is shown in figure 6.22. The configuration is composed of an array

of framework cubes where each cube face is reinforced by an actuator along

its diagonal.

As active struts of the framework, rolled actuators based on soft dielectric

EAPs [58], which can elongate under activation are particularly promising.

Note that since the active struts may also be loaded compressively in the axial

direction, the rolled actuators need to be enhanced with a mechanical guide

in the core (e.g. a telescopic guide [81]) to prevent buckling.

For example, different target surfaces were mapped with a framework consist-

ing of 10×10 cube segments (Fig. 6.23). Only vertical relocations of the knots

were allowed here and the vertical struts were assumed to be rigid, which leads

to a constant thickness in the vertical direction of the framework actuator.

Figure 6.22: Shell-like actuator consisting of interlinked rolled actuators in
a bilayer framework configuration (left). Active segment in the deactivated
(center) and the activated state (right).
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Figure 6.23: Deformation potential of a bilayer framework: uniaxial bending
(left), biaxial bending (center) and generally deformed (right).

Obviously, the shapes selected in figure 6.23 are mapped by the active frame-

work with a sufficiently high resolution. When the target shapes become more

undulated, however, the spatial resolution of the framework must be increased.

Experimental

Mazzone et al. suggested a bi-layer framework structure denoted as ”Smart-

Mesh” consisting of interconnected telescopic struts for haptic feedback appli-

cations [51, 52]. By (so far manually) changing the length of the struts the

statically determinate framework can change its shape and even map ”over-

hanging” shapes. Based on simulations, the huge deformation potential of this

active structure was verified.

So far, however, no bi-layer framework structure driven by DE actuators has

been implemented.

6.7 Evaluation

The solutions presented in sections 6.2 to 6.6 are compared based on the re-

quirements set out in chapter 4 and preliminary experimental results.

While the conventional agonist-antagonist configuration shows large active

displacements, the complexity and weight of the support structure remains

detrimental. The enhanced configuration offers more deformation modes, in-

cluding proper biaxial bending. This approach, however, showed only little

active deformation in the preliminary experiments. The advantage of the in-

flated actuator is its lightweight structure. However, the dielectric film needs

to be completely gastight. Moreover, the active skin tends to bulge out under

activation due to the internal gas pressure and thus the resulting out-of-plane
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displacements and forces of such actuators are expected to be rather low. Ac-

cording to the evaluation, the actuator consisting of non-pre-strained stacked

DE films complies with most of the requirements. In particular, this is the

only approach, where a continuous curvature of the surface is achieved under

activation.

While DE film layers are at a certain distance with the agonist-antagonist

configurations they are stacked directly on top of each other with the stack

configuration. As a result, stacked film actuators offer less bending stiffness

and therefore only low active out-of-plane forces. Active frameworks offer a

wide range of structural designs and active deflections. However, the frame-

works need to be covered by a soft membrane to achieve an unbroken surface

as required for the shell-like actuator. Moreover, the benefit of soft dielectric
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Conventional
agonist-antagonist
configuration

G# # # # G#  G# G#

Enhanced
agonist-antagonist
configuration

#  G# # G# G# G# G#

Inflated
agonist-antagonist
configuration

# G#  # G# # # G#

Film stack
configuration

# #  # # # # #

Active framework
configuration

# # #  G#    

Table 6.1: Comparison of the conceptual approaches for the shell-like actuator
based on soft dielectric EAPs. Symbols: #= good, G#= satisfactory,  = poor.
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EAPs as active membranes is not incorporated in this approach. This means

that the framework rods, as simple linear actuators, could be realized based

on conventional actuator technologies as well (e.g. hydraulic, pneumatic cylin-

ders).

In table 6.1 an assessment of the presented concepts is given according to the

requirements for the shell-like actuator.

As can be seen, all approaches have their benefits and drawbacks. Neverthe-

less, the conventional agonist-antagonist configuration in particular seems to

hold promising potential for its application to shell-like actuators which are

able to exhibit uniaxial bending deformations. The support structure allows

for pre-straining of the DE films, which leads to reduced activation voltages.

Moreover, the range of deformation of the shell-like actuator is controlled by

the mechanical flexibility of the support structure. Finally, a tradeoff between

the actively achievable displacements and forces can be found by proper design

of the support structure.

6.8 Summary and conclusion

In this concept study we considered a wide variety of variants for shell-like ac-

tuators based on soft dielectric EAPs, which can actively execute out-of-plane

displacements.

Promising actuators were implemented experimentally based on agonist-an-

tagonist configurations. In particular, the uniaxial bending actuator with a

hinged support structure showed large active deflections in both directions.

Moreover, this configuration allows for a simple tuning of the active perfor-

mance in terms of active deflections and forces by proper selection of the

distance between the active film layers. For near DE film layers large angles

of deflection are expected, while with distant layers large active forces may be

generated.

The conceptual approach of stacking many non-pre-strained DE film layers on

top of each other shows good deflection potential. The low intrinsic stiffness

of these actuators, however, is a major drawback. The active frameworks hold

large potential for active shape changes. However, with this concept the soft

dielectric EAPs cannot introduce their unique properties as a compliant, ac-

tive skin.

Actuators based on the agonist-antagonist configuration shall be focused for

further development, the motivation for this being the large active deflections

of uniaxial bending of this type of actuator.



7
General Considerations on

Supply/Control Systems

Today’s actuators based on soft dielectric EAPs still require DC high voltages

in the range of kilovolts for activation. At the same time, the supply cur-

rents are in the order of milliamperes. Very few components are commercially

available off the shelf for these diverging requirements of high voltages and

low currents. Thus, novel supply approaches have to be investigated for the

shell-like actuator composed of a large number of active segments, which all

need to be supplied individually.

7.1 Components

In general, the supply/control system is composed of a control system, a power

supply and a sensing system:

• Control system: The control system includes a graphical user interface

(GUI) for the processing of input and output signals and thus controlling

the shell-like actuator system (see section 7.1.1).

• Power supply: The power supply has to continuously provide the large

number of DE actuators of the shell-like actuator with high DC voltages.

This involves a quick and controlled electrical charging and discharging

ability of the active segments (see section 7.1.2).

• Sensing system: The sensing system has to continuously sense and

record the actual shape of the actively deforming shell-like actuator.

Regarding the picked solution for the shell-like actuator based on a dis-

crete mechanical support structure, this involves the continuous tracking
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of each DOF of the core structure. In addition, the supply voltages and

the feed currents have to be monitored in order to evaluate the elec-

tromechanical performance of the shell-like actuator (see section 7.1.3).

Generally, the supply/control system needs to be compact and has to ensure

the electrically safe operation to the user. This involves the use of few, short

and well-insulated HV power lines. Moreover, the supply and sensing system

should not reduce the active deformation potential of the shell-like actuator.

For operational flexibility, the shell-like actuator should be easy to disconnect

from the supply system.

7.1.1 Control system

Considering the control of the shell-like actuator, a system is required to man-

age the supply of all active segments with specific DC high voltages.

As a first step, the shell-like actuator will be controlled via predetermined

voltage characteristics. In order to be able to properly execute a deformation-

controlled motion with the shell-like actuator, however, an automatic control

system is required. Based on the present design of the shell-like actuator

system, where a sensing system is already intended, such an enhancement is

expected to be achievable with little additional effort in terms of hardware.

7.1.2 Power supply

As discussed previously, the deformation of DE actuators as compliant capac-

itors results from electromechanical interactions driven by electrical charges

on the electrodes. Thus, for activation it would be worthwhile to control

the electrical charging of the actuator directly. Nevertheless, the supply of

DE actuators is usually voltage-controlled since conventional electrical sources

provide electrical potentials.

In order to achieve a high spatial resolution with the shell-like actuator, a large

number of active segments has to be supplied with specific DC high voltages.

By using a separate HV source for each individual active segment, the corre-

sponding DE actuators beneficially may be continuously supplied (Fig. 7.1).

However, since commercially available devices for generating high voltages are

costly, this approach is not meaningful, in particular for shell-like actuators

consisting of many active segments.

The general aim is thus to supply a large number of DE actuators with a

single, powerful HV amplifier. Since many DE actuators have to share a
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single HV source and require different voltages at any given time, however,

they cannot be supplied continuously. The resulting idle time, ∆tidle, during

which each segment is disconnected from the source leads to an electrical self-

discharging of the DE actuators. Experimental investigations with circular

actuators (Fig. 7.2) have shown that the open circuit self-discharging process

is fairly slow with DE actuators of VHB 4910 (3M) since very little reduction

in active deformation was observed in the first few seconds (e.g. strain loss of

only 10% after 8 s). Apparently, disconnecting the actuator from the source

is no issue for idle times of up to several seconds, since the acrylic film VHB

4910 (3M) is a good electrical insulator.

The idle time, ∆tidle, for a shell-like actuator composed of an arrangement

of several DE actuators depends, on the one hand, on the supply strategy

of the system and, on the other hand, on the time required for each supply

step, ∆tstep. The actuator has to be connected to the source (switching time)

during each supply step, then partly/fully charged/discharged (contact time)

and finally disconnected again (switching time):

• Switching time: Regarding the connection from the source to the ac-

tuator, special devices are required to switch high voltages. Mechanical

switches need enough distance between the conductors in order to pre-

vent a flashover. As a result, the switching time is not negligible per

se. Lacour et al. recently presented photoconductive thin-film switches

based on hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a − Si : H), which could

switch voltages of up to 6 kV [46, 47].

Figure 7.1: Supply/control system for the continuous HV supply to a shell-
like actuator with individual HV supplies for every active segment.
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• Contact time: Depending on the (initial) capacitance, C, of the actua-

tor and the overall resistance of the circuitry and electrodes, Rserial, the

characteristic charging time is given by τ = RserialC. Apparently, with

conventional DE actuators, this charging time is very short (only a few

milliseconds) compared to the time until the full mechanical response is

achieved (several seconds). Note here that activated DE actuators need

to be further electrically charged since their capacitance increases under

active expansion of the DE film.

There are two main approaches to the activation strategy for a shell-like ac-

tuator composed of many active segments with only one HV amplifier:

(i) Consecutive actuator supply: The HV source is connected consecu-

tively to each DE actuator in a repeated loop. The source provides each

DE actuator with its instantaneously required activation voltage level.
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Figure 7.2: Contraction characteristics, given by the normalized radial strain,
(sr/sr,max), of a circular actuator by short-circuiting or an open circuit after

activation at 3.5 kV during 5 s. The actuator consisting of pre-strained (λ
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x ×
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(i)
y = 4×4) film VHB 4910 with brush-coated electrodes (� = 40 mm, mixture

of carbon black and two-component silicone).
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Note that for partial or full deactivation of a DE actuator, the stored

energy has to be absorbed by the HV amplifier via internal dissipation.

With this approach, the amplifier has to provide a stepwise voltage char-

acteristic with irregular progression.

Considering a shell-like actuator composed of Nsegments active segments

and a step time of ∆tstep required for activation of each segment, the

resulting idle time, ∆tidle, during which each segment is disconnected

from the electrical source, is simply given by

∆tidle = (Nsegments − 1)∆tstep. (7.1)

As can be seen, the idle time increases linearly with both the number of

active segments and the time required for each activation step.

(ii) Providing consecutive voltages: The voltage source consecutively

follows a series of increasing DC voltage profiles, which run stepwise

between zero volts and the maximum activation voltage level. At each

voltage level, all those active segments which momentarily require the

provided activation voltage are connected to the HV source. Note that

this approach requires a powerful voltage amplifier since in the worst

case all DE actuators have to be fully charged in a single step.

steptΔ

0idletΔ = 2( 1)idle levels stept N tΔ = − Δ

Figure 7.3: Supply strategy for many DE actuators by providing consecutive
voltages.
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Again, we consider a shell-like actuator composed of Nsegments active

segments. This time, however, the shell-like actuator is supplied by a

voltage amplifier, which repeatedly runs through Nlevels voltage levels

and keeps each voltage level for ∆tstep. With this approach the idle time

of the segments does not remain constant. In the best case, a random

segment requires exactly two consecutive voltage levels provided by the

source. Thus, the segment will not be disconnected from the source in

this step and no idle time arises (Fig. 7.3, ”best case”).

In the worst case, however, the segment requires the next lower voltage

level after the source has just reached the actuator’s actual voltage level

(Fig. 7.3, ”worst case”). The idle time then corresponds to 2(Nlevels −
1)∆tstep.

Assuming that a random segment has no preferential consecutive voltage

level, the average idle time, ∆tidle, is thus given by

∆tidle = (Nlevels − 1)∆tstep. (7.2)

Apparently the average idle time does not depend on the number of active

segments. However, it increases linearly with the number of activation

voltage levels and the required time for each activation step.

Note that the voltage steps do not necessarily have to be equidistant:

motivated by the disproportionate increase in active deformation of DE

actuators with increasing activation voltage level, an accumulation of

voltage levels close to the maximum activation voltage is worthwhile.

Ultimately, the activation voltage levels could be cut to just two states,

i.e. the deactivated state at zero voltage and the fully activated state

at the maximum voltage level. According to eqn. (7.2), the average idle

time with this ”binary” approach would reduce to ∆tstep, independently

of the number of involved DE actuators.

Each of the two strategies has its benefits and drawbacks. While approach (i)

allows the selection of each activation voltage level at the cost of increasing

the overall idle time for supplying more active segments, solution (ii) allows

only selected activation levels but the idle time is independent of the number

of active segments.

To determine which of the two supply strategies is more convenient for a given

application, the number of active segments, Nsegments, has to be compared to

the required activation voltage levels, Nlevels:

Nsegments >> Nlevels For many active segments (high spatial resolution

of the shell-like actuator) variant (ii) leads to far

lower average idle times.
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Nsegments << Nlevels In the case where a continuous voltage range is re-

quired for activation of the active segments, variant

(i) is more appropriate.

If both parameters are equal (Nsegments = Nlevels), the two approaches lead

to the same (average) idle time.

7.1.3 Sensing system

Another challenging task is the tracking of the deformed shape of the shell-like

actuator. Such sensing is required for the quantitative experimental charac-

terization of its active deformation potential.

The sensing system has to provide an adequate spatial resolution with respect

to the detection of the shape of the shell-like actuator. To achieve proper

measurement results, the sensing system has to be designed in such way that

the HV feed lines and active zones of the shell-like actuator do not electrically

interfere with the measurement lines. Moreover, the sensing system must not

mechanically obstruct the active deformation potential of the actuator.

Basically, the sensing system can determine the deformation of the shell-like

actuator from the outside (external sensing) or it may be implemented in the

interior of the shell-like actuator (internal sensing):

Figure 7.4: Inadequate properties of conventional sensing systems for the
determination of the deformed shape of the shell-like actuator.
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• External sensing: External measurement facilities based on contact-

free sensing of the actuator’s shape are particularly promising (e.g. an

array of distance measurement lasers or a 3D video extensometer). How-

ever, conventional measurement systems, providing a two-dimensional

projection of a surface, seem inadequate for shell-like actuators based

on soft dielectric EAPs due to the large bending curvatures expected

under activation. As illustrated schematically in figure 7.4, the initially

regularly distributed pattern of scanning points across the surface of

the shell-like actuator (left) becomes non-uniform when a bent shape is

assumed (center). Furthermore, only fragmentary scanning of the sur-

face remains possible when the actuator takes on ”overhanging” shapes

(right).

Nevertheless, external sensing is applicable for shell-like actuators which

can only execute uniaxial bending deflections. Here the actuator is ob-

served laterally in the direction along the axes of rotation (y axis in

figure 7.5, left). Thus, the displacements of the actuator segments are

tracked across the xz plane. Given the geometry of the actuator, the

relative angles of deflection of the segments, ϕI , ϕII , . . ., can be deter-

mined from the position, (xI , zI), (xII , zII),. . ., of the supporting points

of the segments.

We implemented a contact-free sensing system whereby a DV camera

(DCR-VX1000E by Sony, with a resolution of 720×576 pixels and vari-

(xI, zI)y

z

x

(xII, zII)
(xIII, zIII)

(xIV, zVI)

Iϕ IIϕ
IIIϕ

IVϕ

Figure 7.5: Tracking of the deflection of a uniaxial bending actuator (left)
and the corresponding experimental setup (right).
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able frame grabbing frequency) was clamped vertically and filmed the

motion of a DE uniaxial bending actuator from the top (Fig. 7.5, right).

The actuator based on the hinged core (see section 6.2.1, type (iv))

consisted of four independently addressable active segments and was

clamped at one end in an upright orientation.

For the given overall length of the actuator of 232 mm and the image

resolution of the DV camera, the resultant displacement resolution was

0.32 mm (corresponds to 1 pixel). The hinge positions of the actuator

were marked with circular red labels (� = 5 mm) for improved contrast.

The DV camera was connected via a fire wire cable to a standard PCI

card. The post processing was executed with Matlabr and included

several filtering steps to achieve a binary image, where the marks on

the supporting points appeared as white spots on a black background.

Given the coordinates of the supporting points, the relative angles of

deflection of the segments could be derived.

Since the image acquisition (0.57 s) and the post-processing (0.36 s)

were fairly slow with the utilized computer (2.8 GHz, 1570 MB RAM,

4 CPUs) a moderate sample rate of about 1 Hz resulted. Thus, this

measurement method in particular would not be sufficiently fast for an

application to an automatic control system. Moreover, deviation of the

actuator out of the focal plane leads to blurred images, which reduces

the precision of the method.

• Internal sensing Due to these profound limitations of external sensing

of the deformed actuator shape, possibilities for internal sensing were

taken into consideration as well. With internal sensing, the sensors are

embedded in the support structure of the shell-like actuator. With uni-

axial bending actuators in particular (see chapter 6), the sensing task

reduces to the measurement of the relative angles of deflection of each

active segment.

In order to not obstruct the active rotation motion driven by the small

forces of the DE films, the sensors have to be especially lightweight and

mechanically smooth-running. Furthermore, a wide range of angles of

deflection (several tenths of degrees) has to be covered with sufficient

precision.

Angle sensors (type QP-2HC-SW4 by PEWATRON AG) based on the

Hall effect proved to be promising candidates and were successfully im-

plemented into the core of an uniaxial bending actuator. This small and

lightweight type of sensor has very low friction (torque 0.49× 10−4Nm)

since its transducer axis is supported by a ball bearing. An analog

voltage output signal gives the rotation angle in the wide range of ±45

degrees.
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7.2 Summary and conclusion

Regarding the supply of a shell-like actuator consisting of many active seg-

ments, the individual supply of the segments, each with a conventional HV

source, is not practicable (too costly). Hence, solutions where many DE ac-

tuators can be supplied by a single, powerful supply were addressed in this

section.

Theoretical considerations of two activation strategies have shown that de-

pending on the number of DE actuators and the number of their discrete

activation levels respectively, it is preferable to either repeatedly and consec-

utively supply all actuators or to repeatedly and consecutively offer selected

activation voltage levels.

External or internal sensing may be used to sense of the shape of actively

deformed shell-like actuators. External sensing is insufficient for complex de-

formations with strong curvatures or even ”overhanging” shapes. With uniax-

ial bending actuators, however, external sensing via tracking of the actuator

motion with a DV camera was successfully implemented. The frame-grabbing

and post-processing was fairly slow. Thus, internal sensing with lightweight,

smooth-running sensors such as, for instance, Hall sensors with ball bearings,

are preferred for the measurement of the relative angles of deflection with

uniaxial bending actuators.
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Concept Development and

Evaluation of Supply/Control

Systems

Based on the preliminary considerations of chapter 7, various approaches for

the supply/control system of shell-like actuators are presented and evaluated in

this chapter. The challenge is to develop a simple and compact supply/control

system, in which only one voltage supply is used for the specific activation of

the large number of active segments of the shell-like actuator.

While with the first two conceptual approaches (sections 8.1 and 8.2) a HV

amplifier generates the required HV level, in the last solution (section 8.3) all

segments are supplied with specific low voltage, which is then locally amplified

to a high voltage.

8.1 Concept based on a single source and

external switches

The components of this supply/control concept include a computer, a single,

powerful and computer-controlled HV supply, and a computer-controlled HV

switch box, from each of which a separate connection leads to every active

segment of the shell-like actuator (Fig. 8.1).

With this system the high voltage generated by the HV source is selectively

switched to the active segments of the actuator. Therefore an amplifier has

to be employed for the supply of the high voltages since the returned energy

from the actuators which are partly or fully deactivated has to be absorbed

and dissipated.
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Figure 8.1: Supply/control system where the HV is transmitted via a
computer-controlled HV switch box to the active segments of the shell-like
actuator.

As discussed in section 7.1.2, the supply of many DE actuators with only one

electrical source can basically be accomplished with two activation strategies.

With the first approach all active segments are consecutively switched in a

repeated loop via the HV switch box to the HV amplifier and thus supplied

with the instantaneously required high voltage. With the second approach

the source provides a stepwise voltage characteristic between zero volts and

the maximum activation voltage level. In each step all active segments which

currently require the offered activation voltage are switched via the HV switch

box to the HV amplifier.

The effect of the discontinuous supply of the active segments on the resulting

deformation behavior of the shell-like actuator needs to be clarified experi-

mentally.

8.2 Concept based on a single source and

internal switches

In this approach all active segments are connected via a single HV feed line

to a HV amplifier (Fig. 8.2). A computer-controlled HV switch is placed be-

tween the feed line and each active segment for the individual control of the

segments. There are three main strategies with regard the supply of a spe-

cific activation voltage characteristic to each active segment. The first two
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strategies correspond to the approaches from section 7.1.2. Here either the

HV switches between the source and each active segment are closed consecu-

tively and the source provides the demanded activation voltage, or the source

repeatedly provides a stepwise increasing voltage and the corresponding seg-

ments are connected to the amplifier in each step.

A third approach is given if the HV switches are replaced by a voltage divider

(e.g. model V1G by EMCO high voltage corporation). In this configuration

the amplifier continuously provides the maximum activation voltage, while

the voltage divider individually controls the activation voltage level supplied

to each active segment. Thus, this approach enables a continuous supply of

a large number of DE actuators with only one HV generator. However, the

controlled deactivation of the actuators down to a lower voltage level is prob-

lematic since part of the electrical field energy has to be dissipated. This may

be accomplished by:

• Internal energy absorption: If the active segments are each equipped

with a short-circuiting facility, the segment would first be fully deacti-

vated and subsequently recharged to the desired activation level. With

this approach the released field energy is dissipated locally, which may

involve heat-induced damage of the shell-like actuator.

• Energy absorption by the amplifier: In order to prevent heating

of the shell-like actuator, the energy of the active segments may be

withdrawn and dissipated in the amplifier. When the voltage ampli-

fier alternately changes between zero volts and the maximum activation

Figure 8.2: Supply/control system where HV switches or voltage dividers
control the activation level of each active segment of the shell-like actuator.
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voltage level, the respective active segments are first fully discharged

during the zero volt phase and then recharged via the voltage divider

to the required voltage level during the next maximum voltage phase.

With this approach, however, the segments are again discontinuously

supplied.

8.3 Concept based on boost converters

With this approach the HV amplifier is replaced by a low voltage DC source

(e.g. batteries) (Fig. 8.3). A computer-controlled box with voltage dividing

elements distributes the instantaneously required low voltage to each active

segment. The active segments are equipped with commercially available boost

converters, which transform the low voltage to the required high driving volt-

age. These boost converters, such as the Q series by hivolt.de, are very small

and lightweight (2 cm3 and 4.25 g) and generate DC voltage outputs of sev-

eral kilovolts (e.g. 5 kV ). Given the limited power of these devices, however,

their output currents are rather low (maximum 0.1 mA at 5 kV ). Thus, the

electrical charging of DE actuators with large capacitances requires consider-

ably longer with boost converters than with a typical amplifier (e.g. model

5/80 by TREK). The same issue arises for the specific deactivation of active

segments since the deactivation time is restricted by the low electrical power

which boost converters can absorb internally.

Figure 8.3: Supply/control system where the low voltage is transmitted via
a computer-controlled voltage divider box and increased by boost converters.
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8.4 Evaluation

While with the two first conceptual approaches a single HV amplifier is utilized

for the generation of high voltages, the third concept suggests the application

of each a boost converter in every segment of the shell-like actuator. The ma-

jor benefits and drawbacks of these two main approaches are summarized in

table 8.1.

While the supply based on a single HV amplifier does not offer continuous

supply of the segments and has electrical safety deficiencies, the boost con-

verters raise some profound issues, which appear to be difficult to overcome.

In particular, the limited electrical power output and absorption as well as the

HV from amplifier HV from boost converters

– Low electrical safety as many HV
lines are required.

+ High electrical safety since the
high voltage is generated directly
in the active segments.

+ Fast charging and discharging of
DE actuators possible.

– Limited electrical power leads to
slowed charging and discharging
of DE actuators.

+ Fast absorption of the field
energy from the active segments
and distant dissipation in the
amplifier.

– Dissipation of the field energy
from the active segments in the
boost converters leads to local
heating of shell-like actuator.

– Discontinuous electrical supply of
the active segments may lead to
temporary deviations in
deformation of the shell-like
actuator.

+ Continuous electrical supply of
the active segments.

+ Low impact expected from the
electrical feed lines on the
actuator weight and the active
deformation potential.

– Implementation of boost
converters into actuator increases
the actuator weight and may
obstruct the active deformation
potential.

+ Only one electrical source is
needed, independent of the
spatial resolution of the shell-like
actuator.

– Number of boost converters
grows with the number of active
segments (affects weight and
costs).

Table 8.1: Comparison between an HV amplifier and boost converters for the
supply of the shell-like actuator.
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additional weight and fairly high costs make it inappropriate for application

to the shell-like actuator.

Focusing thus on a supply with one single HV amplifier, there remains either

the solution with an external HV switch box or with HV switches/voltage

divider implemented directly to the actuator. Since commercially available

switches or voltage dividers for high voltages are fairly bulky and heavy, the

solution that looks the most promising is the one where the high voltage for

supplying the shell-like actuator is distributed in an external HV switch box.

8.5 Summary and conclusion

Considering the supply and control for the shell-like actuator, we searched

for a computer-controlled system to specifically feed a large number of active

segments with different DC high voltage levels. The application of an exclusive

HV source for each active segment would lead to a bulky and costly system.

While the approach with boost converters in each segment was found to exhibit

distinctive drawbacks for the present application, we focused on a solution

based on a single, powerful HV amplifier. The selected approach calls for the

switching of high voltages, which is preferably accomplished by HV relays in

an external HV switch box.

Since with this concept many active segments share a single HV supply, the

actuators are discontinuously connected to the source, Thus, self-discharging

effects of the temporarily disconnected segments on the deformation behavior

of the shell-like actuator has to be investigated experimentally.
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9
Shell-like Actuator

The final version of the DE shell-like actuator is presented in this chapter.

The electromechanical behavior of the agonist-antagonist configuration was

investigated to achieve the best active performance with the shell-like actuator.

The structural design and the DE actuator setup were optimized in order to

obtain maximum free deflections and blocking forces.

Based on these results a shell-like actuator composed of several interconnected

active segments was introduced (size L×H in figure 9.1). Given the available

hardware components of the supply/control system (see section 10.2), the

actuator design was selected so that it would consist of seven independently

activatable segments (roman numbers I − V II in figure 9.1). In order that

the segments be independent, each active zone had to be coated with separate

electrodes.

Figure 9.1: Shell-like actuator consisting of seven interconnected, indepen-
dently activatable agonist-antagonist segments.
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9.1 Impact of external forces

9.1.1 General consideration

During operation the shell-like actuator is exposed to external loads (Fig. 9.2,

top). In order to maintain a predetermined shape, each DOF (hinge) of the

support structure has to be actively controlled by the DE actuators. External

point forces are to be introduced to the zones where the compliant, active

skin is braced by the support structure, since the thin, soft DE films may be

damaged when point-forces act perpendicular to their surface. The potential

bulging effects from distributed forces (e.g. aerodynamic forces) on DE mem-

branes, on the other hand, would need to be examined experimentally.

When the shell-like actuator is sectioned across the support structure, the ex-

ternal forces (plus forces from inertia during active motions) of the free end

are in equilibrium with each of the section forces and moments, Fj and Mj

respectively, relative to local coordinates j = ξ, η, ζ in the corresponding plane

of section (Fig. 9.2, bottom). The negative section forces and moments act

as external forces in the opposing plane at the clamped part of the shell-like

actuator.

In the segment next to this section plane the section forces, Fj , and moments,

Mj , mechanically load the support structure and the DE actuators (Fig. 9.3).

external

Fζ

Fξ
Fη

Mζ

Mξ
Mη

Fζ

Fξ

Fη

Mζ

Mξ Mη

Figure 9.2: External forces acting on the shell-like actuator (top) can be
reduced to a set of forces and moments in any section (bottom).
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Thus, the two DE actuators introduce the tensile forces, Fa and Fb, to their

fixing points. The section forces and moments, Fj and Mj respectively, are

balanced by the internal forces and moments, FP,j and MP,j respectively, in

the directions j = ξ, η, ζ at the hinge joint P (Fig. 9.3). For small angles of

deviation (ϕ << 1) it is

ξ : FP,ξ = Fξ − (Fa + Fb) MP,ξ = Mξ

η : FP,η = Fη
H

2
(Fa − Fb) = Mη − FζL (9.1)

ζ : FP,ζ = Fζ MP,ζ = Mζ + FηL.

As intended, the hinged support structure is able to take the pre-strain forces

of the DE actuators as well as the section forces and moments except for the

moment Mη due to the rotational DOF of the support structure (MP,η = 0).

The moment in the η direction resulting from the section moment Mη and the

transverse force Fζ is balanced by the corresponding moments generated by

the two DE actuators.

In the deactivated state, the elastic behavior of the DE films counteracts a

forced deflection of the segment (ϕ 6= 0) by introducing an opposing moment

(e.g. ϕ < 0 → Fa > F
(i)
a , Fb < F

(i)
b induces an opposing moment H/2 (Fa −

Fb) > 0).

Under activation of one of the DE actuators the corresponding film relaxes

and thus enables the active generation of a blocking moment, M , around the

η axis (M = H/2 (Fa(ϕ = 0) − Fb(ϕ = 0))). When no external forces affect

the segment, an active deflection towards the deactivated actuator arises until

the forces of the two DE films are balanced again (M = 0 → Fa(ϕ) = Fb(ϕ)).

Fζ

Fξ
Fη

Mζ

Mξ
Mη

ξ

η aF

bF

aF

bF ,PM ζ

,PM ξ ,PF ζ

,PF ξ

,PF η,PM ζ

,PM ξ
,PF ζ

,PF ξ

,PF η

ζ

Figure 9.3: Internal forces in the DE actuators and the support structure are
in equilibrium with the external section forces and moments.
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9.1.2 Basic loading state

A simple loading case is discussed in detail as an example. A single external

force, Fexternal, acts in the transverse direction at the free end of the shell-like

actuator (Fig. 9.4). The shell-like actuator will thereby be activated in such a

way that it keeps its initial planar shape.

The external force, Fexternal, induces a transverse force in the z direction as

well as a moment around the y axis. The latter is balanced in each segment by

the moment generated by the activation of the DE film layers on side (b). Thus,

the tensile force in the DE film stack (b) is reduced from the pre-strain level,

F
(i)
b = F

(i)
a , by transmission of the equivalent electrode pressure (eqn. (2.1))

in the planar film directions. At the same time the DE film layers on side (a)

remain deactivated (Ua = 0 → Fa = const. = F
(i)
a ).

L

H

xy

z

FexternalFa

Fb

Fsupport,x

Fb

I II III IV V VI VII

Ub

Ua

2U3U
U

( ) ( )i i
a bF F=

Fsupport,x

( ) ( )2 2i i
a bF F=

( )i
a aF F=

Fsupport,z = Fexternal

2 Fexternal(L/H)

Fsupport,z

Figure 9.4: Force progression along the singly-loaded shell-like actuator which
actively maintains its undeflected state.
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According to mechanics, the moment induced by the external force, Fexternal,

increases linearly from the actuator tip to its clamped end. Likewise, the

opposing moment which is actively generated by the DE film stacks in the

segments has to be increased. This is accomplished by a larger active reduc-

tion of the tensile force, Fb, in DE film stacks (b) of the segments closer to

the fixture. According to eqn. (2.1), the tensile force on side (b) is reduced

consistently from segment V II to I when the following activation voltages are

applied Ub,V II = U , Ub,V I =
√

2 U, . . . , Ub,II =
√

6 U , Ub,I =
√

7 U .

As a result, the normal force of the support structure, Fsupport,x, decreases

evenly along the actuator from its tip to the clamped end. The lateral force,

Fsupport,z, on the other hand, is not affected by the activation (Fsupport,z =

const. = Fexternal).

As can be seen from figure 9.4, the external force, Fexternal, is limited by two

effects:

• Complete unloading of the DE films: Under increasing external

force, Fexternal, the remaining tensile force in the DE films (b) of seg-

ment I, Fb,I , reduces gradually. Since DE films cannot take compressive

in-plane forces (buckling), the DE film stacks must remain in the tensile

force regime (Fb,I = F
(i)
b − 14 Fexternal(L/H) ≥ 0). Thus, the external

force must not exceed the maximum value, Fexternal,max, which is given

by

Fexternal,max =
1

14

„
H

L

«
F

(i)
b . (9.2)

Given the geometry of the support structure, L×W ×H, the maximum

external force can be increased by augmenting the pre-strain force of the

DE film stacks, F
(i)
b . This again may be accomplished by applying more

DE film layers and/or increasing their pre-strain in the x direction.

• Dielectric breakdown in the DE films: Compared to the other seg-

ments, the DE films on side (b) of the segment I have to be activated

with the largest voltage level, Ub,V II =
√

7U . Thus, the external force

is also limited by the maximum electrical field, E
(i)
crit, which the pre-

strained DE films can bear before a dielectric breakdown occurs.

As can be seen from figure 9.4, segment I is prevented from deflect-

ing when it actively generates a moment of 7 FexternalL. Applying

this to the blocking moment of the agonist-antagonist configuration

(eqn. (9.12)) derived in section 9.2.4, one obtains for the maximum ex-

ternal force

Fexternal,max =
1

14
W

„
H

L

«
·Nlayers ·

L
(o)
z

λ
(i)
x λ

(i)
y

· εoεr(E
(i)
crit)

2. (9.3)
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As can be seen, for a given geometry of the support structure, L×W ×
H, and breakdown field of pre-strained DE films, E

(i)
crit, larger external

forces can be carried when more DE film layers are applied and/or they

are biaxially pre-strained less.

With any given configuration, the more critical restriction is decisive for the

maximum external force.

9.2 Design optimization

In order to find an optimum setup for the conventional agonist-antagonist con-

figuration with the best overall performance, the electromechanical behavior

of the segment was modeled and evaluated in a subsequent parameter study.

9.2.1 Conventional agonist-antagonist segment

For the investigation of the conventional agonist-antagonist configuration, a

hinged segment with dimensions L × W × H was selected for the modeling

(Fig. 9.5, top). A segment geometry with a large width, W , compared to the

length, L, was chosen ((W/L) � 1) in order to avoid the boundary effects of

the free edges of the DE film stacks (a) and (b). Thus, the stretch ratio of the

DE film stacks in the y direction, λy, remained approximately constant across

the DE films (λy = λ
(i)
y = const.)

The hinge joint was positioned on the centerline between the two planar DE

actuators at a distance LP from the front end of the segment (Fig. 9.5, bottom

left). In the neutral state (angle of deflection ϕ = 0) the pre-strain forces

per unit width of the two equal DE film stacks (a) and (b), f
(i)
a,x and f

(i)
b,x

respectively, are balanced (f
(i)
a,x = f

(i)
b,x).

Under activation, the free segment deflects to an angle of ϕ (Fig. 9.5, bottom

right). The resulting lengths of the DE film stacks in the activated state are

La,x and Lb,x and the corresponding forces per unit width are given by fa,x

and fb,x.

9.2.2 Parameters for the performance optimization

The structural segment design and the setup of the DE actuators were taken

into account as the main optimization parameters:
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• Structural segment design: The position of the hinge joint along the

centerline of the segment, (LP /L), and the aspect ratio of the segment,

(H/L), were varied.

• Setup of the DE actuators: The pre-strain setup of the DE films,

λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y , was varied. Moreover, the effect of the number of DE film

layers of each stack, Nlayers, was examined.

The free deformation and the blocking force obtained with the hinged agonist-

antagonist configuration were selected as performance parameters:

a,x

b,x

fa,x

fb,x

ϕ

L

LP

H

H
/2

fa,x
(i)

fb,x
(i)

xy

z

x
y

z

H

W

L

( )i
xλ

( )i
yλ Nlayers

Figure 9.5: Schematic of the conventional agonist-antagonist segment in the
neutral position (top and bottom left) and in the actively deflected state (bot-
tom right).
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• Free deformation: The free deformation corresponds to the angle of

deflection, ϕ, under activation of one of the two DE film stacks (e.g.

Ua > 0, Ub = 0 in figure 9.6, left).

• Blocking force: The blocking force refers to the external moment per

unit width, m, which is required in order to keep its neutral position

(ϕ = 0) under activation of one of the two DE film stacks (e.g. Ua >

0, Ub = 0 in figure 9.6, right).

9.2.3 Constitutive equations

The quasi-static behavior of the segments is of primary interest for the present

investigation (equilibrium states at t → ∞). Thus, the hyperelastic model

(eqn. (A.5)) including the electromechanical coupling (eqn. (A.10)) according

to appendix A was chosen for the simulation of the electromechanical behavior

of the planar DE actuators.

DE actuators

Each of the DE actuators (a) and (b) is assumed to consist of Nlayers stacked

DE film layers. As introduced previously, the pre-stretch ratio of the DE film

stacks in the y direction, λy, remains approximately constant (λy = λ
(i)
y =

const.). Accordingly, for the modeling this assumption involves the introduc-

tion of a uniform force per unit length in the free y direction, fy, originating

La,x

Lb,x

fa,x

fb,x

ϕ

α

β

ξ

ζ

L

LP

H

H
/2

fa,x

fb,x

m

xy

z

Figure 9.6: Free deflection of the conventional agonist-antagonist segment
(left) and blocking moment to maintain the segment in its neutral position
(right).
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in reality from the close clamping of the free film edges (Fig. 9.7).

The stretch ratio of the film in the x direction, λx, and the corresponding uni-

form force per unit width, fx, depend on the segment setup (geometry, angle

of deflection and activation level).

Assuming that both DE film stacks are identical and equally pre-strained from

the original state (o) to the pre-strain state (i), they balance each other in deac-

tivated state (i), where the segment is in its neutral position (ϕ = 0) (Fig. 9.7,

left and center).

For the pre-strain state (i) the in-plane forces per unit length/width of a DE

film stack, f
(i)
j for j = x, y, are calculated from the corresponding in-plane

stresses, σ
(i)
j , by

f (i)
x = Nlayers ·

σ
(i)
x A

(i)
x

L
(i)
y

= Nlayers · σ(i)
x

L
(o)
z

λ
(i)
x λ

(i)
y

f (i)
y = Nlayers ·

σ
(i)
y A

(i)
y

L
(i)
x

= Nlayers · σ(i)
y

L
(o)
z

λ
(i)
x λ

(i)
y

(9.4)

where A
(i)
j is the cross-sectional area of one film layer in the j = x, y direction.

y
(i)

y
(i)

x
(i)

x
(i)

x

x

y

y

x
(i)

y

x

y
(i)

y
(o)

x
(o)

...

Figure 9.7: Planar DE film stack in the initial state (o) (left), after pre-
straining to segment dimensions in state (i) (center) and in the actively de-
formed state (right).
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The pre-strain forces per unit length/width, f
(i)
j , are obtained by substituting

the in-plane stresses, σ
(i)
j , according to the hyperelastic film model

f (i)
x = Nlayers ·K

L
(o)
z

λ
(i)
x λ

(i)
y

»
λ(i)

x (λ(i)
x − 1)− p(i)

K

–
f (i)

y = Nlayers ·K
L

(o)
z

λ
(i)
x λ

(i)
y

»
λ(i)

y (λ(i)
y − 1)− p(i)

K

– (9.5)

with
p(i)

K
=

1

λ
(i)
x λ

(i)
y

 
1

λ
(i)
x λ

(i)
y

− 1

!
where (p(i)/K) is the ratio of the hydrostatic pressure to the film stiffness

parameter.

When the DE film stack is activated with a voltage U , the model predicts the

following forces per unit length/width, fj , in the planar directions j = x, y for

a given deformation state

fx = Nlayers ·K
L

(o)
z

λxλy

h
λx(λx − 1)− p

K

i
fy = Nlayers ·K

L
(o)
z

λxλy

h
λy(λy − 1)− p

K

i (9.6)

with
p

K
=

1

λxλy

„
1

λxλy
− 1

«
+

εoεr

K

„
λxλy

L
(o)
z

«2

U2.

Free angle of deflection

In the actively deflected state the static moment condition for the rotating

part of the segment relative to the hinge (Fig. 9.6, left) becomes

2

„
H

L

«−1„
1−

„
LP

L

««
=

fa,x cos(α)− fb,x cos(β)

fa,x sin(α) + fb,x sin(β)
(9.7)

where α and β are the counter-clockwise angles of deflection of the corre-

sponding DE film stacks. The related trigonometric functions are determined

by

cos(α) =

`rA
L

´
−
`rB

L

´
|
`rA

L

´
−
`rB

L

´
|
·

 
− cos(ϕ)

sin(ϕ)

!
sin(α) =

p
1− cos2(α) (9.8)

cos(β) =

`rC
L

´
−
`rD

L

´
|
`rC

L

´
−
`rD

L

´
|
·

 
− cos(ϕ)

sin(ϕ)

!
sin(β) =

p
1− cos2(β)
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using the normalized position vectors (rA/L), . . . , (rD/L) of the segment’s four

corner points A, . . . , D in the coordinates ξ, ζ (Fig. 9.6, left)
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L

”
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0

1
2

`
H
L

´ !
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L

”
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0@ 1
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´
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“
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“
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L

””
cos(ϕ) +

“
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L
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1
2
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1A
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(9.9)

The forces per unit width of the two DE film stacks (a) and (b), fa,x and

fb,x, according to eqns. (9.5) and (9.6) are substituted into eqn. (9.7). The

corresponding stretch ratios of the two DE film stacks (a) and (b) in the planar

directions x and y are given by

λa,x =
La,x

L
(o)
a,x

=

 
L

(i)
a,x

L
(o)
a,x

! 
La,x

L
(i)
a,x

!
= λ(i)

x

„
La,x

L

«
λa,y = λ(i)

y

λb,x =
Lb,x

L
(o)
b,x

=

 
L

(i)
b,x

L
(o)
b,x

! 
Lb,x

L
(i)
b,x

!
= λ(i)

x

„
Lb,x

L

«
λb,y = λ(i)

y

(9.10)

where the pre-strain state of both DE film stacks is given by λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y . Ac-

cording to the boundary condition for a wide segment, the pre-straining in

the y direction is maintained. As can be seen from eqn. (9.10), the stretch

ratios of the DE film stacks in the x direction include the initial pre-straining,

λ
(i)
x , multiplied by the actively deformed film length, which is normalized

by the segment lengths, (La,x/L) and (Lb,x/L) respectively. Note, further-

more, that the film lengths are related to the position vectors according to

(La,x/L) = |(rA/L)− (rB/L)| and (Lb,x/L) = |(rC/L)− (rD/L)|.

Blocking force

According to the agonist-antagonist configuration and the principle of opera-

tion of soft dielectric EAPs, the largest blocking moment, m, is obtained when
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one of the DE film stacks is fully activated and the segment is blocked in its

neutral position (ϕ = 0) (Fig. 9.6, right).

According to the equilibrium of moments, the external moment per unit width,

m, needed to block the segment’s deflection is given by

m =
H

2
(fb,x − fa,x). (9.11)

The forces from the DE film stacks, each consisting of Nlayers layers, are

determined by eqns. (9.5) and (9.6). Thus, eqn. (9.11) becomes

m = Nlayers ·
H

2
· λ

(i)
x λ

(i)
y

L
(o)
z

· εoεrU
2
a . (9.12)

9.2.4 Modeling results

The acrylic film VHB 4910 (3M) was employed for the evaluation of the per-

formance of the agonist-antagonist configurations. The corresponding film

properties are the initial film thickness of L
(o)
z = 10−3 m, the film stiffness pa-

rameter K = 1.80× 10−2 N/mm2 (see section A.2) and the relative dielectric

constant εr = 3.35 (adapted from [76]).

Free angle of deflection

The upper DE film stack was activated with a typical voltage of Ua = 3 kV

for the evaluation of the angle of deflection, ϕ. Regarding the DE film stacks,

the conventional biaxial pre-straining with equal stretch ratios in both direc-

tions, λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 4 × 4, was supplemented with two converse asymmetrical

pre-strain states, λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 3× 5 and 5× 3.

As illustrated in figure 9.8, for variable position of the hinge, (LP /L), the

maximum angle of deflection is achieved when the hinge is in the center of the

segment at (LP /L) = 0.5. Unfortunately, this hinge position leads to mechan-

ically unstable behavior for aspect ratios of (H/L) ≤ 1. As can be seen in

figure 9.6, left, the activated DE film stack (a) approaches the hinge joint for

increasing angles of deflections. At the same time, the corresponding lever re-

duces in length. When the stack finally reaches the hinge, the lever disappears

and no self-aligning torque can be generated by these film layers. Thus, this

position is maintained even when the segment is deactivated. Therefore, the

following evaluations will be executed for lateral hinge positions, (LP /L) = 0

(and correspondingly (LP /L) = 1), with stable mechanical behavior.

The results when varying the aspect ratio of the segment, (H/L), are given in
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Figure 9.8: Angle of deflection of the free conventional agonist-antagonist
segment with an aspect ratio of (H/L) = 1 under activation of one DE film
stack as a function of the hinge position.
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Figure 9.9: Angle of deflection of the free conventional agonist-antagonist
segment with a lateral hinge ((LP /L) = 0 or 1) under activation of one DE
film stack as a function of the aspect ratio.
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figure 9.9. As can be seen, strongly increased angles of deflection are predicted

for segments with (H/L) � 1.

According to the constitutive equations, the number of DE film layers, Nlayers,

has no impact on the angle of deflection of the conventional segment. On the

other hand, the free angle of deflection reduces with increasing film stiffness

parameter, K.

Comparing the deflections for the three pre-stretch ratios, the best results are

achieved for the configuration with λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 3 × 5, where the strongest

pre-strain is perpendicular to the direction with largest active strains.

Note that in general with conventional agonist-antagonist segments, the angles

of deflection are limited by two main effects:

(i) The inactive DE film stack may be fully relaxed (preferably for segments

with (H/L) � 1).

(ii) The hinge may collide with the DE film stacks (preferably for segments

with (H/L) � 1).

Only the first limitation has to be taken into account for the configuration

with the lateral hinge position, (LP /L) = 0. Nevertheless, the corresponding

limiting angles of deflection are far beyond the resulting angles obtained in

figure 9.9.

Blocking force

According to the modeling results (eqn. (9.12)), the blocking moment per

unit width of the segment is directly proportional to the segment height, H,

the number of DE film layers, Nlayers, and the pre-strain level of the film

(direction-independent product λ
(i)
x · λ(i)

y ), and it increases with the square of

the applied voltage, Ua.

On the other hand, neither the length of the segment, L, nor the hinge position,

(LP /L), influences the blocking moment. Moreover, the moment does not

depend on the film’s stiffness parameter, K.

9.2.5 Optimal setup

The maximum free angles of deflection, ϕ, and the blocking moments, m, are

obtained for the following structural segment design and DE actuator setup

respectively:
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• Structural segment design:

– (LP /L) = 0 and 1

The hinge position does not influence the active moment but the

largest angles of deflection are obtained for (LP /L) = 0.5. The

lateral position is preferred, however, due to the unstable behavior

of the segment with a central hinge.

– (H/L) ≈ 0.5 . . . 1

Large angles of deflection but small blocking moments are achieved

for the aspect ratios (H/L) � 1. Conversely, small deflections

but large blocking moments result from aspect ratios (H/L) � 1.

By weighting both performance parameters equally, the resulting

product increases rapidly below (H/L) ≈ 0.5 and gradually levels

off after (H/L) ≈ 1. Thus, the proposed aspect ratio is a compro-

mise between the two performance parameters at moderate aspect

ratios.

• DE actuator setup:

– Nlayers ↑
While the angle of deflection is not influenced by the number of

DE film layers, the actively generated blocking moment increases

in direct proportion to the number of DE films.

– λ
(i)
y ↑ and λ

(i)
x · λ(i)

y ↑
While asymmetrically pre-straining with a large pre-stretch ratio

perpendicular to the elongation direction leads to improved free

angles of deflection, strong biaxial pre-straining without any pref-

erential direction is required to obtain large blocking moments.

9.3 Components

The shell-like actuator consists of the flexible support structure and the planar

DE actuators which drive the active motion.

9.3.1 Support structure

Regarding the flexible core of the shell-like actuator, a lightweight structure

with seven rotational degrees of freedom is necessary. Despite its light weight,

the core structure requires enough strength to take the contractile forces from

the two pre-strained DE film stacks each composed of several DE film layers.
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Structural design

The proposed design for the hinged core structure is shown in figure 9.10.

The main focus was on the functionality (e.g. large angles of deflection of

the segments). Nevertheless, basic lightweight design rules were followed by

cutting cavities and holes wherever possible. Each segment can undergo a

maximum angle of deflection of ϕmax = ±55 degrees with the proposed design

(Fig. 9.11).

Concerning material selection, the application of metals was rejected since

their electrical conductivity is an issue regarding the electrical safety of the

actuator system. For the present application we selected the frequently used

material POM (polyoxymethylene or polyacetal), which combines good me-

chanical properties (tensile strength 62 . . . 80 N/mm2, high toughness and

hardness) with a moderate density (1.42 g/cm3). Moreover, the VHB film

sticks sufficiently to POM, and it can be easily removed without residues,

thereby enabling a repeated utilization of the core.

For future applications a further reduction in weight may be gained by com-

putational optimization of the support structure. More elaborate materials as,

for instance, composites may also be taken into account.

Geometrical aspect ratios

The geometrical aspect ratio of the hinged support structure was selected ac-

cording to the modeling results for achieving good active performance (see

section 9.2.5). Considering a ratio between segment height and length of

(H/L) ≈ 0.5, large free angles of deflection are expected under activation.

On the other hand, the forces required to overcome the hinge friction and

inertia forces are intended to be generated by applying several DE film layers

on both sides of the core.

The width of the active segment was selected to be much larger than its length

((W/L) >> 1) in order to reduce the influence of lateral boundary effects aris-

ing within the DE actuators. The width of the actuator core was selected

at 220 mm to take into account the maximum width of pre-strained film ob-

tained from the pre-strain facility, as well as the manufacturing process (see

section 9.4). With an empirically chosen width to length ratio of the dielectric

film of (W/L) ≈ 3, the length of the segment became L = 62 mm and the

height H = 30 mm (Fig. 9.10).
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Figure 9.10: Support structure of the shell-like actuator in the neutral
(locked) position.
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Figure 9.11: Segment of the support structure of the shell-like actuator in
the neutral position (left) and under maximum deflection (right).
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Hinge joints

The forces from the DE film stacks with only few layers are expected to be

fairly small. Thus the hinge joints between the parts of the support structure

must have very low friction in order not to obstruct the active motion of the

actuator.

The construction of the smooth-running and lightweight connection between

the two turning arms with the next support part consisted of metal pins

(Fig. 9.12, top). Each a pin was fixed by an interference fit in the support

part, while it had a clearance fit to the turning arm.

Since the connection between the segments consisted of two parallel turning

arms, the moments MP,ξ and MP,ζ result in associated pairs of opposing forces

at the hinges. The forces FP,ξ, FP,ζ are distributed equally on the two hinges.

The force FP,η, finally, is partly taken by the sensor since its shaft is fixed to

the rotating arm. The other part of this force is balanced by the lateral contact

of the rotating arm on the support part (Fig. 9.12, bottom). The resulting

friction from the tribological pairing of POM-POM, however, is expected to

be small.

,PM ξ

,PF ζ

,PF η

ξ
η

ζ
,PM ζ

,PF ξ

Figure 9.12: Construction of the hinge joints connecting the turning arms
to the neighboring support part: technical drawing (top) and experimental
implementation (bottom).
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Shape sensing

Angle sensors based on the Hall effect (type QP-2HC-SW4 by PEWATRON

AG) were implemented in each segment of the support structure for the deter-

mination of the uniaxial bending deflections of the shell-like actuator (Fig. 9.13).

The properties of the sensors are listed in table 9.1.

Property Value

Angle range ±45 degrees (infinite resolution)

Output voltage proportional to angle of deflection

Supply voltage 5 V DC

Bearing torque 0.49× 10−4Nm (ball bearing)

Weight 10 g

Size � = 15 mm, length 21.5 mm

Table 9.1: Properties of the angle sensors.

They deliver an analog output signal with a voltage between 0 and 5 V DC.

For the range of measurable angles of ±45 degrees, the output signal is pro-

portional to the voltage in a range of 10% to 90% of the supply voltage (the

output voltages 0.5 V, 2.5 V, 4.5 V corresponded to the angles of deflection of

−45, 0, +45 degrees).

During assembly of the core, the sensors were attached and calibrated in such

a way that they were in the median position for the undeflected segments

(ϕ = 0). This was accomplished by rotating the shaft of the sensors to the

intended position before fixing them with a screw to the rotating arm.

Each sensor had three electrical wires (supply voltage, measurement voltage

and ground) which needed to be led to the outside of the shell-like actua-

tor. In order to maintain the flexibility of the support structure and prevent

the cables from contacting the active films (HV flashover), the sensor cables

were connected to a harness and led loosely through the core parts along the

principal axis of the actuator (Fig. 9.13, left).

Interface between the support structure and the DE actuators

When a uniaxial bending actuator is actively deflected, the DE film stack on

the concave side of the actuator tend to detach from the support structure

due to the tensile forces in the DE films (Fig. 9.14, left). With the shell-like

actuators presented so far (see chapter 6) the contact area with the sticky
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Figure 9.13: Complete support structure (left) with the integrated Hall sen-
sors for the measurement of the angles of deflection (detail right).

Figure 9.14: Detaching of the DE film from the support structure on the
concave side of the shell-like actuator (left) is prevented by the application of
fixing rods (right).
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VHB 4910 (3M) dielectric films on the support structure was sufficiently large

so that the pre-strained film remained stuck to the core.

Preliminary experiments with the final actuator, however, have shown that

when the actuator remained at large angles of deflection for a long time, the

adhesive forces were not sufficient to maintain the contact between the DE

films and the core. This effect is exacerbated when applying stacks composed

of several DE film layers due to the increased tensile forces.

As potential approach one may stick the DE film stacks to the support struc-

ture with a special glue. This permanent fixing, however, would prevent the

simple recoverability of the core. An external fixing rod, which continuously

presses the DE film stacks to the core structure, on the other hand, fulfills

the requirements (Fig. 9.14, right). The simplest solution of attaching the

fixing rods via screws through the DE film stacks to the core, however, is not

practicable since the damaged, pre-strained film tends to locally tear. Thus, a

solution was agreed on, whereby two fixing rods were attached to each other to

build a closed frame surrounding each a segment (Figs. 9.10 and 9.14, right).

External attachment of the shell-like actuator

For the experimental characterization the shell-like actuator was positioned

vertically with its principal axis in horizontal direction. In this configuration

the rotational axes of the segments were vertical and the actuator weight did

not affect the active deformation potential.

In order to allow for free motions the actuator was clamped on one end while

the other end was free. The clamping was implemented via two parallel ex-

tension rods which were mounted to the first core part (Fig. 9.10).

9.3.2 DE actuators

Dielectric film

According to the experimental experience (see chapter 6) mainly the acrylic

films F9473PC (thickness 0.26 mm), VHB 4905 (thickness 0.5 mm) and VHB

4910 (thickness 1 mm) by 3M are promising among the commercially available

materials for DE actuators. Apart from their good electromechanical proper-

ties (e.g. softness, high dielectric breakdown strength), the stickiness of VHB

films is a beneficial property for the design of DE actuators.

Since the shell-like actuator was mainly based on manual manufacturing steps

so far, the processability in particular was essential for the selection of an ap-

propriate dielectric film. Thus, the film F9473PC was dropped out since the
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liner could not be removed from a sufficiently large piece of material without

tearing the film. The VHB 4905 film could be processed with the pre-straining

facility (see section 9.4) but became very sensitive to further processing (e.g.

manual coating with electrodes). In order to minimize the reject rate due to

tearing of the film during pre-straining, coating and further processing steps,

the acrylic film VHB 4910 (3M) was preferred, which is mechanically least

sensitive. With this choice, however, higher activation voltages had to be

accepted since VHB 4910 (3M) was the thickest of the three evaluated films.

Electrodes

Conventional electrodes

With conventional electrodes of pure graphite powder or a mixture of graphite

powder in silicone oil there is little adhesion between the film layers in a multi-

layer configuration. Thus, low interlaminar shear stresses can be transmitted

via the electrodes between two consecutive film layers (see section 6.5).

Two major drawbacks arise regarding the application of existing electrodes to

the shell-like actuator:

(i) Processability: The application of fine, conductive powders to the

sticky surface of, for example, VHB 4910 (3M) is difficult since the pow-

der spreads everywhere. In addition, DE actuators with such electrodes

exhibit limited potential in active deformation (see section B.5.2). Mix-

ing the powder in oil as a base material enables thicker electrodes to be

applied, which provide sufficient electrical conductivity even under active

expansion of the DE actuator. However, the application of this greasy

electrode material by manual brush-coating is still far away from obtain-

ing electrodes with uniform thickness and homogeneous distribution of

the conductive particles.

(ii) Robustness: When conventional electrodes are touched, part of the

conductive media is removed. Thus, on the one hand the electrode may

be ”injured” and on the other hand any touching object gets dirty. Hence,

since conventional electrodes are not dry to the touch, proper opera-

tion/storage of corresponding DE actuators is challenging. With some

actuators the electrodes are therefore covered with a passive elastic film

(e.g. rolled actuators, see section 2.2.2).

Taking into account electrodes consisting of beaten gold (see section B.1.2)

the requirement for initial over-stretching of the dielectric film before applying

the leaves of beaten gold is unfavorable. In addition, DE actuators based on
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strongly biaxially pre-strained DE films cannot be implemented since the DE

films would crack during the initial over-stretching.

Due to the limitations of conventional electrodes, novel compliant electrodes,

which are easy to process and dry out to become dry to the touch are strongly

demanded.

Rubber electrodes

Kofod successfully implemented spray-coated rubber electrodes, where the

conductive particles (20 vol.% of Ketjenblack EC-300J by Akzo Nobel) were

dispersed in a base polymer (air-moisture-linking, one-component silicone RTV1

by Wacker) and mixed with heptane [35]. This mixture was sprayed on uniax-

ially strained (by 100%) silicone films in order to make sure that the electrode

stiffness of the polymerized electrodes did not obstruct the active expansion

of the relaxed DE film up to strains of 100%.

Motivated by Kofod’s promising results, we applied electrodes consisting of a

mixture of silicone with conductive particles by spray-coating on pre-strained

acrylic films VHB 4910 (3M).

The electrode material consisted of a mixture of a soft two-component silicone

(RTV23/A7 by Swiss-Composite) with carbon black (Ketjenblack EC300J by

Akzo Nobel). Silicone was selected as matrix material for the conductive par-

ticles due to its simple handling and easy processing. Compared to acrylics,

many types of soft one- or two-component silicones are commercially available,

which cure in air at room temperature.

Ketjenblack EC300J is a carbon black widely utilized as an additive in the

polymer industry and promises good electrical conductivity already at low

concentrations [44].

From preliminary experiments it was found that a mixture of one part by

weight Ketjenblack with nine parts by weight of silicone RTV23/A7 provided

sufficient electrical conductivity for the present application (corresponds to a

concentration of 10 wt.% of Ketjenblack).

Toluene was used as a solvent instead of heptane since preliminary experi-

mental results showed more homogeneous spray coating results. Toluene was

included as solvent on the one hand for the mechanical treatment of the carbon

black (see preparation step (i) below) and was required on the other hand to

reduce the viscosity of the mixture for spray-coating. The amount of toluene

had to be reduced to a minimum since it has to evaporate during curing of the

electrodes and may thereby negatively affect the curing process or influence

the electro-mechanical properties of the dielectric film.

The preparation of electrode material based on 9 g of silicone included the

following steps (Fig. 9.15, left):
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Step (i) The toluene (30 ml) and the Ketjenblack (1 g) were mixed and

stirred at about 100−200 rpm for several minutes with an automatic

stirrer (type Eurostar Power-b by IKA Labortechnik with mixing

propeller type 441-2901 by VWR International). The container was

covered to prevent the volatilization of the solvent. The goal of this

stirring was the complete wetting of the Ketjenblack flakes/particles

as well as their mechanical breakup to reduce their size.

Step (ii) The two components of the silicone (9 g), i.e. ten parts by weight of

silicone RTV23 (6.43 g) on four parts by weight of the cross linking

agent A7 (2.57 g), were manually premixed and then poured into

the toluene/Ketjenblack mixture.

Step (iii) The stirring of the complete electrode material in the covered con-

tainer was continued at about 500 − 800 rpm for around 30 min

until the initially liquid mixture turned more viscous.

The resulting electrode material could be stored in a closed container in a

refrigerator for several days without polymerization of the two-component sil-

icone or other noticeable degradation.

For the spray-coating of the electrodes several spray guns were tested. The best

results regarding handling (ergonomics, risk of clogging up, cleaning), adjusta-

bility, electrode uniformity and droplet size were obtained with the ”starter

Figure 9.15: Mixing of the components for the rubber electrode (left). Spray-
coating of the electrodes with an airbrush gun on a masked, pre-strained VHB
film (right).
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class” airbrush set by Revell (Fig. 9.15, right). From practical experience, the

best spraying results were achieved when the gun was moved regularly back

and forth at a slow speed at a distance of about 200 mm from the masked

film. In order to avoid droplets from falling from the nozzle on the conductive

zone, the target film was oriented vertically so that the spray direction was

horizontal.

To determine the optimal thickness of the electrode with maximum active

strains, we examined circular actuators with electrodes of different numbers

of spray passes. As expected, for only few spray passes the low amount of

conductive material and its dotted dispersion across the electrode area is esti-

mated to be insufficient to establish electrical conductivity. Thus, rather low

active strains are expected. For many spray passes, on the other hand, the

mechanical stiffness of the thick electrodes is estimated to obstruct the active

expansion the DE film as well. Thus, a trade-off is expected for an electrode,

which has sufficient electrical conductivity and exhibits a sufficiently low me-

chanical stiffness.

To prepare the circular actuators, the acrylic film VHB 4910 (3M) was pre-

strained (λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 4 × 4) and clamped on a circular frame (inner � =

150 mm). The film was then masked (liner of VHB with punched hole of

� = 40 mm) and spray-coated on both sides. The electrodes were cured
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Figure 9.16: Active radial strains of a circular actuator with sprayed elec-
trodes consisting of silicone/Ketjenblack after activation for 5 s at 4 kV .
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overnight at room temperature. As intended, the sprayed silicone/Ketjenblack

electrodes became completely dry to the touch after curing. Moreover, the ad-

hesion of the thin and homogeneous electrodes on the pre-strained acrylic films

VHB 4910 was very good.

Figure 9.16 shows the radial strains, sr, exhibited by circular actuators after

activation for 5 s at a voltage level of 4 kV for electrodes with various numbers

of spray passes. As expected, maximum active strains of about sr = 45% were

observed for moderate number of spray passes in the range of 10 to 19. By

reducing the amount of the solvent toluene stepwise down to 30 ml per 10 g

of silicone, the active strain level could be increased up to about sr = 55% at

16 spray passes. The addition of less toluene, however, resulted in mixtures

which were too viscous for proper straying.

In figure 9.17 the active strain potential of the circular actuator with the best

sprayed electrode of silicone polymer mixed with Ketjenblack carbon black is

compared to the results of a conventional electrode of silicone oil mixed with

graphite powder. Although both strain curves increase disproportionately to

the initial electrical field, the sprayed electrode grows much faster. While up
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Figure 9.17: Comparison of radial strains of circular actuators with novel,
spray-coated and conventional, brush-coated electrodes after activation for 5 s
at different voltage levels.
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to around 40 V/µm the strain levels are quite similar, the sprayed electrode

expands by sr = 55% at 64 V/µm, which is about 2.5 times higher than the

strain level of the conventional electrode. Beyond an initial electrical field of

64 V/µm the contractile effect of the elastic spray electrode prevents larger

active expansion.

The strain level of the conventional electrode without any intrinsic elasticity,

on the other hand, increases slower but ultimately exceeds the values of the

sprayed electrode.

Regarding the dielectric breakdown strength of the circular actuators under

short-term activations, the sprayed electrodes could stand similar activation

voltages to conventional electrodes. Thus, no significant degradation in break-

down strength of the pre-strained VHB 4910 film resulted from the addition

of the toluene solvent to the electrode material.

For long-term activations, circular actuators of visco-hyperelastic VHB 4910

(3M) with conventional electrodes typically show a slow viscous expansion of

the active zone until finally a dielectric breakdown occurs. Given the elasticity

of the sprayed silicone electrodes, however, it is expected that the active expan-

sion of the DE film under long-term activation is blocked at a certain strain

level (as shown for the short-term activation in figure 9.17). Thus, viscous

creeping of the DE film under long-term activation is prevented. Preliminary

experiments indicated such behavior.

From an energetic point of view the slightly lower maximum strain level of the

silicone electrodes compared to the conventional electrodes is not disadvanta-

geous. Due to their elasticity, the rubber electrodes store elastic energy under

active expansion. Hence the corresponding relaxation under deactivation of

the actuator is expected to be faster since not only the dielectric film but also

the elastic electrodes support the contraction of the active zone.

For the application of the sprayed silicone/Ketjenblack electrodes to the shell-

like actuator, the electrodes must have a capacity for stacked films. Two issues

Figure 9.18: Schematic of a DE bilayer configuration with sprayed electrodes.
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had to be checked since the surface of the sprayed electrode looks quite rough

(Fig. 9.18):

• Indentations: Would the adjacent film layer which covers the electrode

be mechanically indented/damaged by the irregular surface so that a

significantly lower dielectric breakdown strength would result?

• Separations: Would the discontinuous contact between the rough elec-

trode surface and the adjoining film layer lead to a reduced active strain

potential?

From optical microscopy images it was found that the sprayed silicone/Ketjen-

black electrodes completely covered the surface of the dielectric film. However,

the electrodes were studded with many particles of different sizes (Fig. 9.19,

top). The largest parts had diameters of up to several tenths of a millime-

ter. From the reflected light microscopy images it was not clear whether the

large particles are single carbon black particles or conglomerations of many

Figure 9.19: Sprayed electrode consisting of silicone/Ketjenblack (top) sil-
icone/sieved Ketjenblack (bottom) on pre-strained acrylic VHB 4910 (3M)
examined with reflected (left) and transmitted light microscopy (right).
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smaller particles which formed during spraying. From the transmitted light

microscopy one can estimate that the large parts are composed of several con-

glomerated particles, which are, nevertheless, quite large.

By sieving the Ketjenblack powder (mesh size 125 µm) prior to mixing the

electrode material, more homogeneously sprayed electrodes without large par-

ticles were achieved (Fig. 9.19, bottom). Unfortunately, the sieving process

was extremely time-consuming. Thus, sieving was intended to be omitted if

no deleterious effects would result from the large parts on the electrodes.

Preliminary tests of bilayer circular actuators with sprayed electrodes showed

very few differences in active strain potential between the film with the sprayed-

on electrode and the film which was stuck onto the rough electrode surface.

In addition, the dielectric breakdown strength of the bilayer configuration was

comparable to that of the single-layer configuration. Thus, the rough surface

of sprayed electrodes seems to have no significant limitation for their appli-

cation to planar multilayer configurations such as, for example, the shell-like

actuator. Note that more detailed experiments will need to be conducted in

order to verify this statement quantitatively.

In future, the presently used Ketjenblack carbon black could be replaced by

conductive nano particles/nano-structured particles (e.g. nano-tubes) to im-

prove the compliant rubber electrodes. With such small particles, one of the

key challenges is the homogeneous dispersion of the particles in the elastic

base material.

9.4 Manufacturing process

Regarding the manufacture of the shell-like actuator, two main promising ap-

proaches have to be taken into account:

(i) Two stacks of pre-strained and coated DE films are attached to a con-

tinuous core structure from both sides (Fig. 9.20, left).

(ii) The shell-like actuator consists of interconnected, independent active seg-

ments, where each a coated DE film is applied (e.g. by wrapping) to an

individual core segment (Fig. 9.20, right).

With the first approach a smaller manufacturing effort is required since con-

tinuous film stacks are applied to the core structure. However, this requires

pre-strained films of large size, which may be an issue, especially for large

shell-like actuators. With the second approach failed segments may be easily

replaced. However, a larger manufacturing effort is expected since a separate
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Figure 9.20: Structural concepts for the shell-like actuator with a continuous
core (left) or independent segments (right).

DE film has to be pre-strained, coated and then wrapped around the core

structure for each segment. Note that with the second approach the passive

film zones at the connection zones between the segments may be removed (by

cutting away) to reduce the overall weight of the shell-like actuator (Fig. 9.20,

right).

Due to the simpler manufacturing concept leading to a more integrated ac-

tuator structure approach (i) was selected. The manufacture of the shell-like

actuator comprised the following steps:

(i) Pre-straining of the dielectric films: An automated facility for pre-

straining (sticky) elastomeric films such as VHB 4910 or VHB 4905 (3M)

was built at Empa (Fig. 9.21).

The dielectric film is unwrapped from the roll and guided over two rollers,

which rotate at various speeds. By adjusting the number of revolutions

of the two driving electric motors, the longitudinal pre-straining of the

film can be regulated. In the next step, the edge zones of the film are af-

fixed to two parallel conveyor belts, which continuously diverge and thus

pre-strain the film in transversal direction. Finally, the two conveyor

belts turn back towards each other and run parallel so that the biaxially

pre-strain state of the advancing film is maintained.

With this facility the elastomeric films can be pre-strained with stretch

ratios of up to λ
(i)
longitudinal × λ

(i)
transversal = 6× 5. The maximum size of

the pre-strained film is 405× 1450 mm2.

For the shell-like actuator with two DE film stacks each consisting of

three films layers, six rigid frames (two small frames of inner size 587×
300 mm2 and four large frames of inner size 637×350 mm2) were covered

with pre-strained film VHB 4910 (3M). The films were asymmetrically

pre-strained with stretch ratios of λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 3 × 5 to achieve large
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2

Figure 9.21: Automated facility for biaxial pre-straining of the dielectric films
VHB 4910 and VHB 4905 (3M).

active elongations in the x direction as predicted by the theoretical con-

sideration (see section 9.2.5).

(ii) Coating of the dielectric films: Since each DE film stack consisted

of three dielectric films, four electrodes had to be coated, which were

alternately connected to ground and HV potential (see section 4.1.5).

The ground electrode was coated completely while the electrodes carry-

ing high voltage were subdivided to enable individual activation of each

of the seven active segments (Fig. 9.22). The innermost electrode was

put to ground potential in order to prevent flashover between the two

opposing DE film stacks. As a result the outside of the actuator carries

high voltage, which is an issue for electrical safety.

Regarding the coating process, the basic layer needed to be coated on

both sides, while for the two other films coating of one side was sufficient

(Fig. 9.22, left). To increase the efficiency, the outer films were equally

coated on both sides, while the intermediate film was left without coating

(Fig. 9.22, right). Thus, the ”inner” electrodes from the two outer film

layers also act as electrodes for the intermediate film layer.
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Figure 9.22: Two different variants for coating the electrodes of multilayer
configurations.

Figure 9.23: Front view (left) and rear view (right) of the mask for spray-
coating the seven active zones on the pre-strained dielectric film VHB 4910
(3M).
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For efficiency purposes, a vertical, re-usable rigid coating mask was im-

plemented to which the framed, pre-strained film could be affixed in a

upright orientation from behind (Fig. 9.23). Strips of the red PE film

liner from VHB 4910 were stuck to the pre-strained film for the subdivi-

sion of the pattern for the HV carrying electrodes. In order to prevent

the deposition of sprayed electrode particles on the reverse side of the

film, the coating mask was closed from behind with a box (not shown in

figure 9.23).

Then the material for the rubber electrode was mixed and four of the

pre-strained DE films were coated on both sides using the airbrush gun

by Revell (see section 9.3.2). The curing of the electrodes took at least

twelve hours until they were dry to the touch.

(iii) Stacking of the DE films: Before stacking the coated and pre-strained

films, an electrical feed line had to be applied to each coated zone. Thin,

isolated cables were stripped at their ends and affixed near the active

zones with conductive tape (type 9713 by 3M). The cables were not

positioned into the active zones since experiments indicated that this

results in earlier dielectric breakdown. Thus, the feed lines were placed

next to the active zones and subsequently electrically connected to them

with brushed rubber electrode material.

To stack the three pre-strained DE films, the uncoated film on the large

frame was first attached to the double-side coated film on the small

frame. Then, to cut the frames apart, the film was locally stiffened by

the application of cooling spray (type KAELTE 75 by Kontakt Chemie).

Figure 9.24: Assembly of the actuator: placement of the locked core to the
first pre-strained and coated DE film stack (left) and covering of the core with
the second DE film stack (right).
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Finally the third layer (coated on both sides, attached to a large frame)

was applied and its frame was cut away.

(iv) Mounting of the DE film stacks to the core: For the assembly

of the shell-like actuator the locked support structure was positioned on

the first framed stack of DE films (Fig. 9.24, left). Then the support

structure was covered by the second frame with pre-strained DE films

(Fig. 9.24, right). The films were then carefully pressed to the core struc-

ture for better adhesion. Note that during this sandwiching process it is

important that the films are symmetrically approached to the core and

thus maintain their pre-straining so that the actuator will finally main-

tain its neutral position when the locking rod is removed.

With early experiments the film stacks were usually all attached together

around the core before cutting the actuator out of the frames. However,

actuators with free-standing edges were preferred since the actuators,

with their free edges stuck together, showed lower performance and the

film stacks still lost their contact after several hours or days.

Finally, the frames with the pre-strained films and the sandwiched sup-

port structure were oriented vertically and the actuator was carefully

cut out of the frames. This process step was very critical since the pre-

strained DE films crack easily. Thus, the DE films were stabilized by

applying Scotch tape along the edges prior to cutting the films. The

free-standing edges were then finished in a second step by stiffening the

DE film with cooling spray and cutting away the taped part of the film

with scissors (Fig. 9.25, left).

Figure 9.25: Cutting free of the edges of the vertically oriented actuator
(left). Free-standing actuator clamped on the left and free on the right end
(right).
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At last, the fixing rods were attached to the structure in order to pre-

vent the released DE film stacks from detaching from the core structure

(Fig. 9.25, right).

In its final position the completed shell-like actuator was clamped to a vertical

rod via the two fixing extensions at its front end (Fig. 9.25, right). The HV

feed lines of each segment left the active zones downwards, while the lines for

the ground electrodes were passed towards the clamped end of the actuator.

The wiring of the sensors was also passed towards the clamping in order to

not obstruct the active deflection range of the actuator.

The resulting shell-like actuator had an overall weight of about 854 g in the

operational state. This included the sensors and their wiring but not the

cables for the HV supply and the fixing extensions. According to the mass

distribution of the shell-like actuator presented in table 9.2, the stacked DE

film layers only weigh about one tenth of the support structure (including the

fixing rods). This shows that the major reduction potential for the weight of

the shell-like actuator lies in its support structure.

Nevertheless, the DE film layers bear some weight reduction potential too. As

can be seen, more than half of their weight was not actively utilized. However,

these uncoated film zones were required to clamp the pre-strained active zones

as well as to prevent tearing of the stacked film layers at their free edges.

As expected, the sprayed, thin electrodes of silicone/carbon black have a sub-

ordinate influence on the weight of the active zones consisting of three stacked

DE film layers.

Component Weight Percentage

[g] [%]

Shell-like actuator 854.4 100.0

Support structure 758.4 88.8

DE actuators 96.0 11.2

DE actuators 96.0 (11.2) 100.0

Passive film (VHB 4910) 56.8 (6.7) 59.2

Active zones 39.2 (4.5) 40.8

Active zones 39.2 (4.5) (40.8) 100.0

Dielectric film (VHB 4910) 29.4 (3.4) (30.6) 75.0

Electrode (silicone/carbon black) 9.8 (1.1) (10.2) 25.0

Table 9.2: Distribution of weights of the components of the shell-like actuator.
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9.5 Summary and conclusion

The final design of the DE shell-like actuator consisting of seven interlinked,

independently addressable, uniaxial bending segments was presented in this

chapter.

The proposed support structure was demonstrated to be capable of transmit-

ting any kind of external forces and moments acting on the shell-like actuator.

Based on a hyperelastic model for the dielectric film, the design of the active

segments was optimized in order to achieve both large free deflections as well

as blocking forces under activation.

Due to the small forces expected from the DE actuators, a lightweight and

smooth-running support structure was implemented experimentally. To track

the shape of the actuator, the support structure was equipped with Hall sen-

sors which measured the angles of deflection.

Regarding the DE actuators, the acrylic film VHB 4910 (3M) was selected as

the most promising material. A novel rubber electrode was proposed since

conventional electrodes have considerable drawbacks for their application in

multilayer configurations. This electrode was applied by spray coating and

became dry to the touch after curing. Moreover, actuators with the sprayed

electrodes showed larger active strains at lower driving fields.

The manufacture and assembly process for the shell-like actuator is quite time-

consuming since most of the work was done by hand so far.
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Supply/Control System

In this chapter the implementation of the supply and control system for the

shell-like actuator, which was previously discussed in chapter 9, is reported.

Following the concept with only one HV source (see section 8.4), the seven

segments of the shell-like actuator are chosen to be consecutively supplied

with the required high voltage. This solution was preferred over the approach

with consecutive voltage provision since shorter idle times are expected with

the few segments of the present actuator (see section 7.1.2).

10.1 Supply and control concept

The concept for the supply and control of the shell-like actuator is based on

the successive supply of each actuator segment I to V II with the required

high voltage in a repeated loop. Given the structure of the agonist-antago-

nist segments, one of the DE film layers on either side (a) or (b) needs to be

Figure 10.1: Concept for the consecutive supply of the seven agonist-antago-
nist segments of the shell-like actuator.
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supplied with high voltage at a time. Thus, the high voltage supplied by the

amplifier is switched consecutively in a HV switch box to side (a) or (b) of each

segment of the shell-like actuator (Fig. 10.1). The reed relays for switching

the high voltage in the HV switch box are controlled by eight digital signals

in the following manner:

(i) Seven digital signals are required to consecutively switch the reed relays

of the seven segments of the shell-like actuator. The switches for the

opposing DE film stacks on side (a) and (b) are each simultaneously

opened and closed.

(ii) The eighth digital signal controls the relays that for each successive step

determine whether the DE film layers on side (a) or (b) are to be acti-

vated.

Figure 10.2: The voltage characteristics of the agonist-antagonist segments
predetermine the voltage step function which the HV amplifier has to follow.
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To describe the activation state of each agonist-antagonist segment one volt-

age characteristic is sufficient. As illustrated in figure 10.2, top, the voltage

characteristic of each segment is implemented in such way that the voltages

for side (a) cover the positive ordinate, while the voltages for side (b) are plot-

ted along the negative ordinate. To achieve this, each the inactive side of the

segment has to be short-circuited: if (a) is activated then (b) has to be short-

circuited and vice versa. Thus, the DE film layers being deactivated have to

be short-circuited and held at that state whenever the voltage characteristic

of a segment crosses the zero level.

The values of the voltage characteristics of the seven actuator segments are

scanned consecutively during operation by the control routine of the system.

The HV amplifier has to supply the voltages of the resulting step characteris-

tic (Fig. 10.2, bottom). The predetermined step time gives the period during

which the amplifier maintains each predefined HV level.

During the supply step of, for instance, the ith segment, the corresponding

relays have to be switched so that the amplifier can electrically charge the DE

Figure 10.3: Successive switching of the relays of consecutive agonist-anta-
gonist segments.
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film stacks on side (a) or (b) of the segment i. As can be seen, the predeter-

mined voltage characteristics of the agonist-antagonist segments are tracked

more accurately for short step times and low numbers of segments.

According to the properties of the selected HV amplifier (see section 10.2.2),

this device can change its provided HV level very quickly. Nevertheless, the

target voltage level may initially be over- or undershot. Thus, the switching

of the relays in each supply step is delayed relative to the voltage step of the

amplifier (Fig. 10.3, delay time). Note that the charging/discharging of the

present active zone (Fig. 10.3, contact time) needs to be completed before the

step time has ended in order not to disrupt the supply of the following seg-

ment. In schematic 10.3, the switching of the relays is idealized to be infinitely

fast. In reality, however, the utilized reed relays require about 3 ms to switch

(see section 10.2.1).

The following typical values for the step, delay and contact time were selected

for the experiments with the shell-like actuator:

• Step time: 100 ms.

• Delay time: 10 ms.

• Contact time: 80 ms.

With this parameter setup the idle time for one supply loop results in 0.6 s

for a shell-like actuator consisting of seven agonist-antagonist segments. As

can be seen, shorter step times may be realized by reducing the delay and the

contact time. In practice, however, these parameters are bounded below by

the computational performance of the control and the hardware components

as well as by the charging time of the DE actuators.

10.2 Components

In figure 10.4 the final actuator system is schematically illustrated. The actu-

ator system consists of the supply/control system and the shell-like actuator.

The components of the supply/control system, which are focused on in this

section, can be grouped into the components related to the control, the supply,

and the sensing (see sections 10.2.1 to 10.2.3).

10.2.1 Control system

The computational control of the actuator system was accomplished with a

graphical user interface (GUI) based on LabView. For signal processing the
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computer was equipped with a PCI card (type 6030E by National Instru-

ments), which was connected to an adapter board (type BNC-2090 by Na-

tional Instruments). The high voltage from the HV amplifier was switched in

the HV switch box to the seven agonist-antagonist segments of the shell-like

actuator. The control signals for the HV switch box were transmitted via a

preceding buffer amplifier.

Graphical user interface

The shell-like actuator was computationally operated via a graphical user in-

terface (GUI) programmed with LabView. In addition, the acquisition and

saving of measurement signals was controlled via this GUI.

In the first window the number of agonist-antagonist segments of the shell-like

actuator, ranging from 1 to 7, can be selected (number of segments in fig-

ure 10.5). Furthermore, the overall sampling rate of the program is selectable,

which primarily controls the acquisition frequency for the measurement data

(program sample rate in figure 10.5).

In the subsequent window the temporal voltage characteristics for all segments,

I to V II, of the shell-like actuator can be defined (Fig. 10.6). For clarity the

signals are simultaneously presented as text lines (Fig. 10.6, left) and plot-

ted in a graph (Fig. 10.6, right). The voltage sequences are composed of the

following three types of signals:

• STATIC: The voltage is maintained at a certain level for a given dura-

tion.

• RAMP: The voltage increases/decreases linearly from an initial to an

end voltage level over a predetermined time.

• SINE: The voltage undergoes a predetermined number of sinusoidal

oscillations with a selected amplitude during a given time.

Of course, the voltage characteristics can be saved (line sequence in text for-

mat) and loaded so that different programs can be run easily.

The upper part of the main window of the GUI shown in figure 10.7 again

gives the selected voltage characteristics.

In the lower part of the window the measurement signals are plotted in real-

time during operation of the actuator. Here either the measurement signals

from the angle sensors or the voltage and current signals from the HV and

current probe can be selected to be displayed (see section 10.2.3). For further

processing, the measurement data is saved in a ”*.dat” file.
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Figure 10.5: Window of the GUI for the selection of the number of segments
as well as the program sampling rate.

Figure 10.6: Window of the GUI for the entry of the voltage characteristics
of the agonist-antagonist segments.
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Figure 10.7: Window of the GUI showing the predefined voltage character-
istics (top) as well as the measurement signals during operation (bottom).

The parameters for the supply system of the shell-like actuator are displayed

on the left side of the main window. These parameters include the step time,

the contact time and the delay time.

PCI card and Adapter board

The commercially available PCI card (type 6030E by National Instruments)

was seated in the control computer. This card supports 2 analog and 8 digital

outputs as well as 16 analog and 8 digital inputs with a resolution of 16 bits and

a maximum sampling rate of 100 kS/s. The range of the analog input/output

voltage is ±10 V , the digital input/output voltage is 0 to 5 V . The 8 digital

outputs were used to control the reed relays in the HV switch box, while one

of the analog output signaled controls the HV amplifier.

The PCI card was connected via a 64 pin cable to a commercially available
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adapter board (type BNC-2090 by National Instruments). This adapter board

has 22 signal-labeled BNC connectors and 28 spring terminal blocks. The 16

analog inputs (16 single-ended or 8 differential) were employed for the feedback

of the measurement signals from the angle sensors, the HV probe and the

current probe (see section 10.2.3).

Buffer amplifier, HV switch box and connector strips

The devices for switching the high voltages from the HV amplifier to the actua-

tors of the shell-like actuator had to be designed and implemented by ourselves

since no appropriate components were commercially available.

The HV switch box was electrically decoupled from the adapter board by in-

serting a buffer amplifier. Without this device, the PCI card could be damaged

by excess voltages when the HV switch box fails.

The buffer amplifier consisted of eight optoelectronic couplers (type EMG 10-

OV-5DC/24V/1 by Phoenix) and a power supply unit (24 V DC, type CP

SNT 24 W 24 V 1A by Weidmueller AG) mounted into a closed polymer hous-

ing (Fig. 10.8). The optoelectronic couplers amplified the digital signal from

the PCI card/adapter board (voltages between 0 and 5 V ) up to the voltages

required to switch the reed relays in the HV switch box (voltages between 0

Figure 10.8: Buffer amplifier with optoelectronic couplers providing a gal-
vanic isolation of all control signal lines.
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and 24 V ). Furthermore, the optoelectronic couplers provided galvanic isola-

tion of the input and output circuits since the signal was optically transmitted

from a diode to a photo transistor. The detailed circuit diagram of the buffer

amplifier is included in appendix C.

The HV switch box consisted of two sets of seven HV reed relays (type HE24-

1B83-BV026 by Meder Electronic Inc.) which consecutively transmitted the

high voltage to the activated DE film stacks on side (a) or (b) of the seven

active segments (Fig. 10.9, reed relays for the segments on side (a) and (b)

respectively). Seven of the eight digital control signals provided by the Lab-

View routine were used to simultaneously close both reed relays of a segment.

The eighth digital signal controlled two preceding relays, which determined

whether the DE film layers on side (a) or (b) of the actual segment was to

be supplied (Fig. 10.9, change-over relays). Two more relays switched the HV

circuitry to ground potential, whenever the shell-like actuator was not oper-

ated, to ensure electrical safety (Fig. 10.9, grounding relays).

Two connector strips enabled a simple connection of the fourteen HV outputs

of the HV switch box to the corresponding active zones of the shell-like ac-

tuator. The cable of the connector strip ended in seven isolated plugs, which

were connected to the HV switch box. On the other end, the seven HV wires

from the shell-like actuator were to be clamped in the clip connections of the

connector strip.

Figure 10.9: HV switch box for consecutive switching of the high voltage
supplied by the amplifier to the DE film stacks on side (a) or (b) of each
segment of the shell-like actuator.
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After initial tests with the supply system it was found that the reed relays

in the HV switch box interfered with each other. The relays sporadically

responded to the activation of their neighbors. These cross-communication

effects originated from the electromagnetic fields generated during switching

of the coil in the reed relays. These interfering influences could be successfully

eliminated by attaching metals plates on top of the relays (Fig. 10.9, right).

The detailed circuit diagram of the HV switch box is included in appendix C.

10.2.2 Power supply

A powerful HV amplifier, model 5/80 by TREK Inc., was included in the sys-

tem for the electrical supply of the shell-like actuator. Some of the important

properties of this amplifier are summarized in table 10.1.

Property Value

Output voltage range 0 to ±5 kV

Output current range 0 to ±80 mA

Slew rate > 1 kV/µs (10% to 90%)

Settling time (to 1%) < 50 ms for a 0 to 5 kV step

Offset voltage < ±2 V

Table 10.1: Properties of the HV amplifier.

In addition to these properties, this device is powerful enough to quickly sup-

ply the DE film stacks of the shell-like actuator as well as to rapidly absorb

the energy of the actuator during deactivation.

The HV amplifier was controlled by a LabView routine via an analog voltage

input signal. The device amplified this input voltage signal by a factor of 103.

The resulting HV supply signal was fed into the HV switch box.

During operation of the shell-like actuator, the current provided by the am-

plifier was restricted to about 16 mA in order to confine the electrical power

which is dissipated locally in the case of a dielectric breakdown in the DE

actuator.

10.2.3 Sensing system

The sensing system includes the tracking of the actively changing shape of the

shell-like actuator via seven angle sensors as well as the measurement of the

high voltage and current provided by the HV amplifier.
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Buffer amplifier

A buffer amplifier was inserted to the measurement lines in order to protect

the adapter board/PCI card from the high voltages in the system. Eight

DC isolation amplifiers (type RN28 by Relmatic) were combined in a box

(Fig. 10.10). These elements established a galvanic isolation between the input

and output circuits. The input signals between 0 and 10 V were amplified by

a factor of 1/1. Input voltages exceeding 10 V were truncated at this upper

limit.

Figure 10.10: Buffer amplifier consisting of isolation amplifiers provided gal-
vanic isolation between the input and the output signals.

Hall sensors

The Hall sensors (type QP-2HC-SW4 by PEWATRON AG) implemented in

the support structure measured the angles of deflection of the seven segments

of the shell-like actuator. These sensors are described in detail in section 7.1.3

and their properties are listed in table 9.1.

The required supply voltage of 5 V DC was provided by a commercially avail-

able power unit. The measurement signals of the seven Hall sensors relative to

ground potential were transmitted via the buffer amplifier to an analog input

of the adapter board/PCI card.

High voltage probe

Voltages of up to 40 kV can be measured with an accuracy of ±1% (in the

range ≤ 20 kV ) with the HV probe of type H40 by Conrad Electronics. The
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probe was connected to the HV supply line of the shell-like actuator and de-

livered a voltage signal corresponding to 1/1000 of the supply voltage (ratio

of 1 V/kV ). The measurement signal was transmitted via the buffer amplifier

to an analog input of the adapter board/PCI card.

In addition, the voltage was tracked via the voltage monitor of the HV am-

plifier. This measurement signal, however, was treated with caution since it

corresponds only to the voltage in the primary circuit (low voltage circuit) of

the amplifier. The corresponding signal was fed via the buffer amplifier into

an analog input of the adapter board/PCI card.

Current probe

For the measurement of the currents in the supply circuit, two commercially

available DC current transducers with measurement range from 0 to 10 mA

and from 0 to 100 mA (types DF 0.01 C and DF 0.1 C by LEM components)

were combined. To measure the currents, the HV line of the supply had to

be led through the openings of the transducers. The resulting output voltage

signals of the transducers in the range of 0 to 10 V were directly proportional

to the current in the HV line.

10.3 Summary and conclusion

In this chapter the supply/control system for the shell-like actuator was pre-

sented. Each segment of the actuator was successively supplied with high

voltage from a single HV amplifier. The final system was composed of ele-

ments involved in the control, the supply or the sensing of the shell-like DE

actuator.

The control of the system was accomplished via a graphical user interface

(GUI) based on LabView. The high voltage from the HV amplifier was

switched in a HV switch box to the seven segments of the shell-like actua-

tor. A buffer amplifier was used to galvanically isolate the HV circuit from

the sensitive PCI card seated in the operating computer.

The sensing included the shape tracking of the shell-like actuator via seven

angle sensors, which were implemented in the hinged support structure. In

addition, the high voltage and the current in the supply circuit were mea-

sured with corresponding probes. The measurement signals were acquired via

a buffer amplifier and saved in the operating computer.
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11
Agonist-Antagonist Segment

In this chapter a single agonist-antagonist segment is characterized experimen-

tally in order to determine the DE actuator settings, to gain optimum active

performance.

The investigation of a single segment instead of the complete shell-like actuator

is preferred for two reasons:

• Significantly reduced manufacturing time of a single segment.

• No electromechanical interference of the segments, which could poten-

tially arise within the complete shell-like actuator.

The support structure of the agonist-antagonist segment consisted of the in-

terlinked front and end parts of the shell-like actuator (Fig. 11.1, left). A Hall

sensor (type QP-2HC-SW4 by PEWATRON AG) was implemented to mea-

sure the angles of deflection.

x

y
z

Figure 11.1: Support structure of the agonist-antagonist segment (left) and
the complete segment after application of the pre-strained DE films (right).
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The procedure for the fabrication of the agonist-antagonist segment is analo-

gous to that of the shell-like actuator described in section 9.4. The finished

agonist-antagonist segment is shown in figure 11.1, right.

For the agonist-antagonist segments investigated in this chapter, the geome-

try of the support structure of the shell-like actuator was maintained. The

settings of the DE actuator, however, were varied in order to verify the predic-

tions from the modeling in section 9.2. The following actuator settings were

considered:

• Pre-stretch ratios of the DE films: The pre-stretch ratios λ
(i)
x ×

λ
(i)
y = 3 × 5, 4 × 4 and 5 × 3 were selected following the modeling (see

section 9.2).

• Number of DE film layers: Segment samples with one and three DE

film layers were manufactured.

In addition, the development of the segment performance with varying activa-

tion voltage level was taken into account.

The performance of the agonist-antagonist segments was examined in terms

of:

• Free angles of deflection in the both directions (back and forth).

• Blocking forces required to prevent the active deflection.

• Durability under alternating, cyclical activation.

All tests were performed under ambient conditions (air-conditioned room with

a temperature of about 21oC). Additional application-oriented tests will have

to be performed to determine the behavior of the DE actuators under other

conditions

11.1 Free angles of deflection

In order to quantify the active shape change potential of the agonist-antagonist

segment, its free angles of deflection under activation were characterized.
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11.1.1 Experimental

As illustrated in figure 11.2, the axis of rotation of the agonist-antagonist seg-

ment was oriented vertically in the test setup in order to eliminate the influence

of gravity on the active deflections. If the segment were oriented horizontally,

a large passive deflection of the segment would initially have resulted due to

the softness of the DE films.

In contrast to the setup with clamping near the hinge joint considered so far,

the segment was fixed on the opposite end (Fig. 11.2). Thus, the free end of

the segment could execute a rotary motion under activation of the DE films.

Compared to the setup where the segment deflects conventionally, the influ-

ence of the inertia of the support structure during active motions could in this

case be reduced.

The supply/control system of the segment is similar to that of the shell-like

actuator introduced in chapter 10. The activation of the agonist-antagonist

segment was controlled with a GUI based on LabView. The high voltage sup-

plied by the HV amplifier was switched with a reed relay to one of the two DE

actuators of the segment at a time.

The angle of deflection was measured with the Hall sensor which was integrated

in the core. The current and voltage characteristics of the supply circuit were

tracked via the corresponding monitors of the HV amplifier. All sensor signals

were fed back to the computer via a buffer amplifier to protect the PCI card

x

yz
x

y
z

ϕ

Figure 11.2: Schematic (left, top view) and photograph (right) of the mea-
surement setup for the characterization of the free deflections of the agonist-
antagonist segment.
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from excess voltages. The DE actuators of the agonist-antagonist segment

were alternately activated with increasing activation voltage levels from 2 up

to 4.2 kV , each of which were maintained for 5 s (Fig. 11.3). The moderate

maximum activation voltage level of 4.2 kV was selected to prevent dielectric

breakdown so that tests for the free deflection, the blocking forces and finally

the durability of each sample could be performed.

To prevent an overshoot of the activation voltage by the HV amplifier, which

may provoke dielectric breakdown in the DE actuators, the activation voltage

was not applied stepwise but was established and reduced along a ramp func-

tion 200 ms before/after the activation step (Fig. 11.3).

An idle period after each activation step enabled the visco-hyperelastic DE

films of the segment to passively relax to their initial state. Since these vis-

cous effects become more prominent for larger active strains, the idle periods

were gradually increased for higher activation levels. Thus, the initial inter-

ruption of 15 s was increased by 2 s for each successively higher voltage level

as shown in figure 11.3.
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Figure 11.3: Activation voltage characteristic for the agonist-antagonist seg-
ment during the characterization tests.
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11.1.2 Results

Amplitudes in angle of deflection

The resulting maximum angles of deflection of the agonist-antagonist segments

as a function of the initial electrical field are presented in figure 11.4. Three

single-layer samples with different pre-stretch ratios were tested to investigate

the effect of the pre-straining setup of the DE films.

All characteristics increase disproportionately with the initially applied elec-

trical field. This is a result of the quadratic increase of the equivalent elec-

trode pressure with the applied electrical field (eqn. (2.1)). In line with

the modeling predictions (see section 9.2.5), the pre-strain setup with dom-

inant pre-stretching of the films perpendicular to the elongation direction,

λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 3 × 5, proved to exhibit the largest angles of deflection. The

segments with the two other pre-strain setups delivered similar deflection re-

sults. According to the modeling, however, the symmetrical pre-strain setup,

λ
(i)
x ×λ

(i)
y = 4× 4 should result in deflection angles between the values for the

two conversely asymmetrical setups, λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 3 × 5 and 5 × 3. The ex-

perimental measurements showed this behavior only at larger electrical fields,

where the deflections of the segment with symmetrical pre-strain setup in-

creased strongly.

Regarding multilayer configurations, one would expect that the number of ap-
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Figure 11.4: Maximum angles from the back and forth deflections achieved
each after 5 s of activation as a function of the initial electrical field.
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plied DE film layers does not influence the active angles of deflection of the

segment. The tested sample with three stacked DE film layers, pre-strained

with the preferred pre-stretch ratios λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 3 × 5, however, showed

less active deflection compared to the corresponding single-layered actuator

(Fig. 11.4). We reason that this reduction was induced by a discontinuous

physical contact of the DE film layers either by trapping air during stacking

of the DE films or due to the roughness of the outer surface of the sprayed

electrodes (see section 9.3.2).

Temporal deflection response

The influence of the visco-hyperelastic properties of the DE actuators of VHB

4910 (3M) also becomes visible when considering the typical deflection re-

sponse of the agonist-antagonist segment (Fig. 11.5). After applying a con-

stant activation voltage at t = 0 s, the segment initially deflected fairly rapidly

followed by a slower motion. As expected from the increase in the equivalent

electrode pressure (eqn. (2.1)), the deflection amplitude increases dispropor-

tionately with increasing activation voltage level.

After deactivating the actuators at t = 5.2 s, the viscous behavior of the DE

films delays the return of the segment to its neutral position. As shown in

figure 11.5, considerably more time is required for the segment to return to

its neutral position for large activation voltage levels and/or long activation

durations compared to the time of its active deflection.

Regarding the deflection angle rates (corresponds to the first derivatives of the

curves in figure 11.5), it becomes obvious that the main portion of the deflec-

tion motion of the segment arises shortly after activation/deactivation. The

maximum deflection speed increases with the activation voltage level. Instan-

taneous values of more than 60 deg/s were reached for the highest activation

voltage level of 4 kV , which was included in the test.

Wrinkling effects

Various buckling effects were observed with the agonist-antagonist segment

depending on the boundary conditions of the DE films and their pre-straining

setup. Basically, wrinkling is expected to appear when the active expansion of

the film leads to a mechanical unloading in at least one planar direction (see

section 4.1.2). Thus, the film is unloaded perpendicular to the orientation of

the wrinkles. Local wrinkles developed at lower activation voltage levels:
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Figure 11.5: Development in time of the angle of deflection of a single-layered

segment with film pre-stretch ratios λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 3 × 5 at selected activation

voltage levels.
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Figure 11.6: Development in time of the angle of deflection rate of a single-

layered segment with film pre-stretch ratios λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 3 × 5 at selected

activation voltage levels.
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• Local initial wrinkling: Wrinkles with irregular orientation developed

in the inner zone of the active membranes of the segment (inner zone

wrinkles in figure 11.7, left). These wrinkles may originate from an

irregular stiffness distribution across the electrodes or from the DE film,

thus leading to non-uniform active expansion of the film. In addition,

wrinkles which were oriented perpendicular to the margin established

along the constraining boundaries (boundary wrinkles in figure 11.7,

left).

For larger activation voltages the wrinkling spread across the whole membrane

area and wrinkles oriented along either the x or the y direction were observed:

• Global wrinkles in the x direction: This type of wrinkling appeared

with two setups:

(i) Asymmetrically pre-strained DE films with predominant pre-straining

in the x direction (λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 5× 3).

(ii) Symmetrically pre-strained DE films (λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 4 × 4), which

had been stuck together along their free edges.

In both cases the elongation of the activated DE film in the x direction

was turned into deflection of the segment. In case (i), however, the pre-

dominant active elongation of the DE film in the y direction was blocked

x

y

z

Figure 11.7: Different wrinkling patterns observed with agonist-antagonist
segments: local wrinkles with random orientation (left), global wrinkling with
orientation along the x (center) or y (right) direction.
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by the narrow boundary condition from the clamping of the DE film to

the support structure. In case (ii), the clamped boundary condition of

the DE film along its ”free” edges in addition to the clamping from the

support structure prevented the DE film’s elongation in the y direction.

Thus, the expanding film was gradually unloaded in the y direction and

finally started to wrinkle in the x direction (Fig. 11.7, center).

• Global wrinkles in the y direction: This type of wrinkling appeared

with a segment where the DE films were predominantly pre-strained in

the y direction (λ
(i)
x ×λ

(i)
y = 3× 5). Under activation, this pre-straining

setup led to predominant expansion of the DE film in the x direction.

By blocking the active deflection of the segment, the expanding DE film

was unloaded in the x direction. For higher activation levels the film

was completely unloaded in the x direction and started to wrinkle in the

y direction (Fig. 11.7, right).

Finally, note that wrinkling effects are unwanted since they may involve earlier

dielectric breakdown due to irregular distortion of the compliant soft dielectric

EAP capacitor.

11.2 Blocking forces

Apart from the active expansion of DE actuators, their active force generation

potential is crucial. Thus, the deflection force/moment of the agonist-antago-

nist segment from its neutral position was examined for various setups of the

driving DE films.

The segment was blocked in its neutral position since the largest deflection

forces are obtained in this way (Fig. 11.8). According to the principle of

operation of the DE agonist-antagonist segment, the blocking force reduces for

increasing deflections until it disappears completely when the free deflection

state is reached. Moreover, the neutral position enables the measurement of

the deflection forces in both directions without any preceding deflection motion

of the segment. Thus, the force signal is not disturbed by the collision of the

actively rotating segment with the stationary load cells.

11.2.1 Experimental

As with the measurement setup used to determine the free angles of deflection,

the segment was oriented upright so that the axis of rotation was aligned ver-

tically (Fig. 11.8). The segment was fixed at the end closer to the hinge joint.
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The active deflection motion of the segment was blocked in both directions by

two lateral load cells (type HBM S2 for 20 N by HBM). A measurement ampli-

fier (type AE301 S7 by HBM) was implemented to condition the signals from

the load cells. The load cells could be shifted in the z direction by a spacer in

order to adjust the pre-loading force, Fo (Fig. 11.8). Such pre-loading was in-

troduced to prevent any deflection of the segment under activation. Since the

forces from the agonist-antagonist segment were expected to be rather small,

the force measurement equipment was calibrated for the range of ±1 N .

The supply/control system corresponded to that for the measurement of the

free angles of deflection (see section 11.1).

The measurement signals from the load cells were fed back to the computer

via the PCI card. The current and voltage of the supply circuit were tracked

via the corresponding monitors of the amplifier.

Following the characterization of the free deflection of the segment, the same

activation voltage sequence was used. Thus, both sides of the segment were

alternately activated at increasing voltage levels, which were maintained for

5 s each. Although no active expansion of the visco-hyperelastic DE films was

expected, the idle phase between two consecutive activation steps was retained

for this test sequence.

FoFo

x

y z

Figure 11.8: Schematic (left, top view) and photograph (right) of the mea-
surement setup for the characterization of the blocking forces of the agonist-
antagonist segment.
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11.2.2 Results

Amplitudes in blocking force

The results of the blocking force measurements for the agonist-antagonist seg-

ments are presented as a function of the initial electrical field in figure 11.9.

The measured blocking force, Fblocking, is plotted on the left ordinate, while

the calculated blocking moment per unit width of the segment, m, is drawn on

the right ordinate (m ≈ Fblocking(L/W ) where L = 62 mm and W = 190 mm).

The force/moment characteristics increased with roughly the square of initial

electrical field. This originates from the corresponding quadratic increase of

the equivalent electrode pressure (eqn. (2.1)), which is transmitted by hydro-

static pressure into planar film directions. The blocking force per unit width

is given theoretically by

m = Nlayers ·
H

2
· L(o)

z λ(i)
z| {z }

=L
(i)
z

· εoεr

„
Ua

L
(i)
z

«2

| {z }
=pequivalent

(11.1)

when the initial electrical field, (Ua/L
(i)
z ), is substituted into eqn. (9.12). Note

that the blocking moment is affected by the pre-strain setup of the DE film.

Regarding eqn. (11.1), the transmitted equivalent electrode pressure in the

planar film directions is scaled with the thickness of the pre-strained film,

L
(i)
z , which is a function of the product of the pre-stretch ratios of the DE

film according to L
(i)
z = L

(o)
z λ

(i)
z = L

(o)
z · 1/(λ

(i)
x λ

(i)
y ). As a consequence, the

modeling predictions for the blocking moment per unit width (eqn. (11.1)) are

equal for the pre-strain setups λ
(i)
x ×λ

(i)
y = 3×5 and 5×3 but deviate slightly

for λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 4× 4 (dotted lines in figure 11.9).

Comparing the measurement results to the model predictions in figure 11.9, a

fairly good match was found for the single-layered samples. The segment with

three DE film layers, however, exhibited lower active forces than the tripled

values predicted by the model (m ∝ Nlayers). As with the active deflection

that fell short of its potential, this may be a result of discontinuous physical

contact of the DE film layers either by trapping air during stacking of the DE

films or due to the roughness of the outer surface of the sprayed electrodes.

Temporal force response

The temporal characteristics of the force needed to block the segment for

various activation voltage levels are given in figure 11.10. As can be seen,
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Figure 11.9: Maximum blocking forces in both directions as a function of the
initial electrical field, each attained after 5 s of activation.
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Figure 11.10: Development in time of the blocking force of a single-layered

segment with film pre-stretch ratios λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 3 × 5 at selected activation

voltage levels.

the force was established immediately after activation and maintained its level

until it rapidly declined to zero as soon as the segment was deactivated. The

visco-hyperelastic behavior of the DE actuator of VHB 4910 has no impact on

the blocked activation since no deformation arises under activation of the DE

film. The equivalent electrode pressure, which is again transmitted into planar

film directions, was established as soon as the soft dielectric EAP capacitor

was electrically charged. The typical charging time is very low due to the low

electrode resistance and the small capacitance of the DE actuators of the active

segment. The disproportionately higher force level for increasing activation

voltage levels shown in figure 11.10 is given by the quadratic increase of the

equivalent electrode pressure with the applied activation voltage (eqn. (2.1)).

11.3 Cyclical activation

For the working life of DE actuators, one has to distinguish basically between

durability with or without activation:
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• Durability without activation (shelf life): In particular, DE actu-

ators consisting of pre-strained DE films (e.g. VHB 4910 by 3M) were

observed to mechanically fail when stored for a long-time in the deacti-

vated state. The deformation energy stored in the highly pre-strained

visco-hyperelastic material drove crack growth at local imperfections in

the DE film. The exact origin of such cracks, here generally referred to

as imperfections, could not be identified. Whenever a crack was initi-

ated, however, the crack growth usually continued until the entire film

was torn.

• Durability with activation: Referring to the durability of electrically

excited DE actuators, one is interested in the temporal development

of their electromechanical performance under selected boundary condi-

tions (e.g. free strain or blocked force potential). At the end of their

lives, conventional DE actuators are irreparably damaged by a dielectric

breakdown across the dielectric film. During a dielectric breakdown a

hole is electrically burned into the pre-strained film (see section B.1.1).

Tearing of the film is commonly initiated by this damage as an afteref-

fect.

It is expected that the electrical activation influences the durability of

DE actuators. Regarding the excitation sequence one has to, on the one

hand, cover a wide range of stimulations ranging from single activations

over cyclical activation with immediately ensuing stimulation steps to

continuous activation at maintained voltage levels. On the other hand,

the applied voltage amplitude/level of the stimulation sequence is ex-

pected to impact the durability results as well.

According to experimental experience with DE actuators of VHB 4910

(3M), generally, long-term activations are possible for low activation

voltages, while dielectric breakdown occurs within a few tens of sec-

onds at moderate activation voltages and within a few seconds at high

activation voltages.

Here, the working life of the agonist-antagonist segments was characterized by

life tests. The number of activation cycles was determined until a dielectric

breakdown occurred.

11.3.1 Experimental

The free deflection is expected to be the more critical case compared to the

blocked configuration. Therefore, the boundary condition with free deflection

was selected to characterize the durability of the agonist-antagonist segment.
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The segment was clamped in the upright orientation at the end remote from

to the hinge. The supply and measurement setup was the same as that for the

characterization of the free angles of deflection (see section 11.1).

The durability tests were performed on all samples after they had passed the

characterization tests for the free angles of deflection and the blocking forces

(both tests included 9 activation cycles). The DE film layers of the agonist-an-

tagonist segment were alternately activated for 5 s with an activation voltage

level of 4 kV . As with the previous experiments, the voltage was increased

to 4 kV and decreased to 0 kV in a ramp function within a time of 200 ms

before and after the activation step.

Each activation step was followed by an idle period of 5 s to allow the agonist-

antagonist segment to return towards its initial position. The idle period

was shortened compared to the previous test procedures in order to reduce

the overall testing time in case that the segments survived large numbers of

cycles.

11.3.2 Results

A typical deflection response of an agonist-antagonist segment under alter-

nate, cyclical activation is presented in figure 11.11. As can be seen, the

deflection amplitudes differ by some degrees in both directions. Such asym-

metrical deflection amplitudes were typical. This effect resulted most likely

from imperfections introduced during the manual manufacturing process of

the segments. The deflection characteristics, however, were reproducible in

time and their amplitudes were maintained fairly well.

In general, it can be stated that with all durability tests no significant dete-

rioration in deflection response was observed until the dielectric breakdown

occurred (e.g. at t = 192 s in figure 11.11). The resulting numbers of cycles

Pre-stretch ratios Number of DE film layers

λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y 1 3

3×5 −/64 > 200/ > 200

4×4 9/24 not tested

5×3 −/− not tested

Table 11.1: Number of cycles before dielectric breakdown in the agonist-an-
tagonist segments. The ”-” means that this side of the segment had already
broken down during the free deflection/blocking force tests.
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until the corresponding actuators on side (a) or (b) of the agonist-antagonist

segments broke down are given in table 11.1.

All segments with one layer survived none or only few additional cycles, while

the segment with three DE film layers exceeded 200 additional activation cy-

cles without significant degradation (Fig. 11.12). This effect has not been

adequately explained so far.

In general, it must be stated that the presented durability results have little

statistical validity since only few samples were tested. Nevertheless, the very

short lives to failure, found at least in the cyclical experiments with the single-

layered segments, point out that durability is one of the major challenges with

DE actuators.

Basically, dielectric breakdown occurs mostly at large active strains, which are

either provoked by large activation voltages, long activation periods or a com-

bination of the two. Since the exact electromechanical failure mechanisms in

DE actuators have not been investigated so far, it is difficult to take measures

to improve the durability.
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Figure 11.11: Development in time of the free angle of deflection of a single-

layered segment with pre-stretch ratios λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 4× 4 under cyclical acti-

vation of sides (a) and (b) with 4 kV for each 5 s.
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Figure 11.12: Development in time of the maximum free angle of deflection

of a three-layered segment with pre-stretch ratios λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 3 × 5 under

cyclical activation of sides (a) and (b) with 4 kV for each 5 s.

Nevertheless, the actuator would be expected to survive considerably more

cycles when applying lower activation voltages over shorter stimulation pe-

riods. However, distinctly less active deflection has to be accepted for such

activations.

11.4 Summary and conclusion

The performance of agonist-antagonist segments was determined experimen-

tally to explore the segment setup with optimal performance. The same core

structure of the shell-like actuator was employed with various DE actuator

setups.

The free angles of deflection, the blocking forces and the durability were inves-

tigated as performance parameters as functions of the pre-strain setup of the

DE films and the number of active layers attached to the support structure.

In line with the modeling results, the largest angles of deflection were found

for the asymmetrical pre-strain setup with strong pre-straining perpendicular

to the elongation direction (λ
(i)
x ×λ

(i)
y = 3×5). The sample with three stacked

DE films layers, however, showed slightly smaller deflections than the corre-
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sponding single-layered segment. On the other hand, the scalability of the

active forces with increasing number of DE films could be verified. While all

single-layered segments showed comparable forces under activation, the seg-

ment with three film layers exhibited almost the threefold force.

The durability until a dielectric breakdown occurred was fairly poor for all

single-layered segments under cyclical activations. Only the segment with

three film layers could withstand more than 200 activation cycles without any

deterioration in performance.

The following setup was preferred for the shell-like actuator following the ex-

perimental results from the characterization of the agonist-antagonist segment:

the DE films are pre-strained with λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 3 × 5 to achieve large active

deflections. Three DE film layers are stacked to obtain sufficiently large forces

to activate the seven segments of the shell-like actuator. As shown, the activa-

tion forces could be scaled up further by applying more DE film layers. Since

this would imply a much larger manufacturing effort, however, we agreed on

three DE films layers as a compromise.
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Shell-like Actuator

In this chapter the characterization of the shell-like actuator consisting of seven

interlinked agonist-antagonist segments is presented.

The performance of the shell-like actuator was determined in terms of its

free deformation potential under the application of different activation volt-

age characteristics. Firstly, this included the experimental exploration of the

bending capability under equal activation of all segments. Secondly, the prop-

agation of transversal deflection waves along the principal axis of the actuator

was examined.

The active force potential of the shell-like actuator was not determined exper-

imentally. The active forces, acting in the out-of-plane direction, were investi-

gated in detail for single agonist-antagonist segments earlier (see section 11.2).

12.1 Quantification of the deformation

The actively deflected shape of shell-like actuator was detected by the seven

angle sensors, which were integrated into the support structure. Only the

center line of the shell-like actuator was considered for the quantitative eval-

uation of the active shape change (Fig. 12.1, top). The following parameters

were taken into account:

• Relative angle of deflection: The Hall sensors give the angle of

deflection, ϕi, of each agonist-antagonist segment i = I, II, . . . , V II rel-

ative to the preceding segment (Fig. 12.1, bottom left).

The resultant average relative angle of deflection, ϕ, of the equally ac-

tivated segments of the shell-like actuator is given by

ϕ =
1

7

V IIX
i=I

ϕi. (12.1)
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• Absolute angle of deflection: Each agonist-antagonist segment i =

I, II, . . . , V II is rotated by an absolute angle of deflection, Φi, with

respect to the principal axes x, y, z of the shell-like actuator (Fig. 12.1,

bottom left)

Φi =

iX
k=I

ϕk. (12.2)

The overall angle of deflection of the free end of the shell-like actuator

is given by the absolute angle of the end segment, ΦV II .

• Curvature: Since the shell-like actuator consists of discrete segments,

its shape is discontinuous and the conventional mathematical definition

for the curvature can not be applied. As an alternative approach, a

parabola was each fitted through the positions of the hinge joints of

three adjacent segments (Fig. 12.1, bottom right). The curvature of the

ith segment, κi, was approximated by evaluating the curvature of the

parabola at the hinge position of segment i

κi =

 
L

2
·
cos2

`
ϕi
2

´
sin
`

ϕi
2

´ !−1

. (12.3)

iϕ

/ 2iϕ/ 2iϕ

i
iΦ

Figure 12.1: The deflection of the hinged center line of the shell-like actu-
ator is considered for its performance characterization in terms of angles of
deflection and curvatures.
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The radius of the corresponding circle of curvature is given by Ri = 1/κi.

For small relative angles of deflection (ϕi << 1) eqn. (12.3) simplifies to

κi ≈ (ϕi/L). The average curvature of the shell-like actuator, κ, under

equal activation of all segments is given by

κ ≈ ϕ

L
. (12.4)

12.2 Experimental

The shell-like actuator system, which includes the actuator itself as well as its

supply/control system, were explained in detail in chapters 9 and 10 respec-

tively. The setup for the characterization of the shell-like actuator system is

shown in figure 12.2.

Given the high voltages needed for activation of DE actuators, the experiments

were conducted exclusively inside a protective chamber to ensure electrical

safety. Visual observation of the experiments was possible since the chamber

had large Perspex windows.

Regarding the setup of the actuator system, the low-voltage equipment was

positioned outside the chamber (Fig. 12.2, left). The actuator itself as well

as the HV switch box and the associated boost converter, on the other hand,

Figure 12.2: Components of the shell-like actuator system outside (left) and
inside (right) of the safety compartment (safety compartment not visible in
the picture).
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were positioned inside the chamber (Fig. 12.2, right). The shell-like actuator

was oriented upright and its principal axis directed along the horizontal axis

as shown in figure 12.2, right. This orientation was selected since the actua-

tor would otherwise passively deflect under the influence of gravity. The low

passive stiffness of the soft DE actuators is not sufficient to counteract the

own weight of the actuator. The end segment, for instance, deflected by about

30 degrees out of the horizontal plane when the actuator was laid oriented

horizontally. Likewise, the active forces generated by the DE actuators were

too small to notably deflect the actuator when it was hung vertically from one

end.

For the characterization of the full deflection potential as well as to execute

a wavelike motion, the shell-like actuator had to be supplied with different

activation voltage characteristics:

• Full deflection: For this experiment all active zones on one side of the

shell-like actuator were activated simultaneously with the same voltage

level. Thus, the initially planar actuator displayed a regular bending

deflection. This procedure served to explore the full deflection and cur-

vature potential of the shell-like actuator.

The activation characteristics of all segments were equal: the DE films

on side (a) and (b) were alternately activated for 3 s at the same voltage

level, which was gradually increased from 3 kV to 4.8 kV (exception:

the voltage was maintained for 5 s with the first step at 3 kV ). As be-

fore, the voltage was not applied stepwise but was established/reduced

with a ramp function during 200 ms. A short idle period of 0.8 s was

selected between each activation.

• Wavelike motion: One of the features of actively deformable struc-

tures is their time-continuous shape change, which enables them to per-

form ”organic” motions. For example, the shell-like actuator is activated

to display transversal waves which propagate from its clamped end along

the principal axis to the free end (Fig. 12.3). This deformation is com-

parable to, for instance, the swimming motion of a stingray wing (see

section 3.1.2).

To achieve such motion, sinusoidal activation voltage characteristics,

Usource,i(t), with a voltage amplitude Ûsource,i according to

Usource,i(t) = Ûsource,i sin (ωt− φi) for i = I, . . . , V II (12.5)

were applied to the segments of the shell-like actuator. The angular

frequency of the sinusoidal characteristics, ω, was taken to be equal for

all segments. The characteristics of the segments were phase-shifted by
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φi relative to the first segment (φI = 0) so that the deflections of each

successive segment i was time delayed relative to the preceding one.

Note that according to the experimental characterization of the agonist-

antagonist segment, the resulting deflection does not increase directly

proportionally with the activation voltage but grows disproportionately

(see section 11.1). Thus, a sinusoidal activation voltage characteris-

tic will lead to an oscillating deflection response, which may, however,

deviate from being sinusoidal. This has to be accepted since the pre-

sented supply system of the shell-like actuator is voltage-controlled (see

chapter 10). The propagation of a proper sinusoidal wave along the

shell-like actuator would become possible if an automatic control sys-

tem were to continuously adjust the activation voltage in such a way that

each segment followed the intended deflection trajectory (displacement-

controlled).

For the sinusoidal activation characteristics (eqn. (12.5)) the following

aspects were considered regarding the amplitude, the frequency and the

phase-shift :

Figure 12.3: Schematic of the shell-like actuator consisting of seven hinged
segments performing a wavelike motion over a period t = [0, T ].
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– Amplitude: In order to accomplish a motion with increasing de-

flection amplitudes along the shell-like actuator, a stronger curva-

ture were required towards its free end. Thus, the segments had

to be supplied with correspondingly increased activation voltage

amplitudes (Ûsource,I < Ûsource,II < . . . < Ûsource,V II). Due to

increased friction in the hinges and larger inertia forces arising dur-

ing active rotation motion of the actuator, the first few segments

are expected to automatically display reduced angles of deflection.

Thus, all segments were equally supplied (Ûsource,i =: Ûsource).

The voltage amplitude for the segments was increased equally from

Ûsource = 2 kV up to 4.8 kV . In order to prevent dielectric break-

down in the DE actuators, the number of activation cycles was

reduced as the activation voltage levels were increased.

– Frequency: The activation frequency is limited by the distinctive

viscous behavior of the DE actuators of VHB 4910 (3M) and the

inertia forces which appear under active deflection of the shell-like

actuator.

In addition, the computational performance of the supply system

restricts the angular frequency of the sinusoidal activation charac-

teristic. Given the shortest possible step time (see section 10.1)

the maximum frequency of the sinusoidal voltage characteristic is

specified by the Nyquist-Shannon theorem [68].

Taking into account the above restrictions, a slower (T = 8 s →
ω = 2π/8) and a faster angular activation frequency (T = 6 s →
ω = 2π/6) was selected for the experimental characterization.

– Phase-shift: To obtain large transversal deflections from the

shell-like actuator, only one half of a sinusoidal wave was mapped.

Therefore, the end segment, V II, was chosen to be delayed relative

to the front segment, I, by one half-period (φI = 0, φV II = π). By

distributing the phase-shifts equally over this range, one obtains

finally φI = 0, φII = π/6, φIII = 2π/6, . . ., φV II = π, which

corresponds to a temporal phase-shift of 0, T/12, T/6, . . ., T/2

seconds.

12.3 Results

In order to present the experimentally determined actuator performance in a

clear and compact manner, only representative measurement results or sections

of measurements were selected for illustration.
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12.3.1 Full deflection

The maximum bending states forwards and backwards of the initially planar

shell-like actuator are presented in figure 12.4. They were accomplished under

equal activation of all segments with 4.8 kV . The free end of the shell-like

actuator deflected by about 120 degrees after an activation time of 3 s.

The development in time of the relative angles of deflection of the seven seg-

ments, I to V II, under alternate activation steps of the DE films on side

(a) and (b) are shown in figure 12.5. Given the viscous behavior of the DE

actuators of VHB 4910 (3M), under activation a fast initial deflection arises,

followed by a slower motion. This behavior is clearly visible in the first acti-

vation cycle, where the voltage was held for 5 s. The motion of the segments

was delayed by the inertia of the actuator. The DE actuators on side (b) of

the first two segments, I and II, broke down dielectrically early in the test

procedure. This resulted in asymmetrical curves for the angles of deflection of

the segments I and II with only angles of deflection in the positive regime.

The relative angles of deflection as well as the curvature of each segment, which

was reached after an activation of 3 s, increase for increasing initial electrical

field (Fig. 12.6). The first two segments exhibited lower deflections, which

was most likely a result of the increased hinge friction. The other segments

had similar performance with angles of deflection around ±20 degrees. These

results are comparable to the performance of the single agonist-antagonist seg-

ment (see section 11.1). From the curves presented in figure 12.6 the expected

disproportionate increase of the angles of deflection with growing activation

voltage is not clearly visible. If the flattening deflection amplitudes towards

lower electrical fields were included, however, this effect would become more

Figure 12.4: Shell-like actuator (left) showing strong bending deflections to
the left (center) and to the right (right) under activation of DE film stacks (a)
or (b) with a voltage level of 4.8 kV .
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Figure 12.5: Development in time of the relative angles of deflection of each
segment of the shell-like actuator back and forth under equal, alternate activa-
tion of the side (a) and (b) of the segments with increasing activation voltage
levels.
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Figure 12.6: Maximum angles of deflection and curvatures of each segment
from its neutral position reached after 3 s of equal activation of all segments
as a function of the initial electrical field.
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Figure 12.7: Maximum overall angle of deflection of the shell-like actuator
from its neutral position including the average deflection/curvature of each
segment reached after 3 s of equal activation of all segments as a function of
the initial electrical field.
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distinct. The overall angle of deflection of the free end of the shell-like actu-

ator reached up to about 120 degrees in the direction of the positive angles

(Fig. 12.7). In the opposite direction lower angles of about 90 degrees were

reached since the segments I and II had broken down dielectrically.

12.3.2 Wavelike motion

By applying sinusoidal activation voltage characteristics, the active propa-

gation of transversal deflection waves along the shell-like actuator could be

verified experimentally (Fig. 12.8). Considerable lateral deflections were ob-

served, in particular for high activation voltage amplitudes.

The deflection response of the segments of the shell-like actuator for a sinu-

soidal activation characteristic with moderate activation voltage amplitude of

4 kV and a frequency of 1/8 Hz is shown in figure 12.9.

The actuator could follow the oscillatory stimulation. As can be seen from

figure 12.9, the phase-shift from the stimulation is transferred to the actuator

response. However, due to the inertia of the system, the angular response of

the actuator was delayed by about 1 s relative to the activation signal.

The deflection responses of the segments corresponded mainly to sinusoidal

characteristics. However, the signals were disturbed recurrently. The regular-

ity of these deviations indicated that they resulted from the interactions of the

segments swaying out of phase. Deflections in the vicinity of ±10 degrees were

accomplished for the selected activation voltage amplitude. Although the seg-

ments showed different deflection amplitudes, the signals with each segment

were quite symmetrical in the directions back and forth.

By increasing the voltage amplitude up to 4.8 kV and reducing the period

time to 6 s, the actuator exhibited the motion presented in figure 12.10. With

this stimulation, deflection amplitudes in the range of 10 to 20 degrees were

observed. The influence of the interaction between the segments was reduced

and the response signals became nearly sinusoidal. The stronger accelerations

of the actuator involving increased inertia, led to an increased phase-shift of

almost 2 s between the stimulation and the response. The first two one-sidedly

failed segments, I and II, were observed to passively enter the negative de-

flection regime. This effect resulted from the dynamic forces induced by the

transversally deflecting rear part of the shell-like actuator.

Beginning from t = 18 s the segments were deactivated one by one (Fig. 12.10,

bottom). As can be seen from the angular response, the viscous behavior of

the DE films from VHB 4910 (3M) delays the return of the shell-like actuator

to its neutral position (ϕi = 0).
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Figure 12.9: Oscillatory development in time of the relative angles of deflec-
tion of each segment of the shell-like actuator under sinusoidal, phase-shifted
activation of all segments (voltage amplitude 4 kV , frequency 1/8 Hz and
temporal phase-shift 2/3 s).
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Figure 12.10: Oscillatory development in time of the relative angles of deflec-
tion of each segment of the shell-like actuator under sinusoidal, phase-shifted
activation of all segments (voltage amplitude 4.8 kV , frequency 1/6 Hz and
temporal phase-shift 1/2 s).
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12.4 Summary and conclusion

The characterization of the shell-like actuator was executed in terms of its free

deflection potential. Firstly, the full deflection of the actuator under equal

activation of all segments was examined. Secondly, the wavelike motion of

the actuator was investigated, which resulted from a phase-shifted, sinusoidal

activation of the segments.

The full deflection was tested for different activation voltage levels up to

4.8 kV , each of which was maintained for 3 s. The resulting average de-

flection of the segments and the average curvature of the actuator respectively

increased steadily with increasing voltage levels up to about 17 degrees and

5 m−1 respectively. The actuator tip deflected - starting from the initially neu-

tral position - to an absolute angle of deflection of −91 degrees (average cur-

vature −3.6 m−1) in the one and +120 degrees (average curvature +4.8 m−1)

in the other direction. The distinctively lower deflection towards the negative

angles of deflection originated at the first two segments, which had broken

down dielectrically on one side. Nevertheless, a considerable overall range of

motion of more than 210 degrees was accomplished experimentally with the

shell-like actuator.

For the sinusoidal activation, two moderate frequencies of 1/8 and 1/6 Hz were

selected so that the actuator could reach large deflections. The stimulation of

the segments was delayed by regular phase-shifts of π/6 between them. The

shell-like actuator displayed clearly visible propagation of transversal waves

along its principal axis. The corresponding deflections were oscillatory, al-

though regularly disturbed by the inertia forces of the successively deflecting

segments. The resulting amplitudes of deflection increased as expected for

increasing activation voltage amplitudes. For the slower stimulation and an

activation voltage amplitude of 4 kV , the average amplitude of deflection was

around 10 degrees, while around 15 degrees were reached with the faster fre-

quency at 4.8 kV .
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Conclusion and Outlook

13.1 Conclusion

The potential of soft dielectric EAPs for the design of shell-like actuators with

the ability to perform complex out-of-plane displacements was explored in this

thesis. This task included two main aspects:

(i) A shell-like actuator based on soft dielectric EAPs was considered. To

accomplish quasi-continuous complex out-of-plane displacements this ac-

tuator had to be composed of a large number of active zones.

(ii) As a consequence, on the other hand, a supply/control system for the

specific supply of many active zones with individual DC high voltages

was required.

The main scientific focus of this project was on aspect (i). The difficulty

thereby was to generate out-of-plane displacements based on thin DE films,

which expand in their planar directions under electrical activation. In addi-

tion, we had to take into account that the preferred commercially available

dielectric film, VHB 4910 (3M), has to be maintained in a strongly biaxially

pre-strained state for its application to DE actuators.

Thus, we concentrated on approaches where the pre-strained DE films are at-

tached to a support structure which allows for the desired mechanical DOF.

The proposed conventional agonist-antagonist configuration for these segments

allows for out-of-plane deflections based on two counteracting DE film layers.

In this configuration the unique property of soft dielectric EAPs as compli-

ant, active skin could be implemented constructively to shell-like actuators.

However, the conventional agonist-antagonist approach is limited to shell-like

actuators with the capability to perform uniaxial bending deformations. For
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achieving proper biaxial bending, the two-dimensional agonist-antagonist sup-

port structure would need to allow for in-plane shearing. As a consequence,

the shell-like actuator may collapse due to the contractile forces from the pre-

strained films or any external in-plane forces acting on the shell-like actuator.

A shell-like actuator based on seven interlinked agonist-antagonist segments

was implemented experimentally, which could actively perform out-of-plane

displacements. The structural design of the segments and the setup of the

driving DE film layers was optimized to achieve both large angles of deflection

and blocking forces. In order to scale up the active forces, three stacked layers

of DE film were mounted to each side of the support structure.

The mass distribution of the resulting shell-like actuator showed that the dom-

inating weight of the support structure (about 90% of the overall weight) offers

a large of potential in weight reduction.

Up until now, the manufacturing process for the proposed shell-like actuator

is a time-consuming process, due to the low degree of automation. In par-

ticular the manual handling (coating, stacking, cutting) of the very sensitive

pre-strained films must be executed with the utmost care. As a consequence,

a high reject rate had to be accepted during the manufacture of the shell-like

actuators. Due to the automatic pre-strain facility at Empa, which is unique

in the world so far, the dielectric films can at least be quickly and safely pre-

stretched to selected stretch ratios.

The implemented supply/control system, where the seven active segments of

the shell-like actuator were consecutively supplied with predetermined DC

high voltage characteristics, operated safely and reliably. An automatic con-

trol may be implemented in future in order that the shell-like actuator can

correctly follow predetermined deflection trajectories. To this end it would

be worthwhile to use the driving DE actuators for sensing purposes as well-

instead of the currently utilized Hall sensors.

One critical aspect, which was not emphasized in this thesis, is the wiring re-

quired for supply and sensing purposes of a large number of active zones. With

the seven active segments of the shell-like actuator the wiring was already con-

siderable. The resulting mechanical obstruction and electrical interaction - in

particular among the HV carrying feed lines - must not be underestimated for

DE actuators with many active zones.

During the experimental characterization, the shell-like actuator achieved large

active bending deflections of more than 90 degrees back and forth under equal

activation of all seven segments. The dynamic response of the shell-like actua-

tor under phase-shifted sinusoidal activation of the segments showed a fish-like

propagation of large transversal waves along the principal axis of the actua-

tor.

Despite its active deformation potential it should not be forgotten that the
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shell-like actuator exhibits very small blocking forces. Furthermore, its stiff-

ness in both the activated and deactivated states is fairly low. The active

blocking forces, which at best correspond to the equivalent electrode pressure

multiplied by the film’s cross-sectional area, can be scaled up by applying more

DE film layers. At the same time, however, the actuator weight gradually in-

creases. To reach the desired high strain level, very soft elastomeric films are

needed as dielectric. As a result, however, the intrinsic (passive) stiffness per

unit cross-sectional area of these artificial muscles remains rather low.

A further issue, given the principle of operation of soft dielectric EAPs, is that

the exerted activation force continuously reduces under active deformation of

the actuator. Thus, the maximum activation force is only obtained when the

active displacement of the actuator is blocked (blocking force), while the max-

imum active deformation is only reached for a fully unloaded actuator (free

displacement).

Apart from the limited shelf life of DE actuators, where the highly pre-strained

DE films tend to crack, the experimentally determined durability of DE ac-

tuators under activation is rather low. As can be seen from the durability

tests, the agonist-antagonist segments generally survived rather low activa-

tion cycles until a dielectric breakdown occurred. Potential issues which may

be responsible for the low reliability of actuators based on soft dielectric EAPs

include:

• Imperfections in the commercially delivered film (e.g. VHB 4910 by

3M).

• Damages and/or imperfections introduced during manufacture of DE

actuators.

• Earlier dielectric breakdown near the critical activation voltage due to

possibly non-uniform active deformation of DE films.

As shown with the agonist-antagonist segments, good durability is found for

low activation voltage levels and low active strain levels. Thus, the dura-

bility may be improved by utilizing only part of the strain potential of the

EAP-material. To gain access to the full active deformation potential of DE

actuators, however, high activation voltages near the critical level are to be ap-

plied where dielectric breakdown is likely to occur. Thus, detailed theoretical

investigations of the electromechanical deformation processes under activa-

tion, including the breakdown mechanisms, are indispensable. In particular

the effects of non-uniform charge distributions across the electrodes have to be

taken into account for the electromechanical coupling instead of a uniformly

distributed electrode pressure.
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13.2 Outlook

As shown, soft dielectric EAPs are promising for active structures with large

deflections due to their unique deformation potential. Nevertheless, distinct

challenges have to be met to realize actuators with outstanding performance

and improved long-term stability in future. Since with the electromechani-

cal effect of soft dielectric EAPs the properties of the dielectric film and the

electrodes are strongly interlinked, each change in one component requires an

adaptation of the whole system.

One of the current key issues of soft dielectric EAPs is their activation voltage,

which still is in the range of kilovolts. Such high driving voltages are a draw-

back due to the electrical safety, e.g. with applications where a close human

interaction with the DE actuator is a factor.

Either dielectric films with smaller thickness have to be used and/or the film’s

relative dielectric constant needs to be increased to reduce the activation volt-

age.

To obtain activation voltages in the range of only several volts, the film thick-

ness would have to be reduced considerably by a factor of about 103. Produc-

tion of such thin elastomeric films with the concomitant structural perfection

is very challenging. Thin films would also require correspondingly thin com-

pliant electrodes which in addition exhibit sufficient electrical conductivity.

For increasing the relative dielectric constant the film may be blended by

dielectric fillers (e.g. [49, 79]). However, usually films with larger dielectric

constants exhibit lower dielectric breakdown strength. Moreover, according to

eqn. (2.1) lowering the activation voltage by increasing the relative dielectric

constant is less effective compared to reducing the film thickness. Thus, the

first approach seems more viable.

For improving the electromechanical efficiency and to achieve actuators with

fast response and time stable behavior (stable long-term activation but also

good stability during cyclic activation) films with purely elastic behavior are

needed.

In future work, many fundamental material research efforts are required for

improving the dielectric film as well as the electrode of soft dielectric EAPs.

Furthermore, the processing of improved materials bears a large improvement

potential. Today’s mostly manual processes for coating of the films with elec-

trodes as well as manufacturing of the actuators will have to be replaced by

automatized processes, at best by self-assembly on the atomic level. Thus,

research of chemists and process engineers have to be intensified in the field

of soft dielectric EAPs and close collaboration with engineers is required to

finally realize applicable (shell-like) DE actuators.
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A
Modeling of Planar DE

Actuators

Many efforts have been made so far to simulate the electromechanical deforma-

tion behavior of DE actuators under activation [12,21,32,37,62,74,75]. How-

ever, the energy fluxes in the modeled DE actuator system during activation

cycles have not yet been investigated. Such examinations are indispensable

for an efficient design and performance optimization for future DE actuators.

The aim of this chapter is to explore the electromechanical performance of se-

lected planar DE actuator configurations made of the widely-used acrylic film

VHB 4910 (manufactured by 3M). In particular, the impact of the electrome-

chanical excitation parameters and the actuator’s electromechanical properties

on the overall performance in terms of specific power density and overall elec-

tromechanical efficiency are of interest.

So far, uniaxial (e.g. [62]) or multi-axial (e.g. [12]) linear material models were

used for the mechanical description of dielectric films. However, such material

models are not adequate to cover the visco-hyperelastic behavior of the film

VHB 4910 (3M) and the large deformations achieved by such actuators under

activation.

Quasi-linear viscoelastic models are more appropriate to describe the mechan-

ical behavior of soft polymer films. The parameters from definitions for the

hyperelastic behavior using a strain energy potential (e.g. Mooney-Rivlin [56],

Ogden [57] or Yeoh [77, 78] form) are thereby applied to a time function such

as, for instance, the Prony series [20].

The present investigation is based on a novel model covering the visco-hyper-

elastic behavior of the acrylic film VHB 4910 (3M). The electromechanical cou-

pling according to DE actuators was accomplished by introducing the equiva-

lent electrode pressure (eqn. (2.1)) in the thickness direction of the film. The

modeled actuator was embedded in an appropriate electrical supply circuit in

order to cover electrodynamic effects.
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A.1 Derivation of the model

Experimental observations of the behavior of the acrylic film VHB 4910 (3M)

pointed out two essential mechanical properties:

(i) Visco-hyperelastic material characteristic in all principal spatial direc-

tions.

(ii) Mechanical coupling of the spatial deformations based on the incom-

pressibility condition for soft elastomers [48].

The proposed film model is composed of a three-dimensional framework of

Nj segments in each spatial direction j = x, y, z (Fig. A.1). Each segment

consists of a parallel spring-damper system according to an enhanced Kelvin-

Voigt model (Fig. A.2). This framework describes a visco-hyperelastic but still

uncoupled behavior, which fulfills requirement (i). The mechanical coupling

of the spatial directions according to requirement (ii) is met when the spring-

damper system is embedded in a cuboid filled with an incompressible fluid,

which transmits the hydrostatic pressure, p, to the side walls of the cuboid.

Analogous to planar DE actuators, the following assumptions were made for

the film model:

• All segments are mass-free, which implies that no internal wave propa-

gation is considered.

Unloaded Loaded
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y

z

Fluid

Segment
system(o)  = 0p
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Figure A.1: Schematic of the model for a dielectric film in the unloaded (left)
and the loaded state (right).
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• Only uniformly distributed normal forces on the film’s surfaces are al-

lowed, which means that shear effects are disregarded.

• The cuboid geometry of the film is maintained under deformation. Thus

no wrinkling effects are covered.

• The acrylic film VHB 4910 (3M) is assumed to be isotropic, i.e. the

mechanical properties of all spring-damper segments are equal in each

spatial direction j = x, y, z.

The initially unloaded film (σ
(o)
j = 0) with principal dimensions L

(o)
j in j =

x, y, z is deformed under the external normal stresses σj(t) to a cuboid with

geometry Lj(t) (Fig. A.1). The force equilibria across the side walls of the

cuboid are

σj = σsystem,j − p (A.1)

where σsystem,j corresponds to the normal stresses of the uncoupled framework

of the spring-damper segments. Assuming a large number of segments (Nj >>

1), the relationship between the overall framework stresses, σsystem, and the

internal segment forces, Fsegment,j , is

σsystem,j = λj
Fsegment,j

(S(o))2
for j = x, y, z (A.2)

where the deformation is characterized by the stretch ratios, λj := (Lj/L
(o)
j )

in j = x, y, z, and the segments’ free length is denoted as S(o).

Each spring-damper segment (Fig. A.2) consists of

• a serial spring with length Ss (free length S
(o)
s = 0) and a constant

spring stiffness of ks,

• a parallel spring with length Sp (free length S
(o)
p = S(o)) and a constant

spring stiffness of kp, as well as

• a parallel damper with constant damping coefficient, dp.

Thus, the spring forces are proportional to the elongation and the damper

force is proportional to the stretch rate.

When an external force, Fsegment,j(t), is applied to the segment in the spa-

tial direction j = x, y, z, the force equilibrium condition results in a differen-

tial equation for the segment’s deformation behavior. This can be written in
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Ss(t) Sp(t)

Sj(t)

Figure A.2: Spring damper configuration corresponding to an enhanced
Kelvin-Voigt model in the unloaded (left) and the loaded state (right).

terms of the stretch ratios λj := (Lj/L
(o)
j ) = (Sj/S

(o)
j ) and the stretch rates

(dλj/dt) := ((dLj/dt)/L
(o)
j ) = ((dSj/dt)/S

(o)
j ) as

Fsegment,j

(S(o))2
(Ks + Kp) +

d

dt

„
Fsegment,j

(S(o))2

«
=

KsKp(λj − 1) + DpKs
dλj

dt
for j = x, y, z

(A.3)

where the serial stiffness is defined as Ks := (ks/S(o)), the parallel stiffness as

Kp := (kp/S(o)) and the parallel damping coefficient as Dp := (dp/S(o)).

Substituting eqns. (A.1) and (A.2) into eqn. (A.3) yields three force equi-

libria at the side walls of the cuboid in the spatial directions j = x, y, z.

Adding the volume conservation condition (V = const.), a set of four coupled

differential equations is derived which describes the mechanical behavior of

visco-hyperelastic films„
σj + p

λj

«
(Ks + Kp) +

d

dt

„
σj + p

λj

«
Dp =

KsKp(λj − 1) + DpKs
dλj

dt
for j = x, y, z

λxλyλz = 1.

(A.4)

The evaluation of the temporal behavior of loaded visco-hyperelastic films

requires the definition of three time-dependent deformation characteristics,

λj(t) for j = x, y, z, and/or external stress characteristics, σj(t) for j = x, y, z.

In addition, an appropriate initial condition, λj(t = 0) and σj(t = 0) for
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j = x, y, z, is required.

For the investigation of quasi-static processes, the steady states of the visco-

hyperelastic film model (A.4), which are reached after infinite time are taken

into account (for t →∞ it is d/dt = 0)

σj = Kλj(λj − 1)− p for j = x, y, z

λxλyλz = 1.
(A.5)

This corresponds to the hyperelastic behavior of the material, since the damp-

ing influence disappears. In (A.5) the resulting overall stiffness of the springs

in the segments is given by K := KsKp/(Ks + Kp). Three boundary condi-

tions for the stretch ratios, λj , and/or stresses, σj , have to be given in the

directions j = x, y, z for the evaluation of the hyperelastic model (A.5). Note

that these boundary conditions do not necessarily have to remain constant

during quasi-static deformation of the film: they might also be dependent on

the respective stresses or deformations of the film.

As next step, the model approach for the dielectric films was compared to

established constitutive models. In the quasi-static case the strain energy

potential, e, of the hyperelastic and isotropic spring-fluid system is given by

e =
K

2

`
(λx − 1)2 + (λy − 1)2 + (λz − 1)2

´
. (A.6)

This equation can be rearranged to the form

e = −K(λx + λy + λz − 3) +
K

2
(λ2

x + λ2
y + λ2

z| {z }
=I1

−3) (A.7)

where I1 = λ2
x + λ2

y + λ2
z is the first invariant of the so-called left Cauchy-

Green deformation tensor. It is apparent that the strain energy potential of

the hyperelastic film model approach (A.5) corresponds to the Ogden form [57],

which is given as a function of the principal stretch ratios, λj for j = x, y, z,

by

e =

MX
m=1

µm

αm
(λαm

x + λαm
y + λαm

z − 3) (A.8)

when applying the first two terms (M = 2) with the material parameters

α1 = 1, α2 = 2, µ1 = −K and µ2 = K. Note therein that with our model

the first two terms of the Ogden series are covered with only one material

parameter, K. For modeling purposes, however, this is not beneficial, since

the fit of the material model behavior to experimentally determined material

characteristics is improved when multiple adjustable parameters are available.

According to, for example, [57] the Cauchy normal stresses, σj , in the principal
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directions j = x, y, z can be determined for an incompressible material by the

derivation of the strain energy potential, e, with respect to the stretch ratios,

λj , by

σj = λj
∂e

∂λj
− p for j = x, y, z (A.9)

where p is the hydrostatic pressure. The Cauchy normal stresses according

to eqn. (A.5) are obtained by substituting the strain energy potential of the

hyperelastic film model (A.7) into eqn. (A.9).

A.2 Determination of the model parame-

ters

According to eqn. (A.4), three film model parameters, Ks, Kp and Dp, have

to be determined for the simulation of planar DE actuators made of visco-

hyperelastic acrylic film VHB 4910 (3M). The parameters were acquired by

fitting the film model behavior to the experimentally ascertained characteristic

of acrylic film VHB 4910 (3M) under a uniaxial loading test sequence with a

holding time and a subsequent unloading according to figure A.3, top.

For an idealized uniaxial test sequence in the x direction (σx = σx(t), σy =

σz = 0) under stretch ratio control (λx = λx(t)), the film model leads to a

coupled differential equation system.

For the parameter set Ks = 3.20× 10−2 N/mm2, Kp = 4.10× 10−2 N/mm2

and Dp = 3.40 Ns/mm2 the film model matches the test results from acrylic

film VHB 4910 (3M) fairly well (Fig. A.3, bottom). For the quasi-static

case the stiffness parameter of the hyperelastic film model becomes thus K =

1.80× 10−2 N/mm2.

The dielectric film VHB 4910 (3M) is usually pre-strained in both planar di-

rections for its application to soft dielectric EAPs (see section 4.1.1). Further-

more, DE films actively elongate in both planar directions (see section 4.1.3).

Thus, the film model must by necessity cover the behavior of the VHB 4910

film under biaxial deformations as well.

Therefore, as an example the model was applied to a selected equibiaxial test

sequence (σx(t) = σy(t), σz = 0) under stretch ratio control (λx(t) = λy(t))

(Fig. A.4, top). In figure A.4, bottom, the resulting stress response is com-

pared to the results from the Yeoh model. The Yeoh model with the parametric

setup given in table A.1 was found to cover the mechanical material behavior

of VHB 4910 best [73].

As can be seen, the novel film model, which was fitted to the uniaxial tensile

test sequence, covers the equibiaxial behavior of the acrylic film VHB 4910
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Figure A.3: Stress response from a test sequence with VHB 4910 (3M) and
fitted curve from the visco-hyperelastic film model.
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Figure A.4: Comparison of the stress response from the Yeoh model and the
proposed visco-hyperelastic film model under an equibiaxial test sequence.
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Para-
meter

Value Para-
meter

Value Para-
meter

Value

[MPa] [-] [s]

C10 5.37× 10−2 g1 4.77× 10−1 t1 1.53× 10−1

C20 −4.86× 10−4 g2 2.05× 10−1 t2 4.64× 10−1

C30 3.81× 10−6 g3 7.26× 10−2 t3 3.20× 101

g4 4.92× 10−2 t4 2.16× 102

Table A.1: Parametric setup of the Yeoh model covering the behavior of VHB
4910 (3M) (adapted from [73]).

satisfactorily. Thus, the modeling of uniaxially and biaxially loaded films with

the proposed visco-hyperelastic film model is expected to deliver reasonable

results.

A.3 Model adaptation to DE actuators

The following electromechanical boundary conditions were assigned in order

to adapt the modeled film to planar DE actuators:

• Electromechanical coupling: The electromechanical effect of the

electrodes, i.e. the electrode pressure acting in the film thickness di-

rection, was introduced (see section A.3.1).

• Planar boundary conditions: The boundary conditions in the film’s

planar directions had to be assigned according to the investigated DE

actuator configuration (see section A.3.2).

• Electrical supply circuit: In order to include the effect of the supply

circuit on the overall electromechanical behavior, the modeled DE actua-

tor was embedded in an appropriate electrical circuit (see section A.3.3).

A.3.1 Electromechanical coupling

The overall effect of the electrodes on the incompressible dielectric film can be

described according to Pelrine et al. [61] by the equivalent electrode pressure,

pequivalent, which squeezes the film in its thickness direction

σz = −pequivalent = −εoεr

„
U

Lz

«2

= −εoεr

λ2
z

„
U

L
(o)
z

«2

. (A.10)
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Note that for the electromechanical coupling the following assumptions were

implicitly made:

• The dielectric properties of the film, in particular the relative dielectric

coefficient, εr, are taken to be uniform across the material.

• The relative dielectric coefficient, εr, is assumed to remain constant

under active deformation of the (pre-strained) DE film.

• The electrodes are taken to be mechanically perfectly compliant so that

they introduce no tensile stiffness in the planar directions.

By replacing the initial electrical field applied to the non-pre-strained DE film,

(U/L
(o)
z ), with the corresponding initial charge density, (Q/A

(o)
z ), the stress in

the z direction from the equivalent electrode pressure becomes

σz = −εoεr

λ2
z

„
Q/C

L
(o)
z

«2

= − λ2
z

εoεr

„
Q

A
(o)
z

«2

(A.11)

where A
(o)
z is the initial area of the coated zone and C is the capacitance of

the DE actuator taken as parallel-plate capacitor.

A.3.2 Planar boundary conditions

The dielectric film VHB 4910 (3M) is maintained in a strongly pre-strained

state for its application to DE actuators (see section 4.1.1). For the modeling

the non-pre-strained, original state of the DE film is referred to as state (o) and

the pre-strained state is denoted as state (i). Depending on the DE actuator

configuration, the pre-strained DE film is subjected to different mechanical

boundary conditions in its planar directions:

• Isotonic boundary condition: Constant (pre-strain) stresses are

achieved by the introduction of external forces/stresses (σj = σ
(i)
j =

const. for j = x, y).

• Isometric boundary condition: Constant (pre-) stretch ratios are

achieved by the clamping of the pre-strained film (λj = λ
(i)
j = const.

for j = x, y).

• Coupled boundary condition: More complex boundary conditions

such as, for instance, strain-dependent stresses (σj = f(λx, λy) for j =

x, y) are achieved by an elastic connection between the active zone and

the surrounding support structure.
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A.3.3 Electrical supply circuit

The electrodynamic effects of the electrical supply circuit of DE actuators

were taken into account for the simulation. Thus, the modeled DE actuator

was embedded in an appropriate electrical circuit, which is composed of the

following elements (Fig. A.5):

• Voltage source: The electrical source supplies the DE actuator with

the high voltage, Usource(t), required for activation. An ideal source was

distinguished from a real source for the modeling. The ideal source can

fully store and thus recover the incoming energy, while the real source

dissipates this energy as heat.

• DE actuator: The DE actuator is composed of a capacitor, a serial

resistor and a parallel resistor:

– Capacitor: The DE actuator is assumed to be an ideal parallel-

plate capacitor with incompressible dielectric and deformation-

dependent capacitance, C(t).

– Serial resistor: The serial resistance, Rserial, covers the overall

resistance of the DE electrodes, as well as that of the electrical

circuit.

– Parallel resistor: The parallel resistance, Rparallel, covers the

resistance of the dielectric film as a non-ideal insulator.

DE actuatorVoltage
source Serial resistor

Rserial

Usource(t)

x
y

z
( )x tσ

( )y tσ

( )U t ( )Q t Parallel resistor
Rparallel

Current  I(t)

Capacitor
C(t)

Figure A.5: Schematic of the electrical supply circuit for the DE actuator.
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The following major assumptions were made for simplification of the modeling

considerations:

• The dielectric film is taken to be a non-ideal insulator, however, with

invariant resistivity across the film.

The non-ideally insulating dielectric film causes a small leakage current,

which results in a gradual discharge of the DE actuator as soon as the

electrical supply is disconnected. During continuous supply, the leakage

current across the dielectric film is expected to increase with the ap-

plied activation voltage level. Note that in contrast to the assumption,

the resistivity of real dielectric films may depend on its pre-straining

configuration as well as the ambient temperature and humidity.

• The electrode resistance of the actuator is assumed to remain constant

under active expansion of the DE film.

The compliant electrodes of DE actuators typically consist of conductive

particles (see section 2.2.1). In contrast to the assumption, the resistance

of real particle electrodes is expected to increase under active expansion

of the DE actuator. Assuming that the volume of the particle electrodes

remains constant, their planar elongation leads to a reduction in thick-

ness. Thus, the overall Ohm’s resistance, Relectrode, increases when the

DE film expands equibiaxially by a strain of sx = sy := s according to

Relectrode(s)

Relectrode(s = 0)
= (1 + s)2. (A.12)

This derivation predicts a square increase of the normalized electrode

resistance (Relectrode(s)/Relectrode(s = 0)) with increasing equibiaxial

strain level. Based on this estimation, a considerable increase in elec-

trode resistance of about 70% is predicted for moderate strains of DE

actuators in the range of s = 30% already. Due to the absence of quan-

titative measurement results, however, a constant resistance is assumed

for the present modeling as a first order approach.

The following differential equation is obtained by applying Kirchhoff’s laws to

the electrical supply circuit presented in figure A.5„
Usource

L
(o)
z

«
− λ2

z

εoεr

„
Q

A
(o)
z

«„
1 +

„
Rserial

Rparallel

««
−

 
Rserial

A
(o)
z

L
(o)
z

!
d

dt

„
Q

A
(o)
z

«
= 0

(A.13)
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where (Q/A
(o)
z ) is the area-specific charge density before deformation and

(Usource/L
(o)
z ) the initially applied electrical field if no resistance was present

in the circuit (Rserial = 0).

Experimental tests with circular DE actuators showed that the contraction of

the active zone by self-discharge is several orders of magnitude slower compared

to the contraction under short-circuiting (see section 7.1.2). Thus, one can es-

timate that the electrical resistance of the pre-strained film VHB 4910 (3M)

is much higher compared to the electrode resistance ((Rserial/Rparallel) → 0).

This approximates the case in which no leakage current flows through the

dielectric film (ideal insulator) and thus eqn. (A.13) simplifies to„
Usource

L
(o)
z

«
− λ2

z

εoεr

„
Q

A
(o)
z

«
−

 
Rserial

A
(o)
z

L
(o)
z

!
d

dt

„
Q

A
(o)
z

«
= 0. (A.14)

The complete set of equations for the temporal description of the DE actuator

system is obtained by substituting the electromechanical coupling (A.11) into

the visco-hyperelastic film model (A.4) and including the relationship of the

electrical supply circuit (A.14).

According to Kirchhoff’s laws, the voltage from the source, Usource, equals

the voltage applied to the actuator, U , in the quasi-static case (Usource = U).

Thus, the complete set of equations for the quasi-static consideration consists

of the hyperelastic film model (A.5) combined with the equivalent electrode

pressure (A.11).

A.4 Quasi-static behavior of modeled DE

actuators

The quasi-static deformation behavior of planar DE actuators with different

boundary conditions under charge and voltage-controlled activation was ex-

amined based on the hyperelastic film model (eqn. (A.5)). In addition, the

distribution of the provided energy into electrical field energy and deformation

energy of the actively deformed soft dielectric EAP capacitor was investigated.

A.4.1 Active deformation

Under activation of DE actuators, an electromechanical force equilibrium is

established in the thickness direction of the expanded film, where the equiva-

lent electrostatic attraction of the capacitor electrodes, pequivalent, counteracts

the mechanical response, pfilm, of the squeezed film (Fig. A.6):
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• Electrostatic pressure: Concerning the equivalent electrostatic at-

traction between the capacitor electrodes, pequivalent, one has to dis-

tinguish whether the DE actuator is activated with constant charge or

with constant voltage. Although, the latter is more common for DE

actuators, for practical reasons both can be experimentally realized.

– Activation with constant charge: In this case, the power sup-

ply is disconnected from the actuator after its initial electrical

charging. By doing so, one takes into account that the initial elec-

trical charging of typical DE actuators is completed much quicker

than the subsequent mechanical deformation. During activation, a

part of the energy that is initially stored in the actuator’s electrical

field is used to mechanically deform the dielectric film. Regard-

ing the actuator as parallel-plate capacitor with constant volume,

the equivalent electrode pressure, pequivalent, is given according to

eqn. (A.11) by

pequivalent(λz, Q = const.) =
λ2

z

εoεr

„
Q

A
(o)
z

«2

(A.15)

where λz is the normalized electrode distance, A
(o)
z is the electrode

area before deformation and (Q/A
(o)
z ) is the corresponding initial

charge density.

– Activation with constant voltage: In this case, the supply

remains connected to the actuator during its active deformation.

Thus, the supply provides the energy required to establish an elec-

trical field in the dielectric film as well as its mechanical defor-

mation. Considering the actuator as a parallel-plate capacitor

film

equivalent

Figure A.6: Force equilibrium between the electrostatic pressure from the
electrodes and the mechanical response of the squeezed dielectric film under
activation.
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with constant capacitor volume, the equivalent electrode pressure,

pequivalent, is given in accordance with eqn. (A.10) by

pequivalent(λz, U = const.) =
εoεr

λ2
z

„
U

L
(o)
z

«2

(A.16)

where, λz is the normalized electrode distance and (U/L
(o)
z ) cor-

responds to the applied electrical field of the non-pre-strained film

before deformation.

• Mechanical pressure: The mechanical pressure, pfilm, required to

compress the film in the thickness direction depends on the film’s me-

chanical boundary conditions in the planar directions. Exemplarily, the

following selected DE film configurations were modeled:

– DE film with all-side free boundaries (σj = 0 for j = x, y).

– Uni- and biaxially loaded DE film (σj 6= 0 for j = x, y)

DE film with free boundaries

With free boundaries (σj = 0 for j = x, y) the mechanical film behavior in

thickness direction according to the hyperelastic film model (eqn. (A.5)) is

given by

pfilm(λz) = K

„
1√
λz

„
1√
λz

− 1

«
− λz(λz − 1)

«
. (A.17)

Figures A.7 and A.9 show the characteristics for the electrostatic pressure of

the electrodes as well as the mechanical behavior of the hyperelastic film for

constant charge and constant voltage activation (K = 1.80×10−2 N/mm2 and

average εr = 3.35 adapted from [76]). Similarly, the thickness stretch ratio

of the DE film under activation with constant charge and constant voltage

is presented in figures A.8 and A.10 respectively. As can be seen, different

electromechanical behavior is found for activation with constant charge and

constant voltage.

• Activation with constant charge: Under activation with constant

charge (charge density before deformation (Q/A
(o)
z ) = const.), a single

force equilibrium with pequivalent = pfilm is found for every electrical

charge (Fig. A.7). Under increasing electrical charging the film is thus

compressed continuously (Fig. A.8).
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Figure A.7: Electromechanical force equilibria between the modeled film and
the capacitor electrodes under activation with constant charge.
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Figure A.9: Electromechanical force equilibria between the modeled film and
the capacitor electrodes under activation with constant voltage.
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Figure A.10: Film thickness in electromechanical equilibrium under activa-
tion with varying voltage.
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• Activation with constant voltage: Under activation with constant

voltage (electrical field before deformation (U/L
(o)
z ) = const.), however,

the model predicts a stable and an unstable equilibrium state where

pequivalent = pfilm (Fig. A.9). These two equilibria converge towards

the critical point when the applied voltage is increased. As soon as the

activation voltage exceeds the critical value, a force equilibrium cannot

be established and an electromechanical collapse of the film in its thick-

ness direction is predicted.

Thus, when the activation voltage is controlled, the film can be com-

pressed along the stable branch of the equilibrium curve to the critical

point. Beyond the critical voltage, the film collapses electromechanically

(Fig. A.10), i.e. the film can no longer withstand the strongly increasing

forces of the converging electrodes. This collapse is predicted for free

boundaries at a thickness stretch ratio of λz = 63%.

Note that the unstable branch of the equilibrium curve (dashed line in

figure A.10) cannot be reached unless the selected boundary conditions

prevent the film from collapsing.

Uni- and biaxially loaded DE film

As introduced earlier, DE films are maintained in a pre-strained state by differ-

ent boundary conditions, depending on the DE actuator configuration. Since

no instabilities are expected under activation with constant charge, the present

investigation is confined to the activation with constant voltage.

The hyperelastic film model (eqn. (A.5)) predicts the following quasi-static

behavior for DE actuators which are uniaxially (Fig. A.11, left) or biaxially

x

z

y

( )i
x xF F=

( )i
y yF F=

( )i
x xF F=

Figure A.11: Boundary conditions for the uni- (left) and biaxially pre-
strained (right) DE actuator configuration.
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Figure A.12: Critical film thickness for uniaxially and biaxially pre-strained
actuator configurations under activation with constant voltage.

loaded (Fig. A.11, right) by constant forces, F
(i)
j = Fj = const., in the film’s

planar directions j = x, y:

• Uniaxially loaded: In agreement with the results obtained for the

free boundaries, the thickness of an unloaded (λ
(i)
x = 1) DE film can

be reduced by a maximum of 37% before an electromechanical collapse

occurs. When uniaxially loading the deactivated DE film to a specific

pre-strain, λ
(i)
x > 1, the thickness reduction potential of the film under

activation increases continuously with the pre-strain level (Fig. A.12).

Thus, larger in-plane expansion of the film is expected for stronger pre-

straining before an electromechanical collapse arises.

• Biaxially loaded: Under biaxial loading, the model predicts a rapidly

improving potential in thickness compression already at low pre-strain

levels (Fig. A.12). For stronger pre-straining, however, the compression

potential of the film prior to an electromechanical collapse levels off.

Note as a concluding remark that apart from the electromechanical collapse

predicted by the model, real DE actuators may also fail due to a breakdown

across the dielectric or by tearing of the thin film (see appendix B). Thus,
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probably not the whole domain of pre-stretch ratios presented in figure A.12

may be experimentally achieved with real DE films based on VHB 4910 (3M)

(see section 4.1.1).

A.4.2 Energy consideration

During activation of DE actuators the electrical source energy minus the dis-

sipative losses in the electrical circuit, the electrodes and the viscous film is

transformed into electric field energy, Wfield = CU2/2, and elastic deforma-

tion energy of the dielectric film, Wdeformation, as shown schematically in

figure A.13. Since only the deformation energy stored in the dielectric film

can be employed to perform mechanical work, the aim is to increase the share

of this beneficial energy compared to the electrical field energy.

For quasi-static activation of a DE film with free planar boundaries (σj = 0

for j = x, y), the hyperelastic film model (eqn. (A.5)) leads to the following

analytical expression for the ratio between mechanical deformation energy,

Wmechanical, and electrical field energy, Wfield,

Wdeformation

Wfield
=

2
“
λ
−1/2
z − 1

”2

+ (λz − 1)2

λ
−1/2
z

“
λ
−1/2
z − 1

”
− λz(λz − 1)

. (A.18)

Surprisingly, the energy ratio (Wdeformation/Wfield) is independent of the film

stiffness parameter, K. According to the evaluation given in figure A.14 the

DE film

Electrical source energy
minus dissipative losses

Electrical
field energy

Wfield

Mechanical
deformation energy

Wdeformation

Dielectric film

Figure A.13: Schematic of the energy fluxes in the DE actuator with free
boundaries under electrical activation.
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Figure A.14: Beneficial mechanical film deformation energy in relation to the
electrical field energy in an activated DE film with free boundaries.

energy ratio improves when the DE film actively accomplishes greater com-

pression of the film in its thickness direction. However, the compression level

of the film is limited by the electromechanical collapse, which for free bound-

aries is expected at λcrit,z = 63%. As a result, the field energy share dom-

inates the beneficial deformation energy. Thus, the maximum energy ratio

(Wdeformation/Wfield) ≈ 0.5 means that in planar DE actuators with free

boundaries less than one third of the source energy is converted to mechanical

deformation energy.

This unfavorable distribution of the involved energies is a strong motivation

to find a means of recovering the electrical field energy stored in DE actuators

during activation. So far, however, the electrical field energy is lost as dissipa-

tive heat since the electrodes are typically short-circuited during deactivation.

A.5 Visco-hyperelastic behavior of modeled

DE actuators

The time-dependent behavior of planar DE actuators made of acrylic film VHB

4910 (3M) was investigated theoretically. The electromechanical performance
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of typical planar DE actuator configurations was examined based on the visco-

hyperelastic film model (eqn. (A.4)).

One has to determine an electromechanical activation cycle in order to char-

acterize the performance of DE actuator systems. This includes the selection

of an appropriate electrical as well as a mechanical excitation of the actuator:

• Electrical excitation: A voltage characteristic, Usource(t), which is

supplied by the electrical supply, has to be selected.

• Mechanical excitation: The characteristics of the external mechan-

ical forces acting in the planar directions at the boundaries of the DE

actuator have to be defined. Note that according to the boundary

conditions, the mechanical excitation can be either force-controlled or

displacement-controlled :

– Force-controlled: The system is loaded by predetermined exter-

nal forces, Fj(t), acting in the planar directions j = x, y of the DE

film.

– Displacement-controlled: The system is deformed by predeter-

mined stretch ratios, λj(t), in the planar directions j = x, y of the

DE film.

Depending on the temporal characteristics of the electromechanical excitation

a large number of activation cycles is possible. Thus, we selected two typical

DE actuator configurations and investigated their performance under appro-

priate activation:

• Biaxially loaded DE film under stepwise activation: The DE

film was biaxially pre-strained by constant in-plane forces. After having

reached the fully relaxed state, the DE film was incrementally electrically

excited by a stepwise activation, subsequent holding of the voltage and

a stepwise deactivation.

The focus of this investigation was on the active deformation behavior

of the actuator under short-term and long-term activation.

• DE strip actuator under sinusoidal activation: After pre-straining,

the fully relaxed DE film was excited cyclically by applying a sinusoidal

activation voltage. Accordingly, a sinusoidal variation of the actuator

length was selected as mechanical excitation. This choice was motivated

by its simplicity for practical implementation, for instance by using an

eccentric drive unit at the actuator’s end.

The aim of this investigation was the examination of the overall elec-

tromechanical performance of DE strip actuators under sinusoidal acti-

vation.
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A.5.1 Biaxially loaded DE film under stepwise acti-
vation

Actuator configuration

With so-called circular actuators (e.g. in [74]) a circular active zone is posi-

tioned in the center of a large equibiaxially pre-strained dielectric film, which

is clamped on a circular rigid frame. Under activation, the active zone ex-

pands radially and thus interacts mechanically with the contracting ”passive

film belt” which surrounds the active zone.

In analogy to this configuration, the visco-hyperelastic model (eqn. (A.4)) was

applied to a DE film which was biaxially loaded. Only the active zone is

considered for the modeling (Fig. A.15). The external forces acting at the

boundaries of the active zone, Fj in j = x, y, represent the effect of the passive

film belt.

For simplification it is assumed that the external forces from the passive film

belt remain constant under active expansion of the active zone (Fj = F
(i)
j =

const. in j = x, y). With this assumption, good agreement between modeling

and experiment is expected for circular actuators with a large passive film belt
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Figure A.15: Dielectric film with a small active zone pre-strained from the
original state (o) to state (i) (top). Deactivated and activated active zone with
maintained boundary forces (bottom).
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and a small active zone, which undergoes only small active expansions. Thus,

a small impact of the rigid frame results and the neglected circumferential

effects in the film remain small.

Activation cycle

The activation cycle included the initial pre-straining of the DE film and its

subsequent electromechanical excitation:

• Pre-straining: Under equibiaxial pre-straining with pre-stretch ratios

λ
(i)
x = λ

(i)
y the active zone is expanded from its original size b(o) × b(o)

to the size b(i) × b(i) in the pre-strain state (i). To maintain the DE

film in the fully relaxed pre-strain state, the following pre-strain forces,

F
(i)
j in j = x, y, are required according to the hyperelastic film model

(eqn. (A.5))

F
(i)
j = K

b(i)L
(o)
z

(λ
(i)
j )2

 
λ

(i)
j (λ

(i)
j − 1)− 1

(λ
(i)
j )2

 
1

(λ
(i)
j )2

− 1

!!
. (A.19)

• Electromechanical excitation: The evaluation of the deformation

behavior of the biaxially loaded actuator configuration was executed for

multiple short-term activation cycles as well as for a continuous long-

term activation:

(i) Multiple short-term activation cycles: Starting from the fully

relaxed pre-strain state (i), the simulated actuator was stepwise

activated from t = 5 s several times for each 5 s at recurring

activation voltage level Ûsource. After each activation step a short-

circuited period of 5 s was included.

(ii) Continuous long-term activation: Starting from the fully re-

laxed pre-strain state (i), the simulated actuator was activated

from t = 1 min for several minutes at a constant activation volt-

age level Ûsource.

Modeling parameters

The numerical parameters for the evaluation of the model for the biaxially

loaded DE actuator of VHB 4910 (3M) - including the film parameters, the

circuit parameters and the electromechanical excitation - are collated in ta-

ble A.2.
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According to [76] the relative dielectric constant of acrylic VHB 4910 (3M)

depends on the strain state of the dielectric film. For simplification a remain-

ing dielectric constant of εr = 3.35 was assumed, which corresponds to a

pre-strain state of λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 4× 4.

Furthermore, the order of the serial resistance, Rserial, was estimated based

on a measurement of the electrode of a circular actuator. The electrical resis-

tance of the wiring was neglected. The electrode (� = 40 mm) consisting of

carbon black (Ketjenblack EC300J by Akzo Nobel) and silicone (RTV23/A7

by Swiss-Composite) displayed a resistance of about Rserial ≈ 100 kΩ. This

corresponds to a sheet resistance of about Rsheet = 100 kΩ/� for a circular

electrode ((L
(i)
y /L

(i)
x ) = 1) when applying Rserial = Rsheet(L

(i)
y /L

(i)
x ), which

assumes that the electrodes are contacted along the y axis.

Nevertheless, the impact of the serial resistance on the presented evaluations

is expected to be subordinate since the characteristic charging time of the in-

vestigated configuration with very low capacitances is much shorter than the

characteristic deformation time of the visco-hyperelastic film.

Parameter Value / Range of Values

Film geometry

Original thickness of VHB 4910 (3M) L
(o)
z = 10−3 m

Ratio of original film area to thickness (A
(o)
z /L

(o)
z ) ≈ 10−1 m

Mechanical film properties

Serial stiffness parameter Ks = 3.20× 10−2 N/mm2

Parallel stiffness parameter Kp = 4.10× 10−2 N/mm2

Parallel damping coefficient Dp = 3.40 Ns/mm2

Hyperelastic stiffness parameter K = 1.80× 10−2 N/mm2

Electrical film property

Relative dielectric constant εr = 3.35 (adapted from [76])

Circuit properties

Serial resistance Rserial = 105 Ω

Parallel resistance Rparallel →∞ (ideal insulator)

Biaxial pre-straining

Pre-strain level λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 4× 4

Electrical excitation

Activation voltage level Ûsource = 0 to 3 kV

Table A.2: Evaluation parameters for the biaxially loaded actuator configu-
ration under short-term and long-term activation.
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Modeling results

The evaluation of the constitutive model equations with the appropriate bound-

ary conditions and electromechanical excitation was preformed with Mathe-

maticar. The following results were obtained:

(i) Multiple short-term activation cycles: As shown in figure A.16, the

model predicts a fast initial elongation after activation, which is followed

by a slowed expansion resulting from the viscous behavior of the VHB

4910 (3M) film. At larger activation voltage levels the initial elongation

step increases and the consecutive viscous expansion proceeds faster.

The second and third activation cycles show larger elongations and faster

viscous expansions, especially at higher activation levels, since the pause

after the previous activation loop was insufficient for the film to fully

return to its initial pre-strain state.

According to the curvature of the stretch ratio characteristics, the viscous

expansion decelerates in time for lower activation voltages. At higher

activation levels, however, the model predicts an accelerating viscous ex-

pansion, which would result in an electromechanical collapse for longer

activation times.

(ii) Continuous long-term activation: Similar to the sort-term activa-

tion, the DE actuator displays a fast initial expansion after activation,

which is followed by a slowed motion (Fig. A.17).

For smaller electrical voltage steps (Ûsource < Ucrit), the stretch ratios

of the DE film approach a stable level (stable domain in figure A.17).

However, when a critical voltage level (Ûsource > Ucrit) is exceeded, the

model predicts a planar stretch rate which accelerates after a certain

time (unstable domain in figure A.17). In this case no steady electrome-

chanical force equilibrium in the film thickness direction is reached and

the film therefore collapses. This instability process is slowed down by

the film’s viscous properties.

Comparing the modeling results with experimental observations from real cir-

cular actuators, it can be stated that the model covers the major effects. Good

correlation between the model and the real configuration is found, especially

at lower activation voltage levels with small resultant elongation levels.

In contrast to the model prediction, however, the initial elongation/contraction

under activation/deactivation is slowed down in real circular actuators, sup-

posedly due to the influence of inertia and the distinct viscosity of the large

passive film belt of VHB 4910 (3M). Moreover, the elongation levels predicted
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Figure A.16: Planar elongation of an equibiaxially pre-strained film with a
small active zone under repeated short-term activation.
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Figure A.17: Planar elongation of a equibiaxially pre-strained film with a
small active zone under long-term activation.
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by the model overshoot the experimental results, especially for large activation

voltages. This is related to the boundary condition in the model, where the

biaxial pre-strain forces are assumed to remain constant. With real circular

actuators, however, these forces decrease strongly under active expansion of

the actuator. At active strains of somewhat above 60%, the active zone was

experimentally observed to bulge out, indicating that the passive film belt

does not stretch the active zone any more. This originates in the increasing

circumferential mechanical effects in the passive film belt.

Finally, it has to be stated that so far no acceleration of the stretch rate as

predicted by the model has been observed experimentally with real circular

actuators. This may be influenced by the discrepancy between reality and

modeling of the boundary conditions of the active zone. In addition, real

DE actuators typically break down under long-term activation at high voltage

levels.

A.5.2 DE strip actuator under sinusoidal activation

Actuator configuration

A strip actuator consists of a DE film, which is either uni- or biaxially pre-

strained. The DE film is then clamped at two opposing ends and is free along

the two other edges.

The actuator elongates in the clamped direction under electrical activation.

The strip contracts in the clamped direction when it is deactivated and can

thus perform work against an external tensile force.

x

y
z

Coated DE strip

0yσ ≈

xλ Working direction

Clamped

Clamped

xλ xλ const.yλ ≈

Figure A.18: Narrow (left) and wide (right) DE strip actuator configuration.
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One has to distinguish narrow from wide DE strip actuators depending on the

mechanical boundary conditions:

• Narrow DE strip actuator: For a configuration, where the free edges

of the DE film are long compared to the film width (Fig. A.18, left), the

influence of the clamped edges in the y direction is negligible. Thus, for

narrow DE strip actuators the free-standing edges are assumed to be

free of stresses in the y direction (σy ≈ 0) and thus the DE film is in a

nearly uniaxial (pre-) strain state.

• Wide DE strip actuator: When the free edges of the DE film are very

short compared to the clamped side (Fig. A.18, right), the displacement

of free edges in the y direction is nearly fully constrained (λy ≈ const.).

Thus, the DE film maintains its pre-strain in the y direction. This

configuration allows for a biaxial (pre-) strain state in the DE film.

For its practical implementation, the wide DE strip actuator configuration

is preferred since lower activation voltages are required due to the ability to

biaxially pre-strain the DE film (see section 4.1.1). Thus, this actuator type

was selected for the modeling.

Activation cycle

The activation cycle included the initial pre-straining of the DE film and its

subsequent electromechanical excitation:

• Pre-straining: During pre-straining, the actuator is elongated in the

working direction from the unloaded state (o) to the pre-strained state

(i) with pre-stretch ratios λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y (Fig. A.19, top). In order that

the pre-strained DE film can fully relax, an infinite waiting time was

assumed before the electromechanical excitation starts.

A nearly biaxial pre-strain state is achieved in the DE film with the wide

DE strip actuator configuration. Note that with the modeled configu-

ration an idealized fixing of the free edges was assumed, which allows

for free displacement in the x direction, while the displacement in the y

direction is prevented (Fig. A.19, bottom). Thus, for the in-plane pre-
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strain stresses, σ
(i)
j for j = x, y, in the biaxially pre-strained and fully

relaxed state (i), the hyperelastic film model (eqn. (A.5)) gives

σ(i)
x = K

 
λ(i)

x (λ(i)
x − 1)− 1

λ
(i)
x λ

(i)
y

 
1

λ
(i)
x λ

(i)
y

− 1

!!

σ(i)
y = K

 
λ(i)

y (λ(i)
y − 1)− 1

λ
(i)
x λ

(i)
y

 
1

λ
(i)
x λ

(i)
y

− 1

!!
.

(A.20)

• Electromechanical excitation: Starting from the pre-strain state (i),

the wide DE strip actuator was continuously electrically stimulated with

a sinusoidal activation voltage, Usource(t), and sinusoidally elongated in

the x direction with a stretch ratio characteristic, λx(t) (displacement-

controlled). The electrical source supplied a sinusoidal voltage

Usource = Ûsource sin(ωt) (A.21)

with an amplitude Ûsource and an angular frequency ω. Note that the

electrical activation frequency of the actuator is 2 ω since the equivalent

electrode pressure (eqn. 2.1) acting in the thickness direction of the film

is proportional to the square of the applied electric field. Thus, the

forced stretch ratio of the strip actuator, λexternal(t), in the x direction,

x
z

y
Usource(t)

Rserial

Rparallel

( )i
xλ

( )i
yλ

( )x tλ
( )( ) i

y ytλ λ=

Figure A.19: Idealized wide DE strip actuator configuration: the original film
is biaxially pre-strained from state (i) to state (ii) and then electromechanically
excited.
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which is superimposed on the pre-strain elongation, λ
(i)
x , must take on

the doubled frequency as well

λx(t) = λ(i)
x + λexternal(t)

=

(
λ

(i)
x for 0 ≤ t ≤ (φ/ω)

λ
(i)
x + λ̂external sin(ωt− φ)2 for t > (φ/ω)

(A.22)

where the forced mechanical elongation has an amplitude of λ̂external

and a temporal phase-shift of (φ/ω).

Modeling parameters

Table A.3 gives the numerical parameters for the evaluation of the modeled

wide DE strip actuator configuration of VHB 4910 (3M). For the electrome-

chanical excitation, the standard parametric setup is listed in table A.3.

Parameter Value / Range of Values

Film geometry

Original thickness of VHB 4910 (3M) L
(o)
z = 10−3 m

Ratio of original film area to thickness (A
(o)
z /L

(o)
z ) ≈ 1 m

Mechanical film properties

Serial stiffness parameter Ks = 3.20× 10−2 N/mm2

Parallel stiffness parameter Kp = 4.10× 10−2 N/mm2

Parallel damping coefficient Dp = 3.40 Ns/mm2

Hyperelastic stiffness parameter K = 1.80× 10−2 N/mm2

Electrical film property

Relative dielectric constant εr = 3.35 (adapted from [76])

Circuit properties

Serial resistance Rserial = 106 Ω

Parallel resistance Rparallel →∞ (ideal insulator)

Biaxial pre-straining

Pre-strain levels λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 3× 5, 4× 4, 5× 3

Electromechanical excitation

Voltage amplitude Ûsource = 3 kV

Stretch ratio amplitude λ̂external = 0.5

Activation frequency ω/2π = 0.1 Hz (1/tcycle = 0.2 Hz)

Phase-shift φ = π/4

Table A.3: Parameters for the wide DE strip actuator configuration.
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For the optimization of the actuator performance on the one hand, the param-

eters from the electromechanical excitation were varied. On the other hand,

the influence of selected actuator parameters were investigated as well.

The order of the selected serial resistance, Rserial = Rsheet(L
(i)
y /L

(i)
x ) ≈ 106 Ω,

was estimated for a wide DE strip actuator ((L
(i)
y /L

(i)
x ) = 10) based on the

measured sheet resistance Rsheet = 100 kΩ/� of a circular actuator (see sec-

tion A.5.1).

Electromechanical performance

Generally speaking, DE actuators use the electrical supply energy of the volt-

age source, Wsupply, to perform mechanical work, Wexternal, against external

forces during activation cycles. For the characterization of the performance

of DE actuators, especially the overall electromechanical efficiency and the

specific power density are qualified:

• Overall electromechanical efficiency: The efficiency, η, quantifies

the ratio of the beneficial mechanical work output, Wexternal, to the

required electrical energy supply, Wsupply, of the source per activation

cycle

η =
Wexternal

Wsupply
. (A.23)

Mechanical work
Wexternal

Actuator circuit

Heat
dissipation

Electrical
energy
Wsupply

Environment

DE actuatorVoltage
source

Serial
resistor

Parallel
resistor

Heat
dissipation

Viscous
dissipation

Current

Figure A.20: Energy fluxes in the DE actuator system under continuous
activation.
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• Specific power density: The power density, w, is a measure for the

average mechanical power output, Wexternal, over an activation cycle

with a duration of tcycle per mass, m, or volume, V , of the active mate-

rial, given by

wm =
Wexternal

m · tcycle
and wV =

Wexternal

V · tcycle
. (A.24)

The actuator circuit composed of the voltage source and the DE actuator is

illustrated in figure A.20. The following energy exchanges arise between the

components of this system during continuous activation cycles:

• Voltage source ↔ actuator circuit: No internal energy losses from

the supply to the circuit were regarded (Wsource = Wsupply). Con-

cerning the electrical source one has to distinguish an ideal from a real

source:

– Ideal source: An ideal source has the capability of storing the

electrical energy returned from the actuator circuit (Fig. A.21,

source

sorce circ 

sorce circ 

source
sorce circ 

sorce circ 

Figure A.21: Loop of the source voltage vs. the actuator charge for an ideal
(left) and a real source (right). The grey areas correspond to the energy
exchange between the source and the circuit per activation cycle.
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left). Thus, the energy transmission per activation cycle from the

source to the circuit is given by

Wsource→circ =

I
cycle

Usource I dt

= V

I
cycle

„
Usource

L
(o)
z

«(
d

dt

„
Q

A
(o)
z

«
+

+
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Q
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A
(o)
z
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(o)
z

!−1

| {z }
=0 for Rparallel→∞

)
dt.

(A.25)

– Real source: A real source, on the other hand, dissipates all of

the electrical energy returned from the actuator circuit as heat

(Fig. A.21, right). Thus, the energy transmission per activation

cycle from the voltage source to the circuit is given by

Wsource→circ =

I
cycle

f(t) Usource I dt

where f(t) =

(
0 for Usource I < 0

1 for Usource I > 0.

(A.26)

• Resistances ↔ environment: The serial resistance, Rserial, as well

as the parallel resistance, Rparallel, dissipate energy to the environment

according to

WRserial→env =

I
cycle

Rserial I2 dt

= V

I
cycle

 
Rserial

A
(o)
z
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(o)
z
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(A.27)
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WRparallel→env =

I
cycle

(Rparallel)
−1

„
Q

C

«2

dt
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cycle
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(A.28)

• DE actuator↔ external forces: The mechanical interaction between

the external in-plane forces and the expansion/contraction of the DE

actuator induces an energy exchange per activation cycle according to

Wact→forces = −
X

j=x,y

„I
cycle

Fexternal,j

„
dLj

dt

«
dt

«

= −V
X

j=x,y

„I
cycle

„
Fexternal,j

Aj

«
1

λj

„
dλj

dt

«
dt

«
.

(A.29)

Note that the work of the equivalent electrode pressure in the thickness

direction of the dielectric film is not included here since this is introduced

by the electromechanical coupling via the energy supplied by the source.

external,x

x

act force 

act force

Figure A.22: Loop of the external force vs. the actuator length in the working
direction. The grey area corresponds to the energy exchange between the DE
actuator and the external force per activation cycle.
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When only an external force, Fexternal,x, acting in the x direction is

present, eqn. (A.29) simplifies to

Wact→force = −V

I
cycle

„
Fexternal,x

Ax

«
1

λx

„
dλx

dt

«
dt. (A.30)

Since the modeled material behavior is visco-hyperelastic an oscillatory acti-

vation of the elementary DE actuator initially displays a transient behavior.

Therefore, the equations given for the energy fluxes (A.25) to (A.30) are only

valid for stationary oscillations.

Two different modes of operation can be distinguished with DE actuators for

the electrical and mechanical loops shown in figures A.21 and A.22:

• Actuator mode: In this mode the source provides energy to the DE

actuator, which performs work at an external force (Wsource→circ > 0

and Wact→force > 0). This corresponds to the clockwise electrical loop

(Fig. A.21) and to the counter-clockwise mechanical loop (Fig. A.22).

The overall electromechanical efficiency, ηact, and the volume-specific

power density, wact,V , for DE actuator operated in the actuator mode

are given by

ηact =
Wexternal

Wsupply
=

Wact→force

Wsource→circ
(A.31)

wact,V =
Wexternal

V · tcycle
=

Wact→force

V · tcycle
. (A.32)

• Generator mode: In this mode the external force acts at the DE ac-

tuator and electrical energy is gained in the source (Wsource→circ < 0

and Wact→force < 0). Pelrine et al. were the first to report the possi-

bility of using soft dielectric elastomers for the conversion from mechan-

ical to electrical energy [64]. This mode corresponds to the counter-

clockwise electrical loop (Fig. A.21) and to the clockwise mechanical

loop (Fig. A.22). Note that the generator mode only makes sense when

an ideal source is used, since in a real source the beneficial electrical

energy would be dissipated as heat.

The overall electromechanical efficiency, ηgen, and the volume-specific

power density, wgen,V , for the strip actuator configuration operated in

the generator mode are given by

ηgen =
Wsupply

Wexternal
=

Wcirc→source

Wforce→act
(A.33)

wgen,V =
Wsupply

V · tcycle
=

Wcirc→source

V · tcycle
. (A.34)
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For certain parametric setups, the efficiency and power density of the DE actu-

ator were found to drop below zero. According to the performance parameters

given in eqns. (A.31) to (A.34), this results when the source provides energy

to the circuit (Wsource→circ > 0) and the external force performs work at the

actuator (Wact→force < 0). According to energy conservation, the energies

introduced by the source and the external force are then dissipated in the

viscous film and the electrical resistances of the actuator circuit.

Modeling results

The numerical evaluation of the modeled DE strip actuator configuration was

performed with Mathematicar.

Figures A.23 and A.24, for example, show the electrical and the mechanical

work loops resulting for a DE strip actuator configuration under displacement-

controlled mechanical excitation and phase-shifted sinusoidal electrical activa-

tion. The evaluation parameters correspond to table A.3, where a pre-strain

setup of λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 4× 4 was selected.

As expected, at the beginning of the excitation a transient electromechanical

response occurs, which is related to the viscous behavior of the dielectric film.

The transient behavior decays after several activation cycles and the system

oscillates in a steady loop (steady state response in figure A.24).

The transient behavior under displacement-controlled excitation appears only

in the mechanical work loop (Fig. A.24). The electrical work loop, on the

other hand, ensues a constant curve (Fig. A.23). This originates from the full

control of the geometry, λj(t) for j = x, y, z, of the actuator when running a

wide DE strip actuator in displacement-controlled mode. Thus, the sinusoidal

activation voltage, Usource(t), leads to a regular electrical charging, Q(t).

By contrast, both the electrical and the mechanical loops show transient be-

havior if the system is driven in the force-controlled mode. In this case the

viscous behavior of the DE film leads to deviating elongations of the DE strip

actuator, whereby an irregular electrical charging results from the sinusoidal

electrical excitation.

For the chosen parameters, the system displayed in figures A.23 and A.24 op-

erates in the actuator mode since the mechanical loop turns counter-clockwise

(actuator works at the external force) and the electrical loop turns clockwise

(source provides energy to the circuit). In the steady state the electrome-

chanical efficiencies considering a real and an ideal source are ηideal = 90.7%

and ηreal = 15.9% respectively. The volume-specific power density is wV =

1.41 mW/cm3.

The influence of the electromechanical excitation and the actuator properties
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on the electromechanical performance of the modeled wide DE strip actuator

were examined based on the variation of the following parameters:

• Electromechanical excitation:

– Voltage amplitude, Ûsource

– Stretch ratio amplitude, λ̂external

– Activation frequency, 1/tcycle

– Phase-shift, φ

• Actuator properties:

– Film stiffness via the hyperelastic film stiffness parameter, K

– Film viscosity via the damping coefficient, Dp

– Relative dielectric constant of the film, εr

– Electrode resistance via the serial resistance, Rserial

– Insulation of the film via the parallel resistance, Rparallel

The following two limitations were taken into account for real DE strip actu-

ators:

• Buckling effects: With displacement-controlled excitation, pressure

stresses (σx < 0) may appear in the x direction of the DE film. These do-

mains were excluded since buckling effects would result in single-layered

planar DE actuators. The points where the characteristics leave the

permissible domain are marked with a filled circle ( ) in the evaluation

plots.

• Mechanical damage: When the dielectric film is over-stretched it will

be irreversibly damaged or it will even crack. Simplified, the stretch ratio

in the x direction has to remain below λx(t) < 7 and the product of the

stretch ratios must be smaller than λx(t) ·λx(t) < 25 (see section 4.1.1).

The points where the characteristics leave the permissible domain are

marked with an open circle (#) in the evaluation plots.

Due to the lack of reliable experimental data, the dielectric breakdown across

the DE film was not included in the evaluation.

The types of lines included in the graphs A.26 to A.33 correspond to the

following pre-stretch ratios for the DE film of the wide DE strip actuator:
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Figure A.23: Loop of the normalized source voltage vs. the charge density
of a wide DE strip actuator configuration under continuous, displacement-
controlled electromechanical excitation.
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Figure A.24: Loop of the tensile stress vs. the stretch ratio in the work-
ing direction of a wide DE strip actuator configuration under continuous,
displacement-controlled electromechanical excitation.
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——— λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 3× 5

− − − λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 4× 4

· · · · · · · λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 5× 3

In general, the best overall performance was obtained for a large pre-stretch

ratio perpendicular to the working direction, i.e. λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 3× 5.

The model predicts the following performance behavior for wide DE strip

actuators:

• Electromechanical excitation:

– Voltage amplitude: The performance as a function of the acti-

vation voltage amplitude is illustrated in figure A.25. The model

predicts a rapid increase in efficiencies up to above ηact > 90%

with the ideal source and about ηact ≈ 20% with the real source

already at low activation voltage amplitudes. The power density

increases strongly for increasing activation voltage amplitudes up

to about wact,V = 3 mW/cm3 at Ûsource = 4 kV .

If only efficiencies are of interest, moderate activation voltages are

already sufficient. In order to additionally achieve large energy

densities, the voltage amplitude has to be increased as much as

possible.

– Stretch ratio amplitude: The performance as a function of the

stretch ratio amplitude is illustrated in figure A.26. With an ideal

source the efficiency increases rapidly to over ηact > 90% and then

levels off. With a real source it increases continuously with in-

creasing mechanical excitation. However, maximum efficiencies of

only about ηact ≈ 40% are achievable. The specific power density

strongly grows (logarithmic axis) with increasing stretch ratio am-

plitude up to about wact,V ≈ 10 mW/cm3.

In conclusion, good performance is achieved for large stretch ratio

amplitudes with a real source. With an ideal source a compromise

has to be made between the efficiency and the power density.

– Activation frequency: The performance as a function of the ac-

tivation frequency is illustrated in figure A.27. Given the distinct

viscosity of DE actuators of VHB 4910, the evaluation was re-

stricted to moderate frequencies in the range 1/tcycle = [0.1, 10] Hz.

While maximum efficiencies of above ηact > 90% and approxi-

mately ηact ≈ 20% are reached with an ideal and a real source

respectively, at very slow activation cycles of 1/tcycle = 0.1 Hz
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Figure A.25: Electromechanical efficiency and specific power density of a wide
DE strip actuator configuration as a function of the source voltage amplitude.
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Figure A.26: Electromechanical efficiency and specific power density of a wide
DE strip actuator configuration as a function of the stretch ratio amplitude.
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Figure A.27: Electromechanical efficiency and specific power density of a wide
DE strip actuator configuration as a function of electromechanical activation
frequency.
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Figure A.28: Electromechanical efficiency and specific power density of a wide
DE strip actuator configuration as a function of phase-shift between electrical
and mechanical excitation.
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the power densities reach optimal values of up to about wact,V ≈
60 mW/cm3 at high frequencies of 1/tcycle = 10 Hz.

The optimal efficiency and power density with wide DE strip ac-

tuators are not reached for the same activation frequency. Thus,

a compromise must be found for the respective application.

– Phase-shift: The phase-shift between the electrical and the me-

chanical excitation was confined to the range φ = [0, π] since identi-

cal evaluation results would be achieved from the range φ = [π, 2π].

This originates from the square proportionality of the equivalent

electrode pressure to the activation voltage at the actuator. Thus,

each half cycle of the sinusoidal voltage supplied by the source

leads to a compression of the DE film in the thickness direction.

As can be seen from the results in figure A.28, the actuator system

works in the actuator mode for φ ≈ [0, π/2] and in the gener-

ator mode for φ ≈ [π/2, π]. Using an ideal source, efficiencies

above ηact, ηgen > 90% are predicted in both modes for phase-shifts

slightly above φ = π/4 and slightly below φ = 3π/4 respectively.

With a real source, the efficiency in the actuator mode reaches

ηact ≈ 20% slightly above φ = π/4. In the generator mode the

efficiency becomes nil (ηgen = 0%) since the source can not store

the electrical energy returned from the circuit.

Optimal power densities of about wact,V , wgen,V = 2 mW/cm3

are reached in the actuator and generator mode at φ ≈ π/4 and

φ ≈ 3π/4 respectively. In the generator mode a non-zero power

density is accomplished only with an ideal source.

Generally the optimum efficiency and power density are not reached

for the same phase-shifts. With an ideal source, however, phase-

shifts of φ = π/4 in the actuator mode and φ = 3π/4 in the gen-

erator mode lead to almost optimal performance for the selected

parameter setup. With a real source, a compromise must be made

between efficiency and power density.

• Actuator properties:

– Film stiffness: The hyperelastic stiffness parameter, K, was var-

ied in order to examine the effect of the stiffness of the dielectric

film. As illustrated in figure A.29, the performance deteriorates

gradually for stiffer films. For soft films the efficiency may increase

above ηact > 90% with an ideal source and to about ηact ≈ 20%

with a real source. At the same time the energy densities of soft

films improve up to about wact,V ≈ 2 mW/cm3.

Generally speaking, good performance is obtained for soft films.
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Figure A.29: Electromechanical efficiency and specific power density of a wide
DE strip actuator configuration as a function of the film stiffness parameter.
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Figure A.30: Electromechanical efficiency and specific power density of a wide
DE strip actuator configuration as a function of the film viscosity coefficient.
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Regarding the stiffness of acrylic VHB 4910 (3M) (K = 1.80 ×
10−2 N/mm2) one can see that wide DE strip actuators based on

this material almost reach the optimum performance.

– Film viscosity: The damping coefficient, Dp, was varied in or-

der to investigate the impact of the film’s viscosity. As shown in

figure A.30, the model predicts good performance for small and

large damping coefficients. Efficiencies of above ηact > 90% with

an ideal source and up to about ηact ≈ 20% are achieved with a

real source. At the same time power densities in the domain of

about wact,V ≈ 2 mW/cm3 are predicted.

For intermediate damping coefficients, however, the viscous losses

in the film reach a maximum and the performance drops distinctly.

According to the film model (see section A.1), the elastic behav-

ior of the springs dominates the segment’s characteristic for low

damping coefficients, which results in low viscous losses. Similarly,

the elasticity of the serial spring determines the material behavior

for large damping coefficients, since the damper can then be con-

sidered to be stiff.

As can be seen, the viscosity of VHB 4910 (Dp = 3.40 Ns/mm2)

does not lead to large viscous dissipation in wide DE strip actua-

tors for the chosen parameter setup.

– Relative dielectric constant: The relative dielectric constant

influences the equivalent electrode pressure (eqn. (2.1)) linearly.

The effect of a larger dielectric constant can be reached equally by

increasing the activation voltage at the actuator. Note however,

that the voltage provided by the source, Usource(t), deviates from

the voltage at the actuator, U(t). Thus, the results given in fig-

ure A.31 do not correspond (fully) to the prediction for the varied

activation voltage amplitude.

An increasing dielectric constant leads to improved power density

of up to almost wact,V ≈ 10 mW/cm3. The maximum efficiency

above ηact > 90% is already reached at moderate dielectric con-

stant with an ideal source. Thus, a compromise has to be found

between the maximum efficiency and optimum power density.

With a real source the efficiency increases rapidly to a stable value

of about ηact ≈ 20% at a low dielectric constant. As can be seen,

the relative dielectric constant of pre-strained acrylic film VHB

4910 (εr = 3.35) leads to wide DE strip actuators with good effi-

ciencies. To improve the power density, however, larger dielectric

constants are necessary.
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– Electrode resistance: The serial resistance, Rserial, was varied

over a wide range to examine the impact of the electrode resis-

tance on the overall performance. Constant good performance is

expected at moderate resistances as shown in figure A.32. For

resistances beyond a critical value, however, the performance de-

teriorates rapidly. For low resistances, efficiencies of almost ηact ≈
100% are reached with an ideal source and ηact ≈ 20% with a real

source. Similarly, power densities of about wact,V ≈ 2 mW/cm3

are predicted.

As can be seen, the electrode resistance estimated for the wide

DE strip actuator (Rserial = 106 Ω) is subcritical in terms of the

power density and the efficiency with a real source. Using an ideal

source, however, the electrode resistance must not increase further

since the efficiency would diminish rapidly.

– Insulation: The parallel resistance, Rparallel, was varied over a

wide range for the investigation of the impact of a non-ideally

insulating dielectric film on the overall performance. The results

given in figure A.33 show that good performance is predicted for

good insulators at high parallel resistances. Efficiencies of above
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Figure A.31: Electromechanical efficiency and specific power density of a
wide DE strip actuator configuration as a function of the relative dielectric
constant of the dielectric film.
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Figure A.32: Electromechanical efficiency and specific power density of a
wide DE strip actuator configuration as a function of the normalized serial
resistance.
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Figure A.33: Electromechanical efficiency and specific power density of a
wide DE strip actuator configuration as a function of the normalized parallel
resistance.
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ηact > 90% and up to ηact ≈ 20% are expected for an ideal and

a real source respectively. For dielectric films, which are inferior

insulators, the efficiencies as well as the power density deteriorate

rapidly.

A.6 Summary and conclusion

A novel film model was introduced for the modeling of DE actuators, covering

the time-dependent mechanical behavior of isotropic, visco-hyperelastic films.

In the quasi-static case the hyperelastic film model corresponds to the consti-

tutive Ogden form including the first two terms of the Ogden series.

In order to use the film model for DE actuators of the widely-used acrylic

film VHB 4910 (3M), the model parameters were determined by fitting the

film model to the experimental behavior of VHB 4910 (3M). The equivalent

electrode pressure was applied in the film thickness direction, while the pla-

nar boundary conditions of the film were set according to typical planar DE

actuators. The modeled actuator was embedded in an appropriate electrical

circuit to incorporate the electrodynamic behavior.

The evaluation of a planar DE actuator with free boundaries led to only one

stable deformation state under activation with constant charge. For activa-

tion with constant voltage, however, the model predicts an electromechanical

collapse for voltages exceeding a critical level.

Correspondingly, the active deformation potential prior to an electromechan-

ical collapse of a uniaxially loaded planar DE actuator increases continuously

for increasing pre-strain levels. For a biaxially loaded configuration, on the

other hand, the deformation potential levels off.

The time-dependent simulation of a biaxially pre-strained DE actuator showed

stable deformation behavior under long-term activation up to a critical acti-

vation voltage level. Beyond the critical activation voltage, however, an elec-

tromechanical collapse is predicted since the in-plane expansion rate of the

film/thickness compression rate accelerates after certain activation time.

Finally, the visco-hyperelastic model was adapted to a displacement-controlled

wide DE strip actuator configuration. The behavior of the actuator was simu-

lated under a continuous sinusoidal electromechanical excitation. In a param-

eter study the impact of selected parameters on the overall electromechanical

efficiency and power density was examined.

In general, the best performance was obtained for actuators, where the DE film

is predominantly pre-strained perpendicular to the working direction. The re-

sulting efficiencies using an ideal voltage source by far exceed the corresponding

results obtained with a real voltage source. This model prediction strongly mo-
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tivates the recovery of the electrical field energy in future DE actuator systems.

Regarding the electromechanical excitation in general, large voltage and stretch

ratio amplitudes lead to good overall performance results. Due to their oppos-

ing characteristics there is no activation frequency with optimal performance.

The variation of the electromechanical phase-shift evinced the possibility of

running the DE system in the actuator as well as in the generator mode.

Good actuator performance was achieved for a phase-shift of φ ≈ π/4, while

for the generator mode an optimal phase-shift of φ ≈ 3π/4 is predicted.

According to the modeling results, future dielectric films should be soft ma-

terials with no intrinsic viscosity and high relative dielectric constant. As

shown, the electrode resistance plays a subordinate role as long as the resis-

tivity remains moderate. Similarly, good performance is preserved as long a

the insulation of the film does not fall below a certain value.

A comparison of the performance results from the modeling with experimental

results is difficult since only few experimental data were reported for DE strip

actuators made of VHB 4910 (3M).

Concerning the efficiency, Carpi et al. have conducted experiments with strip

actuators prepared from acrylic films (VHB F9460PC by 3M) and found effi-

ciencies in the range of 2− 10% [12]. Bar-Cohen gives a general estimation of

60 − 80% for the maximum efficiency of acrylic DE actuators [8]. According

to the evaluation results the overall efficiency was found to be very sensitive

to the parametric setup. For common parameters, efficiencies in the range of

10−20% are predicted when a real source is used. This corresponds fairly well

to the data presented by Carpi et al. When taking into account an ideal source,

which can store the electrical energy returned by the circuit, the efficiency level

exceeds 90%, which is significantly higher compared to the estimation for the

maximum efficiency presented by Bar-Cohen.

The energy density, on the other hand, was determined experimentally by

Meijer et al. for DE strip actuators of acrylic VHB 4910 [53]. They performed

displacement-controlled activation cycles with cyclical electromechanical exci-

tation and measured a maximum power density of 35.28 mW/g (taking into

account a density of 1 g/cm3 for VHB 4910). The power densities predicted

by our model are in the order of 1 mW/cm3, which are thus in the same order

of magnitude as the experimental results.

Since the quantitative predictions for DE actuators in this chapter are based

on a novel film model, they lack experimental verification. In order to verify

the modeling results, the next research steps will have to comprise the prac-

tical implementation of wide DE strip actuators and the measurement of the

performance under continuous electromechanical actuator excitation.





B
Limiting Electrical Effects in

Real DE Actuators

Actuators based on soft dielectric EAPs can fail permanently due to mechan-

ical, electrical or electromechanical failure [66] (Fig. B.1):

• Mechanical failure: By mechanical rupture of the greatly pre-stained

and actively expanding DE film.

• Electrical failure: A dielectric breakdown across the dielectric film

arises when the electrical field, E, exceeds the local dielectric strength

of the film, Ecrit.

• Electromechanical failure: According to our modeling (see section

A.4.1) as well as from reported results [66], failure in soft dielectric

E Ecrit

E Ecrit

Figure B.1: Possibilities for permanent failure of soft dielectric EAPs.
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EAPs may also be initiated by an electromechanical collapse of the film

(pull-in effect), which inevitably leads to a dielectric breakdown. This

hypothesis, however, has not yet been proven experimentally.

This chapter focuses on the impact of different limiting effects which may lead

to premature electrical or electromechanical failure in real DE actuators.

B.1 Dielectric breakdown in DE actuators

One of the outstanding properties of soft dielectric EAPs is their huge active

expansion potential reaching area strains of up to 380% [41]. According to

experimental results (e.g. [12]), however, DE actuators exhibit only low de-

formations at moderate activation voltages. In order to benefit from the full

deformation potential, DE actuators need to be operated near their critical

activation voltage where dielectric breakdown is likely to occur.

B.1.1 Experimental observations

Dielectric breakdown across the dielectric film leads to a permanent, irre-

versible damage of DE actuators. During a breakdown the originally insulat-

ing dielectric film becomes locally conductive and electrical charges move from

one electrode to the other.

Experiments with circular DE actuators made of pre-strained acrylic film VHB

4910 (3M) showed that dielectric breakdown does not usually occur immedi-

ately after application of the activation voltage but is instead delayed by sev-

eral seconds (Fig. B.2). While the thickness of the actively expanding visco-

hyperelastic film continuously reduces, the electrical field across the dielectric

steadily increases until, finally, the film’s dielectric strength is exceeded.

The supply current’s typical initial peak from charging of the actuator is visi-

ble at t = 1 s in figure B.2. After a while, however, the small leakage current

grows uncontrollably and a dielectric breakdown occurs at t ≈ 4.6 s and a

radial strain of sr = 47%. Associated with the electrical discharging of the ac-

tuator, the electrical voltage collapses and the active zone begins to contract.

The rapid thermal dissipation of the stored electrical field energy released

during the breakdown induces an irreversible damage in the film. With con-

ventional electrodes of graphite powder and silicone oil, the defective spot

remains permanently electrically conductive and no recharging of the actuator

is possible (Fig. B.3). As a result, the DE actuator cannot exhibit any further

active deformation.
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Figure B.2: Experimental behavior of a circular actuator with a dielectric

breakdown (film: VHB 4910, pre-strained by λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 4 × 4; electrodes:

mixture of carbon black and silicone rubber, spray-coated).

Figure B.3: Dielectric breakdown across a pre-strained dielectric film (film:

VHB 4910, pre-strained by λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 4× 4; electrodes: mixture of graphite

powder and silicone oil, brush-coated).
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According to preliminary experimental results from DE actuators consisting

of stacked films, the heat dissipation from a dielectric breakdown in one of

the active layers is sufficient to induce an electrical failure in the neighboring

layers as well.

B.1.2 ”Self-healing” electrode

By employing beaten gold (e.g. by J.G. Eytzinger GmbH, Germany) as elec-

trodes, the actuator’s malfunction could be prevented after a dielectric break-

down had occurred [80].

The mechanical compliance required for the electrodes of soft dielectric EAPs

was achieved by initially applying the leaves of beaten gold to an over-strained

film, which was then partly released so that the beaten gold became randomly

crumpled (Fig. B.4, left). The electrode lost its shininess as a visible result of

the crumpling.

During a dielectric breakdown with gold electrodes the heat dissipation from

the electrical current during self-discharging of the actuator again burned a

hole into the dielectric film (Fig. B.5). At the same time, however, the gold

electrode was evaporated in a circular domain around the defect spot on both

sides of the dielectric film. The resulting distance of the opposing electrodes

via the defect was large enough so that the conduction of electrical charges was

interrupted. Thus, the partly contracted soft dielectric EAP capacitor could

be recharged and expanded up to its original deformation level again. This

”self-healing” effect was observed analogously for repeated dielectric break-

downs (Fig. B.4, right).

Unfortunately, the ”self-healing” could not be applied to stacked DE films

Figure B.4: Circular DE actuator with gold electrodes (film: VHB 4910, pre-

strained by λ
(i)
x ×λ

(i)
y = 4×4; electrodes: beaten gold) in the deactivated state

(left), in the activated state (center) and after several dielectric breakdowns
(right).
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Figure B.5: Dielectric breakdown across a pre-strained dielectric film (film:

VHB 4910, pre-strained by λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y ≈ 4× 4; electrodes: beaten gold).

with gold electrodes. In the multilayer configuration the electrical contact

between the electrodes was not interrupted after a dielectric breakdown had

occurred in one of the intermediate film layers. Presumably, the intermediate

gold electrodes could not evaporate around the defect spot.

B.2 Imperfections in real DE actuators

Imperfections in real DE actuators can provoke premature dielectric break-

down. A dielectric breakdown occurs when the applied electrical field, E,

exceeds the dielectric strength, Ecrit, of the dielectric film (E ≥ Ecrit). Thus,

premature breakdown may occur in real DE actuators when the electrical field

is increased locally and/or the dielectric film has a locally reduced dielectric

strength (Fig. B.1):

• Locally increased electrical field: The main effects leading to locally

increased fields include:

– Fringe effects: The electrical charges across the electrodes of

real parallel-plate capacitors are not perfectly homogeneously dis-

tributed. Depending on the shape and the size of the parallel

electrodes compared to their distance, fringe effects may induce

locally increased charge densities in DE actuators and thus lead to

localized stronger electrical fields in the dielectric film.
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– Effects due to geometrical imperfections: Geometrical im-

perfections of the dielectric film include local deviation in thick-

ness and/or surface roughness. Such imperfections may originate

during the film’s manufacturing process or result from the pre-

straining of the dielectric film from stiffness irregularities and/or

a non-ideal pre-straining process.

Geometrical imperfections of real DE films and the discontinuity

of typical compliant electrodes consisting of conductive particles

(see section 2.2.1) may lead to non-uniform electrical field distri-

bution across the dielectric film. Two main borderline cases can

be distinguished:

(i) Small electrode particles (�� L
(i)
z ): When the conduc-

tive particles of the electrodes with an average diameter, �,

are very small compared to the nominal film thickness, L
(i)
z ,

the electrode can be considered to be continuous (Fig. B.6,

left). In this case the geometrical imperfections of the dielec-

tric film are decisive. A local field increase is expected at

depressions and pointy notches in the film.

(ii) Large electrode particles (� � L
(i)
z ): With electrodes

consisting of conductive particles of large diameter, �, com-

pared to the film thickness, L
(i)
z , the shape of the particles is

decisive for the electrical field distribution (Fig. B.6, right).

Local field increase is expected at particles with smaller radii

and or local peaks.

( )i
zL ( )i

zL

Figure B.6: Localized increase in the electrical field in a geometrically im-
perfect film (left) and in particle electrodes (right).
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• Locally reduced dielectric strength: The soft dielectric films such

as, for example, the acrylic film VHB 4910 (3M), might have local in-

clusions and/or voids. Both can reduce the dielectric strength and may

thus lead to a premature dielectric breakdown in the film.

In real DE actuators the negative effects of imperfections may be compounded

when they occur in spatial proximity to each other.

As was shown previously, the equivalent electrode pressure (eqn. (2.1)) is pro-

portional to the square of the local electrical field. Thus, a non-uniform field

distribution in real DE actuators induces an non-uniform distribution of the

equivalent electrode pressure across the dielectric film. As a result, the di-

electric film is squeezed more during active deformation in the domains where

stronger electrical fields appear.

Even when the equivalent electrode pressure was uniformly distributed across

the dielectric film, non-uniform deformation of the DE film may arise from:

• Inhomogeneous mechanical properties: The soft dielectric film or

the electrodes (e.g. rubber electrodes) may have inhomogeneous me-

chanical stiffness.

• Non-ideal mechanical boundary conditions: At the transition

from the pre-strained DE film to its support structure a discontinuity in

mechanical stiffness is usually present. In the vicinity of a constrained

zone, for instance, the active expansion of the DE film is blocked along

the clamping direction.

Figure B.7: Wrinkling of an activated DE film in the transition region from

the free to the constrained zone (film: VHB 4910, pre-strained by λ
(i)
x ×λ

(i)
y =

4× 4; electrode: mixture of carbon black and silicone rubber, brush-coated).
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As a result, wrinkling appears in the DE film along the boundaries for a

sufficiently large active expansion (Fig. B.7). Wrinkling generates cur-

vatures in the DE film and thus leads to a deviation from the ideal

parallel-plate capacitor configuration. According to curved capacitors

(e.g. cylindrical capacitor), wrinkling is estimated to induce increased

electrical fields in the dielectric film close to the ”inner” electrode.

Elaborate computational modeling of the interaction of the electrostatic forces

from the non-uniformly distributed electrical charges on the electrodes with

the (visco-) hyperelastic behavior of the film is needed for the investigation of

these electromechanical effects. So far, however, the modeling in the field of

soft dielectric EAPs cannot meet with these challenging requirements. Conven-

tionally, the electrostatic coupling is implemented by introducing a uniformly

distributed electrostatic pressure according to eqn. (2.1) in the film thickness

direction (see section A.3.1). As a consequence, the complex electromechan-

ical deformation process of soft dielectric EAPs is ignored in the subsequent

investigations.

In sections B.3 to B.5 selected effects were focused on, leading to local increase

of the electrical field in DE films. In particular, we examined the impact of

fringe effects as well as of geometrical deviations of the dielectric film and

discontinuous particle electrodes.

B.3 Fringe effects in soft dielectric EAPs

The electrostatic distribution of electrical charges on the electrodes of DE films

is investigated in this section in order to estimate deviations in the electrical

field.

Usually, as a first order approach, soft dielectric EAPs are considered to corre-

spond to an ideal parallel-plate capacitor consisting of a thin elastic dielectric

film coated on both sides with perfectly compliant electrodes with negligible

thickness. The electrode distance, h, corresponds to the actual thickness of ei-

ther the pre-strained (h = L
(i)
z ) or the (uniformly) actively deformed (h = Lz)

dielectric film. As introduced, the pre-strained, as yet undeformed state of

the DE film is focused on due to the complex electromechanical interaction

in real DE films. Moreover, for the present consideration, the impact of the

polarization of the dielectric film on the distribution of electrical charges on

the electrodes was excluded (vacuum).

The free electrical charges distribute across the surface of the capacitor’s elec-

trodes according to an area specific charge density σ(r). Since the electrostatic

potential, Φ, is constant across the electrodes, the electrical field, E, becomes
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zero inside the electrodes (E = −∇Φ = 0 → Φ = const.). For conservative

electrostatic potentials outside of sources or sinks (∇× E = 0), the electrical

field vector is normal to the surface of the electrodes in the electrostatic case

(normal vector n) and proportional to the local charge density

E =
σ

εo
· n. (B.1)

In order to estimate the electrical field in DE films it is thus sufficient to de-

termine the electrical charge distribution across the electrodes.

During electrical charging of the parallel-plate capacitor with an activation

voltage U (opposing electrostatic potential of the electrodes ±Φ → U = 2Φ),

the charges distribute across the electrodes according to an electrostatic equi-

librium, which is given by

Φ(r) =
1

4πεo

Z
A′

σ(r′)

|r− r′| dA′ (B.2)

where the Coulomb forces between all free charges are balanced.

B.3.1 Method of moments

The derivation of the charge distribution, σ(r), on the electrodes for a given

potential distribution, Φ(r), is difficult with eqn. (B.2). Bai and Lonngren [5]

presented a numerical approach denoted as ”method of moments” for solving

this problem related to parallel-plate capacitors.

x (i)

y (j)
z

h/2

i,j)
ΔAi,j

ΔQi,j

i,jU

Figure B.8: Segmentation of the electrodes of a parallel-plate capacitor ac-
cording to the method of moments.
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Their basic idea is to subdivide the capacitor electrodes into an array of reg-

ular area segments, ∆A(ri,j) =: ∆Ai,j for i = 1, 2, . . . , I and j = 1, 2, . . . , J

(Fig. B.8). The continuous charge distribution, σ(r), is thus approximated by

a discrete charge distribution, σ(ri,j) =: σi,j , with a constant charge density

across each infinitesimal segment. For the calculation, the discrete charge dis-

tribution of each area segment is concentrated to a corresponding electrical

point charge, ∆Q(ri,j) =: ∆Qi,j = σi,j∆Ai,j , positioned in the center, ri,j , of

each segment. Based on the discretized eqn. (B.2)

Φm,n =
1

4πεo

X
A

∆Qi,j

|rm,n − ri,j |

=
1

4πεo

X
A

σi,j∆Ai,j

|rm,n − ri,j |

(B.3)

a relationship is obtained for each area segment (m, n) with m = 1, 2, . . . , M

and n = 1, 2, . . . , N , by including the given electrostatic potentials

Φ(rm,n) =: Φm,n =

(
+Φ across the upper electrode

−Φ across the lower electrode.
(B.4)

The resulting linear equation system serves to determine the point charges

∆Qi,j and charge densities σi,j respectively of each area segment (i, j).

Note that in the summation of eqn. (B.3) all segments of both electrodes have

to be included. Therein, the summand for the contribution of the charged

segment (i, j) = (m, n) to the potential Φm,n becomes singular. Bai et al. [5]

suggested replacing the term

1

4πεo

σi,j∆Ai,j

|rm,n − ri,j |
(B.5)

when (i, j) = (m, n) by

1

4πεo
σm,n∆Am,n · 2

r
π

∆Am,n
. (B.6)

B.3.2 Rectangular electrodes

The method of moments is used to derive the charge distribution on rectan-

gular electrodes. This electrode geometry is preferred for the evaluation since

it is utilized with many types of DE actuators. In particular, the effect of the

four salient angles on the electrical field distribution in the dielectric film has

to be clarified.
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Application of the method of moments

The rectangular electrodes were segmented into an array of regular square ele-

ments of the size ∆L×∆L in order to apply the method of moments (Fig. B.9).

Note that only selected discrete aspect ratios, (L/W ), can be investigated for

a given segment size with this approach.

The numerical evaluation effort is reduced by introducing the expected axial

symmetry of the continuous charge distribution leading to an equivalent dis-

crete charge distribution in all four quadrants. The sum according to eqn.

(B.3) becomes

Φm,n =
∆L2

4πεo

X
i,j

σ+
i,j

 
1

|rm,n − r+
i,j |

− 1

|rm,n − r−i,j |

!
(B.7)

where the index ”+” denotes the upper electrode and ”−” the lower electrode,

which has the opposite charge (σ−i,j = −σ+
i,j). Assuming a parallel-plate ca-

pacitor with electrodes of length L = I∆L and width W = J∆L (I, J are

even numbers) positioned at a distance h, the corresponding vectors, r+
i,j and

r−i,j , pointing to the centers of the area segments (i, j) on the upper and lower

electrode respectively are given by

r+
i,j =

0BB@
i∆L

“
1− 1

2|i|

”
j∆L

“
1− 1

2|j|

”
h
2

1CCA r−i,j =

0BB@
i∆L

“
1− 1

2|i|

”
j∆L

“
1− 1

2|j|

”
−h

2

1CCA . (B.8)

x (i)

y (j)

0W

L

0 x (i)

y (j)
z

h/2

ΔL

ΔL

Figure B.9: Parallel-plate capacitor with rectangular electrodes (left). Square
segmentation of a rectangular electrode (right).
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for i = [−I/2, I/2] and j = [−J/2, J/2]. By considering the expected symme-

tries of the charge distribution in the four quadrants

σ+
i,j = σ+

−i,j = σ+
i,−j = σ+

−i,−j (B.9)

and introducing new indices, representing sequential numbering of the segment

line after line in the first quadrant ((m, n) → (u) and (i, j) → (v))

u =
M

2
(n− 1) + m

v =
I

2
(j − 1) + i

(B.10)

the linear equation system can be written as

Φu =
∆L2

4πεo

ξX
v=1

σ+
v · fu,v for u = 1, . . . , ξ (B.11)

where ξ = IJ/4. The matrix elements, fu,v, are defined by

fu,v(i,j) =

„
1

|ru − r+
i,j |

− 1

|ru − r−i,j |

«
+

„
1

|ru − r+
−i,j |

− 1

|ru − r−−i,j |

«
+

„
1

|ru − r+
i,−j |

− 1

|ru − r−i,−j |

«
+

„
1

|ru − r+
−i,−j |

− 1

|ru − r−−i,−j |

«
.

(B.12)

The ξ unknown charge densities, σ+
v , are finally obtained by solving eqn. (B.11),

which includes the inversion of the symmetrical matrix, f .

Evaluation results

The numerical evaluation of the charge distribution on rectangular parallel-

plate capacitor electrodes was performed with Matlabr. The ratio between

the electrode distance, h, and characteristic electrode length,
√

A, was varied.

For better comparison of the results, the discrete charge densities, σ+, were

normalized with the average charge density, σ, which is given by

σ =

„
Q

A

«
numerical

(B.13)
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Figure B.10: Normalized charge density distribution across a quarter of the
square electrode (parameters: (h/

√
A) = 10−2, I = J = 100).
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Figure B.11: Normalized charge density distribution along the diagonal co-
ordinate of a square electrode for selected electrode distances.
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where the charge of the electrode results from the numerical evaluation by

Q =
P

σ+∆A and the area of the rectangular electrode is A = L W .

A typical numerical solution for the normalized charge distribution, (σ+/σ),

on a parallel-plate capacitor with square electrodes ((L/W ) = 1) is presented

in figure B.10. As can be seen, the line where the charge density reaches the

level of a corresponding uniform charge distribution ((σ+/σ) = 1) runs parallel

to the electrode edges and is rounded at the electrode corners. The repelling

effect between the equal charges on each electrode apparently induces a charge

accumulation at the outer border of the electrodes. High charge densities are

predicted at the corners of the square electrodes.

According to the present theoretical consideration, a discontinuity arises at the

electrode edge since the electrodes with negligible thickness provide infinitely

sharp edges. Therefore, the charge density increases towards infinity at the

electrode edge for increasing discretization resolution (∆L × ∆L → 0). The

charge density in real DE actuators, however, will grow similarly towards the

edges but not increase to infinity since real electrodes have a finite curvature

at their edges.

According to the evaluation results of figure B.11, the charge distribution along

the diagonal of the square electrode changes for varying distances between the

electrodes. As shown, a nearly uniform charge distribution is achieved for

(h/
√

A) ≤ 10−3. The attraction of the opposite charges on the two electrodes

dominates the repulsion effect of the equal charges on each electrode. The

attraction of opposite charges can be neglected for large electrode distances of

(h/
√

A) ≥ 1. Thus, the repelling effect of equal charges leads to a strongly

non-uniform charge distribution across both electrodes.

Due to the non-uniform charge distribution, the capacitance of the parallel-

plate configuration varies when the distance between the electrodes changes.

The ratio of the (real) capacitance from the numerical evaluation, Cnumerical,

to the ideal capacitance, Cideal, of a corresponding parallel-plate capacitor is

given by
Cnumerical

Cideal
=

(Q/U)numerical

εo(A/h)
(B.14)

where the charge of the electrode is given from the numerical evaluation by

Q =
P

σ+∆A and the area of the rectangular electrode is A = L W .

According to the results given in figure B.12 the discrepancy between numeri-

cally determined and ideal capacitance increases almost linearly for increasing

electrode distances. The results achieved with the method of moments cor-

respond fairly well to the behavior given by Harrington et al. [23] and even

better to recently published results by Bao et al. [6].

Since DE actuators have rather small electrode distances, the results from

figure B.12 have been redrawn in a logarithmic plot, which magnifies the re-
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Figure B.12: Capacitance of a real parallel-plate capacitor with square elec-
trodes compared to a corresponding ideal capacitor as a function of the elec-
trode distance.
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Figure B.13: Capacitance of a real parallel-plate capacitor with square elec-
trodes compared to a corresponding ideal capacitor focusing on small electrode
distances (logarithmic plot).
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Figure B.14: Normalized charge density distribution across a quarter of a
rectangular electrode (parameters: (h/

√
A) = 10−2, (L/W ) = 4) (Remark:

distorted image).
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Figure B.15: Normalized charge density at the corners of rectangular elec-
trode compared to the density at the corners of a corresponding square elec-
trode for different electrode distances.
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sults for small values of (h/
√

A) (Fig. B.13). As can be seen, the capacitance

of the ideal capacitor is a good approximation for the real configuration for

(h/
√

A) ≤ 10−2.

When the electrode geometry changes from square to rectangular, the distri-

bution of electrical charges on the electrodes changes. As shown, for example,

in figure B.14 for a capacitor with an aspect ratio of (L/W ) = 4 and an elec-

trode distance of (h/
√

A) = 10−2, the electrical charges accumulate mainly at

the far ends of the electrodes at (x/L) = ±0.5. Still, the maximum charge

density is predicted to occur at the corners of rectangular electrodes. The

line showing the position where the charge density corresponds the uniform

charge distribution ((σ+/σ) = 1) runs almost parallel to the short ends of the

electrode.

In connection with the shaping of the electrodes of DE actuators it is necessary

to clarify whether the parallel-plate capacitor configuration with square elec-

trodes or corresponding rectangular electrodes shows larger maximum charge

densities at the corners.

Therefore, configurations with different electrode aspect ratios were evaluated

numerically with the method of moments. The electrodes had to consist of

a fixed number of square segments I × J = const. to maintain the electrode

area (A = I∆L × J∆L = const.). Thus, only selected rectangular electrode

aspect ratios (L/W ) = (I/J) could be realized. Restricted moreover by the

computational performance, a number of I×J = 3600 area segments was math-

ematically determined to allow for a maximum number of evaluation points

for the aspect ratio in the desired investigation range of (L/W ) = [1, 10].

The evaluation results displayed in figure B.15 compare the ratio of the normal-

ized charge densities at the corners of a rectangular electrode, (σ+
corner/σ)rect,

to the results from a corresponding square electrode, (σ+
corner/σ)square. It can

be seen that the aspect ratio of the electrode does not influence the charge

density at the corners for very small electrode distances of (h/
√

A) ≤ 10−3.

This results from the approximately uniform charge distribution for close elec-

trodes. For increasing electrode distances, however, it becomes gradually more

distinct that the square geometry exhibits the larger charge densities at the

corners compared to the rectangular one. Thus, for their application to soft

dielectric EAPs long, narrow rectangular electrodes are expected to be less

critical than square ones.
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B.4 Geometrical deviations in the dielec-

tric film

Regarding the widely used acrylic film VHB 4910 (3M) in the unstrained state

at a magnification of 50×, one can see that its surface is not perfectly smooth

(Fig. B.16, left). The surface is wavy and shows a fine texture. In addition, de-

pressions and bumps with diameters of several tens of micrometers can be seen.

After pre-straining the film, its surface smoothness seems to improve (Fig. B.16,

right). However, a fine texture remains on the surface and local imperfections

of different sizes can be found. Since this acrylic film manufactured by 3M

is not primarily intended for its application in soft dielectric EAPs, such geo-

metrical imperfections must be accepted.

Figure B.16: Optical microscopy images of the typical surface structure of
acrylic VHB 4910 film in the unstrained state (left) and the asymmetrically

pre-strained with λ
(i)
x × λ

(i)
y = 3× 5 (right).

B.4.1 Dielectric film with a single depression

As an example, the electrical field distribution across a pre-strained DE film

of VHB 4910 (3M) with a single depression on one side is investigated using

the software Multiphysicsr (by Comsol).

Configuration

A rotational symmetrical configuration was examined in order to simplify the

calculation. The thickness of the dielectric was set at h = L
(i)
z = 62.5 µm
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according to the equibiaxially pre-strained (λ
(i)
x ×λ

(i)
y = 4× 4) film VHB 4910

(3M). The relative dielectric constant εr = 3.35 of the pre-strained film was

adapted from [76].

A smoothly curved depression with a depth of 6.25 µm, corresponding to 10%

of the thickness of the pre-strained film, was positioned in the center (at r = 0)

on one side of the film (Fig. B.17). The electrodes were assumed be contin-

uous for this investigation (see section B.2). The calculation was executed

for a typical activation voltage of U = 3.6 kV , which results in an electrode

potential of ±Φ = ±1.8 kV .

Evaluation results

The distribution of the magnitude of the electrical field, |E|, across the dielec-

tric film is shown in figure B.17. As can be seen, the electrical field in the

proximity of the depression locally exceeds the fields remote from the geomet-

rical imperfection. Since the electrical field is proportional to the local charge

density (eqn. (B.1)), one finds that the electrical charges accumulate in the

depression.

It can be seen that the selected geometrical imperfection generates only a lo-

cal field increase, which means that the charge distribution on the opposite

rε

r 

r 

mμ mμ

8

8

8

8

Figure B.17: Distribution of the magnitude of the electrical field across the
dielectric for a DE film with a single depression (rotational symmetry config-
uration).
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electrode is not affected. According to further examinations, however, it was

found that for larger single-side depressions the attraction of charges in the

geometrical imperfection induces an increase of the charge density on the op-

posite, planar electrode as well.

As shown, depressions in the dielectric film, generate a local increase in the

electrical field, which may induce premature dielectric breakdown in DE ac-

tuators. According to eqn. (2.1), the increased electrical field is expected to

result in stronger electrostatic attraction between the electrodes in the vicinity

of the depression. As a first order estimation, the ratio of the equivalent elec-

trostatic pressure (eqn. (2.1)) acting on the depression, pdepression, compared

to the pressure in the surrounding zone, pequivalent, is given by

pdepression

pequivalent
=

„
Ldepression,z

Lz

«−2

(B.15)

where Ldepression,z is the reduced film thickness at the depression and Lz is

thickness of the film in the unaffected zone.

As expected, the equivalent electrode pressure increases in depressions with

increasing depth. A depression with a depth corresponding to 10%, 20 % and

30 % of the thickness of the surrounding film leads to a local increase in equiv-

alent electrode pressure by 23%, 56% and 104% respectively.

Regarding the electromechanical interaction during active deformation of real

DE actuators, stronger squeezing of the dielectric film is thus expected in the

vicinity of a local depression (Fig. B.18). As a result, even more electrical

charges flow into the depression and the local compression of the film contin-

ues. Finally, a dielectric breakdown occurs as soon as the critical electrical

U

pequivalent

LzLdepression,zpdepression

Figure B.18: Depressions in DE films (left) initiate an unstable electrome-
chanical deformation of the dielectric film (local pull-in effect) under activation
(right).
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field is exceeded. This effect corresponds to a local pull-in effect, which is

temporally slowed down by the distinct viscous properties of VHB 4910 (3M)

and counteracted by the circumferential support of the film zone around the

depression.

Note that such unstable electromechanical deformation processes may also

arise in DE films which are perfectly planar before activation. Whenever, lo-

cal depressions are generated by non-uniform deformation of the dielectric film

(see section B.2) local pull-in is initiated.

B.5 Discontinuous electrodes

In order to achieve mechanically compliant electrodes for soft dielectric EAPs,

electrically conductive particles are usually used. These are often mixed into

a compliant/soft matrix (see section 2.2.1).

Compared to smooth electrodes, as considered in the ideal case, real particle

electrodes may establish a non-uniform electrical field in the dielectric film

(see section B.2). The aim of this section is to investigate the distribution of

the electrical field generated by particle electrodes.

B.5.1 Conductive particles

Fine conductive powders consist either of mechanically broken particles pro-

duced, for instance, by milling, or of particles which are produced, for instance,

by spray-atomizing molten alloys (Fig. B.19). The milled particles are irregu-

larly shaped and have edges, while the sprayed particles are spherical in shape

and fairly smooth.

Powders in general do usually not consist of particles of only one size but are

normally a mixture of distributed particle sizes. Powder production by me-

chanically breaking conductive materials into small particles creates a wide

range of particle sizes. In order to separate particles of different sizes, one has

to do a cost-intensive sieving of the product. By contrast, the size distribu-

tion of particles manufactured by a spraying processes can be controlled more

accurately.

Concerning the particle electrodes of soft dielectric EAPs, the shape as well

as the size of the conductive particles are expected to influence the resulting

electrical field distribution:

• Particle shape: Sharp-edged, broken particles locally increase the elec-

trical field according to the field characteristic close to curved tips. The
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Figure B.19: Milling results in angular particles of irregular size, while spray-
ing yields smooth particles of similar size.

electrical field, E, at the surface of curved tips is often compared to that

of a conductive sphere with radius R loaded with an electrical charge Q

E =
1

4πεo

Q

R2
· n. (B.16)

In the electrostatic case the electrical field is perpendicular to the curved

surface (normal vector n) and increases with the square of the decreas-

ing radius of curvature, R, of the tip. Thus, in general, electrodes for

soft dielectric EAPs which consist of particles with smooth surfaces are

expected to introduce smaller local electrical fields into the dielectric

film than edged particles of the same size.

• Particle size: According to eqn. (B.16), large smooth particles are

preferred for electrodes of soft dielectric EAPs over small ones since

the smaller radius of curvature of the large particles leads to weaker

electrical fields. The size of broken particles, however, seems to play a

subordinate role since the local curvatures at the edges are decisive for

the local increase of the electrical field.

B.5.2 Particle arrangement on the electrode

Different electrode qualities in terms of the electrical conductivity and mechan-

ical compliance result depending on the composition of the electrode material

and the coating process. With today’s electrodes of soft dielectric EAPs, the

conductive particles are randomly distributed across the active zone.

By brushing pure graphite powder to the sticky acrylic film VHB 4910 (3M),

for instance, only a small number of particles can be applied. The electrical

resistance of such electrodes will increase quickly under active expansion of the
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DE film since the conductive particles lose their contact. This drawback can

be overcome by mixing the graphite powder into a carrier matrix (e.g. silicone

oil). By doing so, thicker electrodes can be brushed, which provide lower elec-

trical resistance in the unstrained state and maintain their conductivity fairly

well under active expansion.

These effects were substantiated experimentally by comparing the active strains

of circular actuators coated with both types of electrode described above

(Fig. B.20). As can be seen, the radial strain, sr, increases similarly with

the two electrode types at lower initial electrical fields. Starting from about

50 V/µm, however, the strain increase of the pure graphite electrode atten-

uates and finally reaches a maximum strain level of about sr = 20%. The

strains of the electrode where the powder is mixed with silicone oil, on the

other hand, increases further and ultimately reaches a strain level of beyond

sr = 60% at 80 V/µm.
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Figure B.20: Radial strains of a circular actuator obtained after 5 s of activa-

tion (frame: � = 150 mm; film: VHB 4910, pre-strained by λ
(i)
x ×λ

(i)
y = 4×4;

electrodes: � = 40 mm).
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B.5.3 Field distribution for different particle sizes

In order to estimate the electrical field distribution of soft dielectric EAPs with

electrodes consisting of different particle sizes, an idealized configuration was

evaluated with the software Multiphysicsr (by Comsol).

Configuration

For simplification the task was treated in two dimensions (Fig. B.21). The

incompressible acrylic film VHB 4910 (3M) was assumed to have a pre-strained

thickness of L
(i)
z = 62.5 µm according to a equibiaxial pre-straining with

λ
(i)
x ×λ

(i)
y = 4×4. The corresponding dielectric constant of the pre-strained film

was taken as εr = 3.35 according to [76]. As defined in the introduction, any

deformation due to electromechanical interaction according to DE actuators

was omitted.

The electrodes were assumed to consist of perfectly spherical particles of equal

size arranged in a regular, single-layer array over the entire electrode area.

Three particle diameters, � = 10 µm, 50 µm and 100 µm, were selected for

the examination. The width of the investigated electrodes was restricted to

2 mm for all particle sizes due to limitations of computational performance.

Nevertheless, this width was sufficient to neglect the influence of the fringe

effects from the electrode edges on the center region of the capacitor.

(z/Lz
(i))

mμ

rε

Figure B.21: Section through an idealized configuration of a pre-strained
film coated with powder electrodes each consisting of a regular arrangement
of conductive particles.
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Evaluation results

The resultant distribution of the magnitude of the electrical field, |E|, is pre-

sented for the three selected particle diameters in figure B.22. As can be seen,

the electrical field in the film increases towards the surface positions where

the particles adjoin the dielectric film. When considering the electrical charge

distribution along the particle surface, an accumulation of charges towards the

dielectric film is evident. Thus, the resulting electrical field is much stronger at

the contact spots of the particles (”hot-spots”) compared to the surrounding

film surface.

Electrodes of large spherical particles ((�/L
(i)
z ) ≈ 1) influence the electrical

field across the entire film domain. Smaller particles ((�/L
(i)
z ) � 1), however,

influence the electric field in a thin zone along the surface of the dielectric film.

This behavior also becomes visible when tracing the electrical field across the

dielectric film between two opposing conductive particles (Fig. B.23). For the

evaluation the resulting field distribution, |E|, was compared to the uniform

field, Eideal, of an ideal parallel-plate capacitor.

(z/Lz
(i))

(z/Lz
(i))

(z/Lz
(i))

8

8

8

8

8

Figure B.22: Distribution of the magnitude of the electrical field |E| in the
upper half of the dielectric induced by electrodes of particles with diameter of
� = 100 µm (top), 50 µm (center) and 10 µm (bottom).
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As expected, the field characteristics are symmetrical relative to the midplane

of the dielectric film ((z/L
(i)
z ) = 0). For very large particles ((�/L

(i)
z ) → ∞)

the charge distribution is uniform and thus the electrical field corresponds to

that of an ideal parallel-plate capacitor ((|E|/Eideal) = 1). For particles of

reduced size (e.g. � = 100 µm), the electrical field increases at the surfaces of

the dielectric film (”hot spots”), while it is reduced towards the center of the

dielectric film. For smaller particles (e.g. � = 50 µm), the field characteristic

increases further at the surface of the dielectric film but flattens in its midsec-

tion. For very small particles (e.g. � = 10 µm) this trend is continued. The

field characteristic becomes constant over a wide range across the midsection

of the film and approaches the ideal value from below. In the borderline case

with infinitely small particles ((�/L
(i)
z ) → 0) the field in the dielectric film is

again uniformly distributed as with very large particles.

As shown, the particle electrodes influence the field distribution in DE actu-

ators. Large deviations from the uniform field distribution according to an

ideal parallel-plate capacitor were found for all investigated particle diameters

((�/L
(i)
z ) = 0.16, 0.8, 1.6). However, it is difficult to conclusively appraise,

which particle diameter is most suitable for electrodes of soft dielectric EAPs.

According to the present investigation, very large and very small particles com-
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Figure B.23: Magnitude of the electrical field compared to the field in a ideal
configuration along the film thickness coordinate from an electrode particle on
top to one at the bottom.
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pared to the film thickness are convenient from a purely electrostatic point of

view. Other aspects have to be taken into account as well for the final selection

of a particle size. For instance, very small particles are quite mobile and may

thus diffuse - additionally driven by the electrostatic forces under activation

of soft dielectric EAPs - into the dielectric film and thus lead to premature

dielectric breakdown.

B.6 Summary and conclusion

To utilize the full strain potential of soft dielectric EAPs, they are often driven

close to the critical voltage, where the film is likely to dielectrically break

down. Dielectric breakdown leads to a permanent destruction of the actua-

tor with conventional electrodes. With electrodes of beaten gold, however, it

was observed that after an electrical failure single-layered actuators could be

recharged again and reached their original active deformation level.

Compared to an ideal capacitor there are effects in real soft dielectric EAPs

which locally increase the electrical field or reduce the dielectric strength of

the film and thus lead to premature dielectric breakdown.

The investigation of the charge distribution on parallel-plate capacitors pre-

dicts that the charge distribution is not uniform especially for DE actuators

with small active zones and/or thick dielectric films. The non-uniform charge

distribution is a result of the repelling effect of the equal charges on each

electrode. Hence, the charges spread apart and the charge density increases

strongly towards the outer edges of the electrodes. Very large charge densities

are predicted, in particular at the corners of square and rectangular electrodes.

This leads to increased electrical fields in the dielectric film in the vicinity of

the electrode corners thereby enabling premature dielectric breakdown. As

a result, electrodes of soft dielectric EAPs electrodes should be rounded or

filleted and pointy shapes should be avoided.

From optical microscopy images of the acrylic film VHB 4910 in the original

and pre-strained states it was found that the film surface is not perfectly pla-

nar but shows geometrical irregularities. When a film with irregular surface

is used as dielectric in soft dielectric EAPs, the electrical charges accumulate

in the depressions of the surface under activation and thus the electrical field

is strengthened locally. This effect was verified by the investigation of a DE

film with a one-sided depression based on Multiphysicsr (by Comsol). During

electromechanical deformation of an imperfect DE film, the dielectric is pre-

dicted to be irresistibly squeezed in the region of depressions until a dielectric

breakdown occurs (local pull-in effect).

Real electrodes of soft dielectric EAPs are typically made of conductive pow-
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ders. Thus, the electrical field introduced into the dielectric film is expected

to be non-uniform. Based on an idealized electrode configuration, the effect of

different particle sizes on the electrical field distribution in the dielectric film

was investigated with Multiphysicsr (by Comsol). The conductive particles

introduce increased electrical fields at their contact points with the film surface

(”hot-spots”). A nearly uniform field distribution corresponding to an ideal

parallel-plate capacitor is only achieved with either very large or very small

particles compared to the film thickness.

Fundamental limitations for soft dielectric EAPs arising from electrical and

electromechanical effects were demonstrated based on theoretical considera-

tions. In order to quantify the relevance of the presented effects for real DE

actuators, specific experiments are to be made and continued, more detailed

theoretical investigations are required.



C
Technical Drawings

This appendix contains the technical drawings of the main components of the

shell-like actuator system:

• Hinged support structure:

– General overview of the support structure (Fig. C.1 on page 288).

– First part of the support structure (Fig. C.2 on page 289).

– Intermediate part of the support structure (Fig. C.3 on page 290).

– End part of the support structure (Fig. C.4 on page 291).

• Supply/control system:

– Buffer amplifier (Fig. C.5 on page 292).

– HV switch box (Fig. C.6 on page 293).
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Figure C.1: Technical drawing of the support structure of the shell-like ac-
tuator.
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Figure C.2: Technical drawing of the first part of the support structure of
the shell-like actuator.
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Figure C.3: Technical drawing of the intermediate part of the support struc-
ture of the shell-like actuator.
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Figure C.4: Technical drawing of the end part of the support structure of the
shell-like actuator.
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Figure C.5: Technical drawing of the buffer amplifier for the galvanic isolation
of the input and output signals.
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